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Abstract 

A range of fluorescence fluctuation analysis methods were developed and applied to 

labels commonly used in biological samples. Various super-resolution techniques were 

demonstrated in vitro and in vivo using objective-type Total Internal Reflection 

Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM). 

   An experimental Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) setup was developed 

along with associated post-acquisition data algorithms. The technique was applied to 

investigate the stoichiometry of a protein subunit of ribonucleotide reductase (RNR). 

FCS method was adapted with an Electron Multiplying Charge Coupled Device 

(EMMCD) detection scheme and applied to inorganic Quantum Dots (QDs) diffusing 

in solutions of different viscosities. 

   Super-resolution Optical Fluctuation Imaging (SOFI) algorithm was implemented 

in ImageJ software and conclusive results obtained on reference samples of QDs and 

combed DNA. Potential applications of temporal correlation analysis to the study of 

diffusive processes and single particle tracking were also discussed. 

   A new super-resolution technique applicable to multiple adjacent fluorescent 

molecules called Direct Object Resolution by Image Subtraction (DORIS) was 

developed and tested with QD complexes. The method enables one to accurately map 

the position of two emitters displaying intermittency in their fluorescence emission 

and separated by a distance below the diffraction limit, without the need of complex 

instrumentation or analysis. The technique relies on the subtraction of the Point 

Spread Function (PSF) of each single fluorescent probe, and is in theory applicable to 

any blinking or flickering dye. The principle was first demonstrated on simulated 

data and experimentally on QDs coupled by 100-basepair double-stranded DNA 

constructs. Super-resolution by image subtraction was further applied in vivo in 

S. pombe cells, where distances between clustered fluorescent fusion proteins were 

accurately determined. The selective activation of photoswitchable probes mEos3 was 

exploited to optimise the DORIS subtraction process and provided a simple method 

to determine the relative positions of closely spaced emitters within an aggregate, as 

encountered in association sites or multimeric complexes. 
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 Introduction Chapter 1

Introduction 

The influence of nanometre scale molecular organisation on the behaviour of 

macroscopic structures has retained a great deal of attention during the past decades. 

Whilst this interest in understanding the underlying causes of many fundamental 

processes might seem relatively recent to a contemporary reader, it is worth noting 

that nano-sized materials have been used throughout the past millennium of human 

history. Perhaps the most famous demonstration is the Lycurgus cup, a roman 

artifact dated from the fourth-century A.D. and made of glass containing gold-silver 

alloyed nanoparticles. The distribution of these components has an impact on the 

appearance of the cup depending on the incident light source position: its usual green 

colour under reflected light becomes a brilliant red when a light source is placed 

inside the artifact. Other applications have been developed as well in different 

civilisations, such as the azure pigment introduced by the Mayas around A.D. 800 in 

which the indigo dyes were stabilised inside clay nanopores. The skilled artisans of 

those days did not rationalise the cause of modification of the material properties and 

rather used a trial and error approach to obtain the best results. In 1857, Michael 

Faraday attempted to attribute the variety of colours of cathedrals’ windows by their 

content in metal particles, an approach which was completed by Gustav Mie in 1908. 

However, the first visionary contribution triggering the rise in nanotechnology 

research is often attributed to Richard Feynman, who won the Nobel Prize in 1965 

for his work in quantum electrodynamics. He predicted the immense possibilities 
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offered by the detection of single molecule in vivo in a 1959 speech called “There is 

plenty of room in the bottom” [1]. An abstract of his talk is especially relevant to the 

context of this thesis: 

 

« It is very easy to answer many of these fundamental biological questions; you just 

look at the thing! […] Unfortunately, the present microscope sees at a scale which is 

just a bit too crude. Make the microscope one hundred times more powerful, and 

many problems of biology would be made very much easier. » 

 

The importance of single molecule detection has risen since then in multiple and 

various fields, and research at the nanoscale level continues to expand. Many 

biological structures can be considered as nanostructures and hence be systems of 

choice in the nanofield: for instance, proteins have typical sizes ranging from 4 to 

50 nm. The main aim of this thesis was to develop techniques to improve the level of 

information details obtained by detection of signal arising from single fluorescent 

molecules involved in important biology processes. 

1.1   Fluorescence Microscopy 

The main motivation for single molecule experiments is to unravel individual 

properties of the different components of a heterogeneous system. Ensemble averaging 

of a bulk sample makes it impossible to retrieve structural or kinetic properties of 

small subpopulations. Sub-ensemble behaviours are of particular importance in 

biology where single protein molecules perform crucial interactions during the cell 

cycle [2]. The first demonstration of single molecule detection by Moerner et al. [3] 

was followed by applications in numerous fields, such as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 

sequencing [4], particles optical trapping [5], protein folding [6], enzyme kinetics [7] or 

polymer dynamics [8].  

   The invention of the microscope is usually dated to 1590, when Hans and 

Zaccharias Hansen used series of lenses to produce magnified images of objects. 

Galileo Galilei developed a device composed of two lenses in 1610, for which the word 

“microscope” (from the Greek μικρόν “small” and σκοπεῖν “to look at”) was coined in 

1625 [9]. Microscopic organisms were first discovered during the period 1665-1683 by 

Robert Hooke and Antoni van Leeuwenhoek using simple microscopy [10, 11]. The 

technique was used since then to investigate the cell’s structure and organisation [12]. 
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The first fluorescent microscope was introduced by Heimstadt in 1911 and used to 

image bacteria [13]. Despite the success of this first step, only autofluorescence of the 

sample could be observed at the time and dark field condensers were needed to 

separate the fluorescent emission from the excitation source, which consequently 

hindered the technique development. One of those two obstacles was overcome in 

1929 when Philipp Ellinger and August Hirt invented the epifluorescent microscope 

and managed to limit the amount of incident light detected [14], an approach later 

completed by the introduction of band-pass filters called dichroic mirrors [15]. In 

1941, Max Haitinger demonstrated the possibility of labelling biological samples with 

fluorescent dyes [16], which allowed the investigation of specific molecules. The 

requirement to find an excitation source able to provide a power sufficient to excite 

emitters at a high rate was met in the 1960’s thanks to the development of lasers. 

The coherent, monochromatic and highly energetic beam provided by these devices is 

indeed ideally suited to perform stable and efficient excitation of fluorescent dyes. 

Xenon and mercury arc lamps can also be used in combination with a 

monochromator to obtain a broad and flexible spectral coverage [17]. 

   The extraction of the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) from jellyfish Aequorea 

victoria [18] and the development of a highly specific tagging method using 

antibodies, named immunofluorescence [19], have been followed by tremendous 

progress in the biological field. Behaviour of various cell’s components can be studied, 

providing detailed information on localisation and kinetics of individual biomolecules, 

as well as potential interactions between multiple fluorescent-tagged targets. The 

enhancement of fluorescent proteins photophysical properties, combined with recent 

advances in super-resolution microscopy, enabled to gain a great insight of live cells 

organisation [20, 21]. 

1.1.1  Principles of Fluorescence 

Light production is usually obtained by heating a given material to high temperature. 

However, light can in some cases be emitted by non-incandescent sources, via a 

phenomenon called “luminescence” which can be triggered by various processes such 

as a chemical reaction (chemiluminescence) or exposition to incident photons 

(photoluminescence) [22]. Fluorescence is a particular type of photoluminescence 

which was observed for the first time by Sir John Hershel in a solution of sulphate of 

quinine [23, 24]. Georges Gabriel Stokes further described the phenomenon in 1852, 

when he observed that the fluorite mineral (fluor spar) emitted in the visible part of 
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the wavelength spectrum when exposed to UV light [25]. The exact process causing 

this red-shifted phenomenon was later elucidated as the radiative emission of a 

fluorophore relaxing from an excited electronic state to its ground state, with energy 

losses due to vibrational and rotational transitions (internal conversion). The 

different states of a fluorescent molecule can be visualised in a Jablonski diagram 

(Figure 1.1).  

 

         

Figure 1.1. Simplified Jablonski diagram. S0 refers to the electronic ground state, S1 and S2 the 
first and second excited state, T1 the triplet state. Lines 0, 1, 2 represent the different 
vibrational levels. Examples of internal conversion (IC) and intersystem crossing (ISC) are 
also displayed on the diagram (adapted from [26]). 
 

Electrons of the molecule can be excited from ground state level (S0) to the first 

excited level (S1) upon interaction with the light electric field vector. This excitation 

occurs on a time scale range of the order of a femtosecond, which is very fast 

compared to the nuclei displacement according to the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation. Therefore, the Frank Condon principle states that after excitation to 

a new vibrational level, the latter must be instantaneously compatible with the 

nuclear positions and momenta of the molecule vibrational level in the originating 

electronic state. If the molecule is excited to a higher vibrational level than the 

vibrational ground state of the excited state, it can relax almost immediately to the 

lowest vibration level of the excited state. The time period of molecular vibration 

relaxation is of the order of 10-14 seconds. The molecule then stays in the excited state 

during a time range of the order of a nanosecond, before relaxing back to the ground 

state. The total time that the molecule spends in the excited state, of the order of 

1-10 nanoseconds, is the fluorescence lifetime. Relaxation to the ground state can 

occur by different competing paths. This process is called fluorescence if it happens 
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with spontaneous emission of a photon, but non-radiative relaxation by energy 

dissipation can also occur.  

   Electrons in the lowest excited state may also cross to the lowest triplet state (T1) 

(intersystem crossing, 10-7s) before relaxing to the ground state, either radiatively 

(phosphorescence) or not. This process requires a spin flip of the electron, an event 

that is associated with a very low probability. Once in the triplet state, energy might 

be transferred back to S1 before relaxing to S0, which results in delayed fluorescence, 

with a characteristic time ranging in the milliseconds to seconds time scale. 

   Quenching is a non-fluorescent mechanism in which the excited molecule is 

deactivated by interaction with a second molecule, a process that can be used to 

study kinetics of conformational changes, for example [27].  

   The interaction with neighbouring molecules more often manifests itself as 

photobleaching, the main limiting factor in the imaging of any biological system. This 

process, although not completely elucidated, involves the creation of an irreversible 

covalent bond with oxygen molecules during relaxation, which leads to the loss of 

fluorescence emission. Fluorophores in the triplet state spend a long time in the 

excited state and therefore have a bigger chance to photobleach. This photobleaching 

process therefore limits the temporal length of fluorescence imaging, but its influence 

can be decreased by using oxygen scavengers [28] and lowering excitation intensities 

to reduce excited state populations. 

   Another limiting factor in the detection of single molecule fluorescence arises from 

the finite lifetime of the excited state: the number of photons emitted does not 

increase linearly with excitation intensity but rather displays an asymptotic 

saturation plateau at high excitation intensities [29]. Those two processes highlight 

the importance of a careful characterisation of the emitter’s properties in order to 

select appropriate fluorophores depending on the desired application. For instance, 

tracking of particles over time requires long and stable fluorescence emission [30] 

whereas some super-resolution imaging techniques take advantage of triplet state 

transition and photobleaching [31-33]. 

1.1.2  Properties of Fluorophores 

i. Absorption and emission 

The spectral regions of absorption and emission of a given fluorophore are described 

by an excitation spectrum and an emission spectrum (Figure 1.2). The absorption 
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spectrum represents the relative probability for the molecule to be excited by a 

source at a given wavelength. The maximum of the curve is associated to the 

wavelength corresponding to the energy difference between the ground state and the 

favoured vibrational level of the first excited state. A second peak at shorter 

wavelength could be present in the spectrum and is associated to a transition to the 

second excited state. The width of the excitation peaks reflects the fact that the 

excitation can occur between all vibrational and rotational levels of the ground state 

to any vibrational and rotational levels of the excited state, albeit with a finite 

probability. Similarly, the emission spectrum presents a maximum at the wavelength 

corresponding to the transition between the most favoured vibrational level of the 

excited state and the base level of the ground state. The displacement of this 

maximum towards longer wavelength, called Stokes shift, arises from the dissipation 

of energy through vibrational relaxation before emission. The large range of energies 

associated with the excitation of a fluorophore is reflected in the broad shape of the 

absorption and emission spectrum. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Absorption and emission spectra of enhanced GFP at pH 7. The shift in the 
wavelength between excitation curve (black) and emission curve (red) arises from energy 
losses due to vibrational relaxation [34].  

ii. Fluorescence lifetime 

The fluorescence lifetime is defined by the decrease of fluorescence emission over time 

through radiative or non-radiative decay routes. Multiple fluorophores can be mapped 

according to their respective fluorescence lifetime in Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging 
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Microscopy (FLIM) [35]. In this method, the sample is excited by successive laser 

pulses and the fluorescence emission is monitored at different delay times on the 

order of the nanosecond. The values acquired are then fitted to a sum of exponential 

decays to retrieve individual fluorescence lifetimes, characterised as the time 

necessary for the signal to reach     of its value after the pulse [36] and which may 

reflect changes in the fluorophore local environment. 

   The technique has been used in combination with Forster Resonance Energy 

Transfer (FRET) to obtain acceptor lifetime or investigate donor quenching processes 

for instance [37, 38]. An accurate value of the spatial distribution of tagged proteins 

in mouse cell nucleus has been obtained using the FLIM-FRET approach [39]. 

iii. Brightness 

The brightness a fluorophore characterises the number of photons that can be 

emitted during a given time. It is dependent on the ability of the fluorophore to be 

driven in the excited state and on the efficiency of conversion into emission radiation. 

An object must differ in brightness from the background in order to be successfully 

imaged. This difference in brightness, called contrast, is critical in imaging techniques 

and needs to be maximised by adjusting experimental parameters.  

   The extinction coefficient   quantifies the amount of light that a fluorophore can 

absorb at a given wavelength and is usually defined as the optical density of a 

1 mol/L solution measured with a 1 cm light path. 

   The parameter that quantifies the emission efficiency compared to the other 

relaxation pathways is called quantum yield ( ) and can be described as: 

 

  
  

∑    
 (1.1) 

 

with    the rate of emission and    the rate of all other relaxation processes. 

 

The brightness of a fluorophore is proportional to the product of the extinction 

coefficient and quantum yield. It can vary depending on the environment of the 

probe, with influential factors such as ionic strength, pH, temperature, covalent and 

non-covalent interactions. Biomolecules displaying different molecular brightness can 

be distinguished using a Photon Counting Histogram (PCH) technique [40], in order 

to investigate concentrations or aggregation states for example. 
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iv. Saturation 

The finite lifetime of the excited state limits the number of photons that can be 

emitted by a fluorophore at high intensity excitation. The emission signal increases 

linearly with the excitation intensity until the latter reaches a saturation value, above 

which the emission signal tends to a horizontal asymptote. The emission profile of 

Alexa 546 upon increased excitation intensity has been obtained by monitoring the 

fluorescence emission of a monolayer of the fluorophore, imaged using widefield 

microscopy with a sequential increase of the sample incident irradiance, following the 

protocol described in Section 2.3.1 (Figure 1.3). 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Saturation of Alexa 546 dye upon high intensity excitation. Linear increase of 

signal is limited to the [0-17] kW/cm2 range of intensity excitation. Emission signal reaches a 
plateau for incident intensities higher than the irradiance saturation value. 

v. Photobleaching 

The amount of photons collected from a single fluorophore increases with successive 

cycles of excitation and relaxation. However, the probability for a fluorophore to 

undergo photochemical reactions during these repeated passages in the excited state 

limits the number of cycles that can occur and ultimately the total number of 

photons collectable per molecule. High resistance to photobleaching is therefore a 

desirable feature of fluorophores designed for fluorescence microscopy. The average 

number of cycles that a given fluorophore can undergo before permanently losing the 

ability to fluoresce depends on its molecular structure and environment.  
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It is worth noting that the irreversible loss of fluorescence can sometimes be used to 

gain a valuable insight into biological systems, with techniques such as Fluorescence 

Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP). In this approach, a region of the sample is 

photobleached and the rate of fluorescence recovery caused by diffusion of 

neighbouring fluorescent proteins into the bleached area is monitored over time. The 

time necessary for the cell region to regain its original level of emission gives insight 

on the mobility of components inside the cell [41]. Similarly, Fluorescence Loss In 

Photobleaching (FLIP) involves multiple photobleaching processes applied to a 

particular region while the fluorescence in the whole cell is monitored. This technique 

has been used to investigate exchanges between cell’s compartments and provides an 

assay to measure molecular dynamics and mobility [42].  

   High intensity laser excitation can induce phototoxicity, whereby light-induced free 

radical oxygen species interact with organic molecules. This effect is detrimental to in 

vivo imaging and must be limited by using low excitation intensity where possible. 

vi. Fluorescence fluctuation and intermittency  

The fluorescence signal arising from an emitter can strongly vary over time before 

undergoing total photobleaching. This phenomenon has very diverse sources and 

manifestations, but is generally referred to as fluorescence intermittency or 

“blinking” [43]. Strong variations can be induced by a quenching process caused by 

interaction with another dye molecule [44], redox reaction [45], intramolecular 

conformational changes or photoactivated switch [46]. This signal intermittency has 

been an obstacle for fluorescent particle tracking applications over the years, but has 

also been exploited for numerous super-resolution applications. In particular, 

Super-Resolution Optical Imaging (SOFI) performs a correlation analysis on the 

fluorescence fluctuation of individual blinking emitters to enhance localisation 

accuracy [47]. Moreover, photophysics of the fluorophores can be tailored 

experimentally to extend the time spent in the dark state, improving the performance 

of techniques based on the localisation of individual emitters [48].  

1.1.3  Fluorescent Labels 

Selection of adequate fluorescent reporters is critical in fluorescence microscopy.  The 

following section details the types of fluorophore that have been used in the 

experiments carried out in this thesis and their associated photophysical properties.  
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i. Organic dyes 

Organic fluorescent molecules are usually polyaromatic hydrocarbons or heterocyclic 

molecules.  Fluorescence emission arises from the resonance delocalisation of electrons 

between conjugated bonds, which induces the red shift of the electronic transition. 

Main requirements for emitters include high brightness, resistance to photobleaching 

and good chemical compatibility with the target molecule. Typical fluorophores emit 

around 105-106 photons before photobleaching. Fluorescence emission can be 

influenced by various environmental factors such as pH, temperature and ionic 

strength. For example, fluorescein exhibits a strong quantum yield when in its 

dianionic form because of its highly resonant structure, but its emission decreases 

considerably when in its neutral form. Such environment dependency can sometimes 

bring information on the system [49] but is unwanted in most applications where a 

maximum fluorescence emission is required for a vast range of conditions. Similarly, 

most organic emitters can be chemically conjugated to other molecules without 

significant changes in their photophysical properties. Moreover, their small size 

(  1 kDa) minimises any potential steric hindrance and conformational stress. 

   Most of the commonly available fluorescent dyes, such as rhodamine and cyanine 

derivatives, are commercially available with reactive side groups that enable specific, 

covalent coupling to biological molecules. For example cysteine reactive groups, like 

maleimide and iodoacetamide, or amine reactive groups such as succinamide and 

isothiocyanate are commonly used for site-specific labelling reactions [50]. 

ii. Fluorescent proteins 

Fluorescent proteins are especially relevant in biology since they allow the possibility 

of tagging target proteins by genetic modification [51]. The resulting protein, or 

fusion protein, can therefore be used for in vivo studies, without compromising the 

biological environment of the cell. The first development of the GFP protein has been 

followed by isolation of other natively fluorescent proteins and creation of mutants 

forms of GFP covering different portions of the visible spectrum, from Blue 

Fluorescent Protein to red-shifted GFP [52]. Multiple colour tagging allows 

simultaneous imaging of different proteins, as well as FRET experiments to 

investigate complex formation between proteins. The relative small size of these tags 

(238 amino acids and molecular weight of 27 kDa for a monomeric GFP [53]) usually 

does not cause any stability problems to the expressed fusion protein.  
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Several studies have demonstrated a significant “flickering” of GFP fluorescence 

emission over time, behaviour attributed to different isomerisation states and 

environmental effects [54, 55]. Therefore, new fluorescent proteins such as enhanced 

GFP (EGFP) and m-Cherry dyes have been introduced to increase brightness and to 

minimise blinking and photobleaching effects [56]. 

iii. Quantum dots 

Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanocrystals that exhibit enhanced 

photophysical properties compared to classical fluorophores. They typically display a 

brightness value around two to three times higher than organic fluorophores, are 

more resistant to photobleaching and possess a broader excitation spectrum. These 

properties arise from the quantum confinement of electrons, holes and excitons 

(electrons - hole pairs) [57]. When an electron of the valence band is excited to the 

conduction band, a hole is created in the valence band and the exciton pair is 

separated by a distance, the exciton Bohr radius. In a semi-conductor bigger than 10 

nm, the electron energy is continuous and the bandgap between the covalent and 

conduction bands is fixed. However, for a QD smaller than the exciton Bohr radius, 

the associated energy levels become discrete, which is the origin of the enhanced 

photophysical properties observed. It is possible to tune the emission spectra by 

changing the bandgap length: the larger the dot the lower the energy it will emit, 

which makes QDs efficient multicolour fluorescent reporters.  

   The most widely used QDs are composed of a Cadmium-Selenide (CdSe) core 

surrounded by a Zinc-Sulphur (ZnS) shell [58, 59]. Several methods have been 

proposed to circumvent the hydrophobicity of those QDs in order to tag biological 

systems. Experimental strategies employed to stabilise QDs in aqueous solution 

include coating with amine-modified polyacrylic acid, derivatisation with 

dihydroxylipoic acid, embedding on siloxane shells and encapsulation in phospholipids 

micelles [60]. Inorganic probes can then be conjugated to a linker, either covalently or 

by electrostatic interactions, in order to ensure specific targeting of biological features 

and minimum cytotoxicity in vivo. However those modifications increase the overall 

size of the emitter, which can reach 500-750 kDa after conjugation, and could disturb 

the target mobility and functionality. 

   QDs are subject to blinking, a photophysical process that has been extensively 

investigated [61-63] but is not yet completely understood. The generally accepted 

mechanism for blinking  is that photoionisation causes a carrier to be ejected and 

removed, inducing quenching of the subsequent exciton pairs by the unpaired carrier, 
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which brings the QD into a non-fluorescent state [64, 65]. The ionisation of the 

particle leads to a long-lived trapped state of the electron, which is most likely due to 

a defect site at the QD surface or in the host matrix [65, 66]. New developments 

suggest the existence of a second blinking mechanism associated with charge 

fluctuations in the electron accepting surface sites that can intercept electrons before 

release [67]. Several techniques are available to hinder this  blinking effect, such as 

passivation with thiol moieties [68] or by increasing the inorganic shell size [69]. 

1.2   Detection of Single Molecule Fluorescence  

The detection of single molecules requires enhanced sensitivity of detection because of 

the intrinsically small signal generated by individual emitters. External sources of 

detected intensity need to be minimised to avoid swamping the fluorescence signal by 

background noise. In particular, the contribution of intrinsic noise such as scattering 

of light from optics, detector electronic noise and fluorescence background must be 

minimised in order to achieve a sufficient Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Signal to 

Background Ratio (SBR) for single molecule detection. 

1.2.1  Optical Collection Efficiency 

The efficiency of fluorescence emission collection needs to be maximised 

experimentally in order to increase the SNR, which can be achieved with oil 

immersion objectives possessing a high Numerical Aperture (  ). This parameter 

represents the ability of the optical component to gather or focus incident light: 

 

             (1.2) 
 

with   the refractive index of the sample medium and   the half angle of the solid 

cone representing the collected light, which can be deduced from   and  , respectively 

the focal length and the diameter of the lens: 

 

           ( 
 

  
 )  (1.3) 
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When imaging in aqueous medium, the numerical aperture of the system is limited by 

the refraction index of water (∼ 1.33). This kind of setup typically only collects 

around 26% of the total isotropic emission [70], which highlights the requirements for 

sensitive detectors and significant noise reduction. 

1.2.2  Spectral Filtering of Fluorescence 

Scattering of the excitation wavelength needs to be filtered out before reaching the 

detection device in order to achieve single molecule sensitivity. In particular, Rayleigh 

noise due to the elastic scattering of the incident electromagnetic wave by the solvent 

molecules is an intrinsic factor to be taken into account for biological imaging. 

Volume reduction techniques can be used in the experimental setup to reduce the 

contribution of Rayleigh noise relative to the fluorescence signal detected. Moreover, 

its emission is usually located in a distinct spectral region compared to the 

fluorescence emission and can be removed efficiently by spectral filtering. Modern 

dichroic and band-pass filters can achieve 90% transmission efficiency in their 

spectral region of interest whilst displaying transmission values near 10-7 in their 

blocking region. These two features enable the emission arising from different 

fluorophores to be isolated, which can be used in applications requiring elaborate 

sample labelling and quantitative imaging such as FRET [71, 72] or colocalisation 

studies [73, 74]. A conventional combination of dichroic and band-pass filters used for 

imaging of EGFP is displayed in Figure 1.4 and detailed in Section 2.1.4. 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Spectral filtering setup used for EGFP imaging. A dichroic mirror (green) is used 
to reject the 473 nm excitation laser light (blue). A band-pass filter displaying a 45 nm 
bandwidth centred around 525 nm (grey) allows to collect EGFP fluorescence emission [34]. 
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1.2.3  Detectors and Photon Counting Noise  

There are many types of detector that can be used for single molecule experiments, 

the focus will be made here on the two types that have been used in the scope of this 

thesis: Avalanche Photon Detectors (APDs) and Electron Multiplying Charge 

Coupled Devices (EMCCDs).  

   APDs are single point detectors which convert the energy of photons into free 

charge carriers and display an internal gain effect under a high voltage via impact 

ionisation. They typically display a good spectral response over the fluorescent 

detection range, with quantum efficiency superior to 60% in the 600-800 nm spectral 

region [70]. 

   EMCCDs are composed of an imaging grid made of multiple charge storage devices 

(pixels). When photons impact the pixels, electron-hole pairs are generated and the 

accumulated charge is therefore proportional to the integrated light [75]. The charge 

is then converted into a voltage and amplified by a “gain” factor ( ). The voltage at 

each pixel location is then digitised to give the final image. EMCCDs are subject to a 

number of different noise processes, which need to be reduced or at least accounted 

for. In particular, the quality of a super-resolution process is ultimately limited by the 

level of noise present in the original dataset.  

i. Dark current and readout noise 

Dark current arises from a thermal effect which causes stochastic emission of 

electrons in the detector in the absence of incident light [76]. This source of noise can 

be reduced to just a few electrons per second if the detector is cooled to -80°C, 

reducing significantly the associated thermal noise in silicon devices such as 

EMCCDs. 

   Readout noise is caused by random fluctuations occurring in the electronics used in 

Charge Coupled Device (CCD) cameras, depends on camera readout rate [77, 78] but 

is usually of the order of 10 e- per pixel in standard CCDs. However, this value 

becomes equivalent to (10/ ) electrons per pixel in EMCCDs, which lowers 

significantly the influence of this factor on the total noise for high gain values. 
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ii. Clock induced charge and quantisation noise 

Clock induced charge noise is induced by single errors occurring during charge 

transfer in a process called impact ionisation. It is more pronounced in EMCCD 

cameras because of the gain register process used to amplify the signal [79].  

   The quantisation noise is independent of the signal and arises from the digitisation 

of the detected image into integer values in order to reconstruct the digital 

image [77]. The main noise source in modern cameras is due to the intrinsic nature of 

the charge carrier in the device, and all other noise sources are negligible in 

comparison. 

iii. Photon shot noise 

Shot noise is caused by the stochastic fluctuation caused by the discrete nature of the 

electrons that carry the charge. This phenomenon can be described by a Poisson 

distribution: 

 

       
          

  
 (1.4) 

 

with   the expected occurrence number value in the interval and   the number of 

occurrences. 

 

For conventional CCDs, the shot noise scales with the square root of the number of 

photons detected, whereas for EMCCDs the signal amplification induces an 

additional shot noise contribution that needs to be taken into account. This excess 

noise, specific to EMCCD detectors, is introduced by the extra stochastic process 

taking place during the electron multiplication. It has been demonstrated that for 

typical EMCCDs, the global shot noise scales with the square root of the number of 

photons detected multiplied by a factor   that usually tends to the value of 21/2 for 

large gain values [80].  

   The main noise source in modern detectors comes from the shot noise, because 

technology progress has made all other noise sources negligible. It is however 

important to maximise signal strength in order to diminish the noise contribution to 

the detected signal. 
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1.2.4  Chemical Background Noise  

There are two main sources of potentially strong parasite signal emission in solution. 

Both of these are caused by probes present in the imaging media alongside the 

fluorescent emitters of interest. 

i. Autofluorescence 

Autofluorescence is caused by molecules that are naturally fluorescent in the spectral 

window of interest and is a significant source of background noise for in vivo 

observations. This source of noise can only be reduced experimentally by following 

rigorous protocols [81] or imaging in the near-infrared spectral region where the 

autofluorescence is less pronounced [82]. Post-acquisition mathematical treatment can 

also correct for its influence on images acquired [83, 84]. 

ii. Raman scattering  

Raman noise is caused by the Raman scattering of solvent molecules upon exposure 

to the incident light. Unlike the Rayleigh scattering, the wavelength of the associated 

emission can have either a shorter or longer wavelength. The latter case can be most 

detrimental, as the Raman scattered light may overlap with the Stokes shifted 

fluorescence emission, rendering spectral filtering impossible. For example, an aqueous 

solvent excited at a wavelength of 488 nm would scatter the light at 586 nm [85], 

which is coincidental with the peak emission of tetramethyl rhodamine (TMR) [70]. 

The amount of light scattered is proportional to the amount of host scattering 

probes, which is why an important condition for single molecule experiment is the 

reduction of both the excitation and detection volume.  

1.3   Background Reduction Techniques  

It is of critical importance to reduce as much as possible the background noise arising 

from Raman scattering in single molecule experiments. In addition, if too many 

molecules are present in the detection volume the signal arising from molecules of 

interest can be swamped by other fluorescent molecules. This effect is particularly 

pronounced when dealing with cells because of their often strong autofluorescence. 
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The main strategy to circumvent this problem is to technically reduce both the 

excitation and detection volume. This strategy will be introduced in the following 

section for the two main techniques used in this thesis: confocal microscopy and Total 

Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM). A characteristic excitation 

scheme, multiphoton excitation, is introduced as well as a potential complement to 

confocal microscopy that allows further reduction of the background signal. 

1.3.1  Confocal Microscopy 

The concept of confocal microscopy relies on the restriction of the detection field in 

order to remove the background fluorescence arising from out of focus molecules. In 

this technique, the light collected by the microscope is focused onto a tightly adjusted 

pinhole, so that only light originating from regions close to the focal plane reaches the 

detector. This idea has been first introduced in 1955 by Minski [86] and progressively 

refined [87, 88] but tedious alignment and long exposure time hindered at first its 

application to biological systems. The introduction of lasers as excitation sources 

allowed a limitation of chromatic aberrations and a decrease of the excitation volume 

by focusing the beam to a diffraction-limited volume inside the sample [89], leading to 

successful application of the technique to cell biology [90, 91]. Thick samples can be 

investigated by optical sectioning, revealing details that would be lost in a widefield 

microscopy experiment and enabling 3D imaging applications.  

i. Diffraction-limited confocal detection volume 

The confocal detection volume is limited by diffraction to a cross-sectional diameter 

approximated by Abbe’s law: 

 

  
 

   
 (1.5) 

 

The axial resolution of the confocal technique varies from 0.5 to 1.5 μm, depending on 

the laser wavelength, scattering coefficient of the sample and lens spherical 

aberration, which makes confocal microscopy a convenient method to apply in vivo. 

Thus, approximating the excitation volume to a cylinder gives detection volumes of 

the order of a femtolitre. Scanning of the sample is therefore required to investigate 

samples, which is achieved either by stage movement or incident laser scanning. 
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ii. Multiphoton confocal excitation scheme 

Two-photon excitation is a complementary method to confocal imaging which is used 

to further decrease the spatial excitation of the sample. The quantum process of 

multiphoton excitation has been proposed by Maria Göppert-Mayer in 1931 [92] and 

the first non-linear microscope introduced in 1978 [93].  

   In a more general concept, multiphoton microscopy exploits a non-linear process to 

selectively excite a small number of molecules. The idea is that there is a small 

probability for a molecule to be driven in the excited state by the absorption of 

multiple photons that have respectively a lower energy than the one required for a 

single photon excitation. The molecule can be excited if two photons reach a 

fluorophore within 10-18 s. The probability of this event is much smaller than for a 

one-photon excitation and the fluorescence emission varies with the square of the 

excitation intensity [94]. It is therefore necessary to use high intensity laser pulses in 

order to successfully excite a sufficient number of fluorophores, without increasing 

significantly the photodamage caused to the sample. Unlike classical confocal 

microscopy, no confocal pinhole is needed, as the only excited area in the sample is 

the confocal volume. There is therefore a limited photobleaching effect occurring in 

peripheral regions and samples can be imaged for extended periods of time.  

   Two-photon excitation improves two to three times the depth penetration into the 

sample compared to conventional confocal techniques. Recent researches have 

introduced three and four-photons excitation techniques, which might prove useful in 

biology for imaging UV emitting probes for example [95].  

1.3.2  Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy   

TIRFM is an elegant way of reducing effectively the excitation field using an 

evanescent wave [96] and can be used on a wide variety of biological samples [97]. 

The penetration depth achievable with TIRFM is limited to a scale range of the order 

of 100 nm [98], which lowers any photophysical damage done to the sample and 

increases the SBR compared to conventional widefield microscopy technique. The 

minimum achievable detection volume is of the order of 1/10th of the confocal 

detection volume but is limited to the area of the sample located at the interface with 

the coverslip. TIRFM is therefore especially suited for single molecule experiments 

and might be used to investigate cell adhesion and migration [99], or membrane 

dynamics [100] for instance. 
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i. Principle of total internal reflection  

The refraction of an incident ray of angle    between two media of different refractive 

index    and    is given by the Snell-Descartes law: 

 

          )=             (1.6) 
 

If         , the angle of the transmitted beam (  ) with respect to the perpendicular 

of the interface is bigger than the angle of the incident one (Figure 1.5). When     is 

increased the transmitted ray gets closer to tangency and more and more of the 

energy of the incident ray is reflected at an angle   .  

 

 

Figure 1.5. Refraction of incident light ray at an interface between two media with different 
refractive index. Projections of the transmitted ray on the x and y axis are noted ktx and kty. 
 

The angle    reaches a value of         radian for a value of the incident angle    

called critical angle (  ), for which there is no propagation into the refracted medium.  

The value of    can be calculated straightforwardly using Snell-Descartes law: 

 

           (  
  

  
  ) (1.7) 

 

In a typical experiment where the interface is the discontinuity between the glass of a 

coverslip and an aqueous medium the critical angle value is around 61 . For incident 

angles greater than the critical angle, the light is totally internally reflected, however 

the incident radiation creates an electromagnetic field called evanescent field next to 

the interface. 
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ii. Evanescent field 

In order to understand why there is an evanescent wave in the adjacent medium even 

though the incident light is totally reflected, we need to introduce a more rigorous 

description of the transmitted electric field wave function in two dimensions [101]: 

 

  
⃗⃗  ⃗ =    

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗     (  
⃗⃗  ⃗      )   (1.8) 

 

with   
⃗⃗  ⃗                                 

 ⃗   being the propagation vector,    the angular temporal frequency and    the time. 

 

The Snell-Descartes law gives the following relation for the projection on the   axis: 
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          is therefore a pure imaginary quantity for         , as  (
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Similarly, applying the Snell-Descartes law for the projection on the   axis gives: 
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Therefore we can express Equation (1.8) as a function of the incident angle: 

 

  
⃗⃗  ⃗     

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗                ( (      
  

  
          )) (1.11) 

 

The situation where the exponential function is positive is not physically relevant, 

and the only expression remaining demonstrates that the amplitude of the wave 

decays exponentially in the   direction as it penetrates the sample. The disturbance 

propagates in the   direction as a surface, forming an evanescent wave [102]. The 

intensity profile decay in the   direction can therefore be described with the equation: 

 

             ( 
 

 
 ) (1.12) 

with the parameter   easily obtained from Equation (1.11) and the relation between 

the wavelength   and the propagation number  , the magnitude of  ⃗   (        ). 
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The penetration depth   is often used in the literature and represents the distance 

from the coverslip at which the intensity has dropped by a factor of     .  

 

  
 

  √  
             

 
 (1.13) 

 

 

Equation (1.13) indicates that the parameter   is dependent on the incident angle, it 

is therefore possible to control to a certain extent the depth of penetration in the 

sample. The penetration depth   takes a value of 150 nm assuming a laser excitation 

at 488 nm with an incident angle of 61°, restricting the axial sample illumination to a 

thin layer. Picolitre detection volume is achieved with a circular excitation beam 

radius of the order of 50 μm. The molecules located in this highly localised region can 

be selectively excited without any significant bulk excitation of molecules outside the 

evanescent field. A schematic representation of the phenomenon is presented in 

Figure 1.6. 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Evanescent wave created in TIRFM. The incident angle can be varied to achieve 
different penetration depths, allowing control of the axial excitation to a certain extent.  
 

The previous section introduced an optimisation of the experimental setup used for 

single molecule microscopy. Further implementation of super-resolution methods is 

however required to investigate details of biological processes, such as protein 

interactions, occurring at a lower length scale. The following section introduces the 

main techniques that allow the study of single molecule events occurring at distance 

scales lower than the diffraction limit. 
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1.4   Super-Resolution Imaging 

The diffraction of light limits the minimum feature size that may be resolved by 

optical microscopy to   200-300 nm. However many fundamental biological processes 

occur at a lower distance range and are therefore masked in conventional imaging. 

Developing techniques aiming to reduce the lower limit of resolution is hence a 

natural complement to single molecule approaches in biological imaging.  

   Conventional Electron Microscopy (EM) can achieve near-atomic spatial 

resolution [103] but requires to cut the sample observed into thin sections (∼ 100 nm 

of diameter). The sample needs to be chemically fixed and dehydrated before 

observation under low pressure or in a vacuum. Those requirements limits the 

applicability of EM to biological systems and makes live cell imaging especially 

problematic [104]. Many techniques have therefore been developed to improve the 

resolution of non-destructive optical microscopy techniques. Localisation accuracies 

up to 1.5 nm can be achieved [105] depending on photons number collected, allowing 

to study the ultrafine structure of cell’s components [106-108]. 

1.4.1  Point Spread Function 

The wave nature of light induces diffraction when transmitted through an aperture. 

Multiple propagating wavefronts with different amplitudes are created which interfere 

constructively or destructively, producing a diffraction pattern. In the case of an 

optical setup, the diffraction pattern associated with a point source is called Point 

Spread Function (PSF). This finite-sized spot is called Airy disk when projected on a 

2D surface and has dimensions of 200-300 nm in the focal plane and 500-700 nm in 

the axial plane. The PSF is composed of a central region of high amplitude 

surrounded by rings of progressively decreasing amplitudes, and is described under 

coherent illumination as [109]: 
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with    the Bessel function of the first kind, (  √     ) the distance from the 

origin,            a constant dependent on the aperture of the lens   and the 

distance between the lens and the plane of the image   . 
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The wavefronts arising from a conventional objective lens are not symmetrical, 

making the PSF an elongated ellipse along the optical axis [110]. Representations of 

the PSF function in the axial and lateral dimensions can be seen in Figure 1.7. 

 

 

Figure 1.7. Representations of the PSF along the lateral and axial planes. a) The PSF is 
symmetrical when projected along the lateral plane. b) The PSF has an elongated ellipse 
shape along the optical axis. Scale bar: 500 nm. 
 

The Fourier transform of the PSF is the optical transfer function and can be used to 

analyse the spatial frequency range collected by an optical setup [111]. A system is 

said to be diffraction-limited when the only factor influencing the PSF size is the 

diffraction of light. In practice, microscopy systems differ from that idealised case 

because real lenses usually converge peripheral and near-axial rays to a different point 

of the   axis, leading to spherical aberrations [9]. 

1.4.2  Spatial Resolution 

The formation of an image is an incoherent process in conventional microscopy, 

which means that the resulting image of two emitters is composed by the sum of the 

two respective Airy disks. Any multiple features located in a diffraction-limited spot 

cannot be individually localised, which gave rise to the concept of resolution 

formulated by Ernst Abbe in 1873 [112] and Lord Rayleigh in 1896 [113]. The 

Rayleigh criteria defines the limit of resolution between two distinct Airy disks as the 

distance between the two centres of the PSFs when the maxima of one Airy disk 

overlaps with the first minima of the second one (Figure 1.8). 
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Figure 1.8. Illustration of the resolution limit in one (top pictures) and two (bottom pictures) 
dimensions. a) PSFs are resolvable. b) Rayleigh criteria limit of resolution between PSFs. 
c) PSFs are unresolvable. Images obtained from simulations. Scale bar: 200 nm. 
 

The lateral resolution distance can be calculated with the following equation:  

 

            
     

  
 (1.15) 

 

The resolution in the axial plane is given by: 

 

   
   

   
 (1.16) 

 

with   the refractive index of the sample medium. 

 

The concept of resolution in the axial plane is closely linked with the depth of field of 

an imaging system. This quantity refers to the size of the portion of the imaged 

sample that appears in focus when detected: it characterises the fact that different 

features located at different depths inside the sample will appear equally in focus. It 

is classically defined as half of the axial size of the PSF. Other criteria can be 

retained as approximations of the achievable resolution, such as the Full Width at 

Half Maximum (FWHM) of the PSF or the Sparrow criterion [114], which defines the 

distance from which the first and second derivatives of the combined PSF disappear. 

However, the Rayleigh criterion is retained to describe resolution limit in most 

fluorescent microscopy techniques. It is worth mentioning that these calculations 

assume no spherical aberration, which is an ideal case non achievable practically. 
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1.5   Resolution by Deconvolution  

Image formation on a detector results from a convolution between the intensity 

fluctuation function of the emitter and the PSF of the imaging system. The PSF size 

and shape can be obtained either theoretically or empirically and used in 

deconvolution algorithms to retrieve fine details of the system [115, 116]. However, 

this approach is limited to sparsely labelled systems, and noise strongly degrades 

associated results [117]. Moreover the precision of individual molecules localisation is 

significantly higher using a fitting model than when performing a deconvolution 

process [118]. 

1.6   Near-field Super-Resolution Techniques  

There are two different microscopy types that can be used for super-resolution:  

conventional microscopy techniques such as widefield, confocal, and multiphoton 

microscopy are far-field, meaning that the distance between the imaged sample and 

the detector used is bigger than the incident excitation wavelength. The resolution of 

these methods is therefore limited by the diffraction of light wavefronts through 

imaging lenses. In near-field microscopy techniques the detector is placed at a 

distance much smaller than the wavelength of excitation to monitor the evanescent 

wave generated at the surface. This approach enables one to reach a resolution only 

limited by the physical length of the nano-sized detector, but is in return only 

applicable to surface studies of samples. For example, TIRFM is a near-field method 

because it induces an evanescent field at the interface of two mediums that decays 

exponentially with the penetration depth, increasing the axial resolution to   100 nm. 

TIRFM has been used in combination with an interference pattern illumination to 

study kinesin motion with a spatial resolution of 8 nm and temporal resolution of 

100 μs [119]. Several other near-field techniques, such as Surface Plasmon 

Resonance [120] and Standing Wave Microscopy [121], use standing waves in order to 

obtain surface details below the conventional diffraction limit. 

   Near-field Scanning Optical Microscopy (NSOM)  technique makes use of a 

detector placed at the end of a tapered fibre which scans sequentially the sample, in a 

process analogous to Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), enabling it to reach 2-15 nm 

resolution [122]. NSOM has been used to study various biological systems, including 

membranes of dendritic cells [123] and protein localisation in cells [124]. 
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1.7   Far-field Super-Resolution Techniques 

The confocal setup previously described can be used to obtain an enhanced resolution 

when the pinhole aperture size is reduced to a dimension much smaller than the 

scanning spot [125]. This improvement is around 1.4-fold in the lateral plane and 

2-fold in the axial plane, but significantly decreases the amount of light detected. 

Several complementary techniques have therefore been developed to increase the 

resolution achievable while retaining a high SNR. 

   Image Interference (InM) and 4Pi are far-field microscopy methods introducing a 

second objective lens to collect the fluorescence emission, which increases the NA 

value in either widefield of confocal mode. The periodic interference pattern between 

the light collected by the two objectives interacts with sample structures that are 

smaller than the diffraction limit. The acquired signal is then analysed, revealing 

detailed information about the sample substructure. 

   The simplest version of InM technique (I2M) recombines the signals arising from the 

two objectives in the same plane, which creates an interference pattern because of the 

two identical optical paths. The interference pattern is then analysed to obtain high 

resolution details. The I5M techniques combine an illumination pattern in addition to 

the use of two objectives to improve the resolution to values of the order of 

100 nm [126]. However the technique is mainly limited to thin samples, as thick ones 

disturb the interference pattern. 

   The exciting light from the two objective lenses is focused at the same focal point 

in 4Pi microscopy [127] unlike on the entire focal plane in InM. Constructive 

interferences increases the resolution by a factor of 1.5 in the lateral plane and a 

factor of 7 in the axial plane compared to standard confocal microscopy [128]. A 

faster acquisition variant of 4Pi, multifocal multiphoton 4Pi-confocal microscopy was 

used for live cells imaging [129], providing detailed structural information on Golgi 

apparatus in mammalian cells for instance [130]. 

1.8   Patterned Excitation Methods 

Several techniques based on the modification of the excitation beam shape have been 

used to obtain images of biological samples with an enhanced resolution. The 

following section introduces the characteristics of different methods based on this 

concept. 
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1.8.1  Structured Illumination Microscopy 

Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) relies on the modification of the excitation 

source to extract detailed spatial information. A periodic pattern of known structure 

is applied to the incident illumination using a transmission grating, creating 

successive regions of maximal intensities and “zero intensities” (nodes). Characteristic 

Moiré patterns are then generated when the illumination grid overlays object features 

of higher spatial frequency. A series of images are collected for different translations 

and rotations of the incident pattern relative to the specimen and these images are 

then processed to reconstruct a super-resolution image.  

   The resolution achievable with SIM is limited by the spatial frequency of the 

illumination pattern, leading to a maximum increase of 2-fold in lateral 

resolution [131]. The technique has been applied to the axial plane in a technique 

called 3D-SIM [132], in which the illumination pattern arises from the interference 

between three coherent beams moved laterally and axially. This modification leads to 

an improvement in the spatial resolution, which can reach 100 nm in three 

dimensions [133]. 

   The SIM techniques called Saturated Structured Illumination Microscopy [134] and 

Saturated Pattern Excitation Microscopy [135], gave rise to a further improvement of 

resolution to around 50 nm [104]. The concept is to use a patterned excitation above 

saturation intensity, which results in a very high probability for molecules located 

outside the nodes to be in the excited state. As a result, higher harmonics are present 

in the spatial frequency spectrum of the sample, hence allowing smaller structures to 

be resolved. This technique is however limited to very photostable emitters because of 

the strong illumination intensities needed to achieve saturation. 

1.8.2  RESOLFT Techniques 

Reversible Saturable Optical (Fluorescence) Transition (RESOLFT) microscopy is a 

group of super-resolution techniques that take advantage of the photophysical 

properties of fluorophores. The approach is based on the reversible switching between 

fluorescent and non-fluorescent states and relies on converting the vast majority of 

the molecules into a dark state upon excitation at intensities higher than the 

saturation level of the fluorophore. The dark state can be the ground state, the triplet 

state or the “off” state of a photoswitchable dye, depending on the technique used. 
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The sample is illuminated by two synchronised collinear sources consisting of an 

excitation laser pulse immediately followed by a depletion laser pulse. The patterned 

illumination used is composed of a depletion laser beam that is modified by a phase 

modulator to feature a node of zero intensity at the focus with intensity increasing 

exponentially towards the periphery of the beam. The emitters located in the zero 

intensity node are excited by the incident laser and can fluoresce whereas the 

fluorophores that are exposed to the depletion beam are sent into a dark state. The 

gain of resolution of the system can be calculated with the equation [136]: 
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with      the intensity of excitation at the nodes border and   the parameter related 

to the patterned beam form, which has often a “doughnut” or a line shape. 

 

The factor limiting the achievable resolution of RESOLFT technique is the excitation 

intensity and therefore the photostability of imaged dyes rather than the 

conventional diffraction of light. Recent development of RESOLFT technique aimed 

to reduce the excitation intensity by exploiting dark states that can be saturated 

upon reduced intensity excitation. 

i. Stimulated emission depletion microscopy 

Stimulated emission occurs when a fluorophore in an excited state is exposed to a 

photon whose energy matches the difference between the energies of the excited state 

and the ground state. The excited molecule returns to the ground state by emitting a 

photon of similar wavelength as the absorbed one. This process can be used to 

deplete the population of closely located emitters, sharpening the PSF of individual 

molecules and therefore increasing the achievable optical resolution. 

   Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) method [134] is usually applied on a 

scanning confocal microscope setup and is achieved using two synchronised, ultrafast, 

collinear pulsed lasers focused in the sample. The first laser is a conventional imaging 

excitation source, whereas the second laser emits at a red-shifted wavelength, in order 

to match the energy difference between the excited state and the ground state. This 

depletion laser has a doughnut shape and is aligned such that its illumination 

surrounds the maximum illumination intensity of the first laser. The intensity of the 
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red-shifted laser is chosen so that it saturates depletion of the fluorophore excited 

state within the doughnut region, effectively reducing the size of the excitation beam. 

The two lasers are then scanned across the specimen, providing images with a lateral 

resolution of around 30 nm [110]. The STED method has been used to complement 

the 4Pi technique, leading to an axial resolution of 30-40 nm [137]. The main problem 

of the technique is the large intensity required to reach saturation, using typically 

picosecond laser pulses of high intensity (  1 GW/cm2) [138].  

ii. Ground state depletion microscopy  

The fluorophore deexcitation associated with the STED technique must take place at 

a rate faster than the nanosecond scale fluorescence lifetime in order to ensure 

efficient depletion. Using a longer lived dark state, such as the triplet state, reduces 

the rate requirement to a microsecond scale, dividing the intensities required by a 

factor of around 103. 

   In Ground State Depletion (GSD) microscopy, triplet state saturation can be 

achieved by repetitively exciting ground state molecules to the first singlet state and 

increasing the probability of intersystem crossing [139]. The excitation beam is 

superimposed onto the depletion beam, which has a doughnut shape with a zero 

intensity node at the centre, and the specimen is raster scanned. Fluorophores 

trapped in the triplet state need to relax to the ground state, without undergoing 

photobleaching, before being excited back to a singlet state when imaged. The 

efficiency of the technique is hence dependent on the fine tuning between intersystem 

crossing rate, triplet state lifetime, scanning rate and photostability of the 

fluorophore. Despite these technical challenges, GSD has been successfully applied 

with several different fluorophores including rhodamine dyes [140].  

iii. Fluorophore reversible switching  

Another improvement to the RESOLFT technique has been achieved using dyes that 

can be reversibly driven from a bright state to a dark state upon illumination at a 

given wavelength. The main underlying principle of this behaviour is a 

conformational change of the molecule, typically a cis-trans isomerisation. 

Fluorescence of emitters can therefore be inhibited under continuous illumination of 

the “switch off” laser, at lower intensity than in STED microscopy.  
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The switch between bright and dark state has to be reversible, as fluorophores have 

to undergo successive depletion and activation cycles during sample scanning. 

Multiple reversible photoswitching dyes have been investigated over the years to 

conduct live cell imaging using super-resolution microscopy. In particular, fluorescent 

proteins asFP595 from Anemonia sulcata have been used to achieve a 50 nm 

resolution with an 8-fold decrease in incident laser intensity compared to the STED 

method [138]. A recent study succeeded in imaging dendritic spines in living brain 

slices at a resolution below 40 nm using photochromic GFP, a fluorescent protein 

that can be reversibly photoswitched more than a thousand times [141]. 

1.9   Single Molecule Localisation Techniques 

Super-resolution techniques such as STED, GSD or structured illumination 

microscopies rely on a physical modification of the PSF of the microscope, whereas 

single molecule localisation techniques are based on a temporal separation of emission 

from individual emitters. The concept is that a feature position can be determined 

with a high precision if there are no neighbouring emitters switched on at a distance 

lower than the Abbe’s diffraction limit. Multiple closely spaced photoswitchable 

molecules can therefore be resolved when they are successively imaged individually. 

Moreover, microscopy techniques based on this principle do not require extensive 

modification to the microscope setup and can be applied successfully to multiple in 

vivo experiments using photoswitchable fluorescent proteins. 

1.9.1  Gaussian Fitting of the PSF 

A fitting model is required to retrieve the centre of emitters located inside a 

diffraction-limited area. The projection of the PSF onto a surface in the       plane 

can be approximated to a Gaussian function (Figure 1.9) centred on         of 

respective width    and    in       : 
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Gaussian fitting is a widely used tool for determining the intensity centre of mass of a 

single molecule emitter (centroid) and has been proven to be suitable for emitters 

with no fixed dipole orientation [142]. High image resolution can be achieved by 

applying a least-squares fit to a Gaussian approximation of the PSF in order to 

localise each emitter individually, with a precision on the order of tens of nanometres. 

Although other methods exist to retrieve the positions of individual emitters, 

Gaussian fitting of fluorescence spots remains the most popular, as it has been 

demonstrated to give the best results, both in precision and accuracy [143]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.9. Gaussian fitting of the PSF. a) 1D Gaussian fitting. b) Gaussian fitting in 2D. 
Despite the Gaussian approximation, fitting of the PSF results in accurate results for dipoles 
displaying no fixed orientation. The determination of an individual emitter position from the 
PSF intensity distribution is used to surpass the diffraction limit. 

1.9.2  Nyquist Criterion and System Magnification 

The density of the specimen fluorescent labelling is a critical requirement to achieve 

super-resolution. The Nyquist-Shannon theorem states that a continuous function can 

be reconstructed from discrete samples provided it is band limited and at least two 

sample points can be detected per cycle of the highest frequency component of the 

function. At least two fluorescent dyes are therefore required per resolution unit in 

order to ensure the quality of the reconstructed super-resolution image [144, 145]. 

Moreover the system magnification must be adjusted to control the pixel size (the 

physical size of one pixel divided by the total magnification) with respect to the PSF 

width. A pixel size too little increases the uncertainty of the Gaussian fitting process, 

whereas oversampling results in a decrease of the SNR and therefore degrades the 

localisation precision. In practice, the best compromise between these two effects is 

obtained by matching the pixel size to the standard deviation of the PSF width [146]. 
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1.9.3  Localisation Precision: Photons Statistics 

The localisation precision is limited by the fundamental characteristics of the imaging 

system and the number of photons collected. The latter is technically the main 

limiting factor in conventional single molecule experiments. The uncertainty on the 

centroid position localisation in the    direction due to photon statistics has been first 

expressed [147] as: 
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where parameters   ,  ,   and   represent respectively the width of the PSF in the 

   direction, the pixel size of the image, the standard deviation of the background 

noise and the number of photons collected. 

 

The first term of the sum is associated to photon noise, while the second and third 

terms respectively take into account the pixelated effect of the detector and the 

background noise.  

   A more rigorous model was later put forward by Mortensen et al. [148], which 

takes into account the excess noise present in EMCCD camera through an excess 

noise factor   that is equal to 1 for CCD camera and around 21/2 for EMCCD 

detector [80, 149]: 
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The achievable precision increases with the number of photons collected, it is 

therefore important to use fluorescent labels displaying high quantum yield and 

exhibiting a strong resistance to photobleaching. 

1.9.4  Probe-based Super-Resolution 

Biological samples are usually densely labelled and multiple molecules often share the 

same diffraction-limited volume, which makes them unresolvable using a simple 

fitting process. It is thus necessary to separate nearby emitters along another 
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dimension to resolve them. This experiment was first realised by imaging luminescent 

centres located in a quantum well and emitting in different wavelength spectra [150]. 

The success of this method proved that it was possible to individually image the 

emitters with appropriate discrimination criteria and that centroid positions of 

individual PSFs could be retrieved with an enhanced precision [151].  

   The discovery of photoactivatable/photoswitchable fluorescent probes triggered the 

development of techniques based of that concept. These labels can undergo a 

chemical modification upon near-UV illumination, which renders them fluorescent 

(photoactivation) or shifts their emission peak (photoswitch) [152, 153]. Sparse 

subsets of emitters in densely labelled specimens become fluorescent upon activation 

and can be imaged before returning to a dark state upon photobleaching. Repeating 

the cycle of activation/excitation/bleaching allows one to localise the respective 

centroids of emitters and to recreate a super-resolution image. 

   The first techniques developed around this concept only differ by the nature of the 

fluorescent label. Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) is based 

on the photoswitching behaviour of conventional organic cyanine based dyes Cy3 and 

Cy5 [154], whereas Photoactivation Localisation Microscopy (PALM) [155] and 

Fluorescent Photoactivation Localisation Microscopy (FPALM) [156] use 

photoactivatable or photoconvertible fluorescent proteins. These techniques can 

achieve a lateral resolution of 25 nm and are used to localise fluorophore, quantify 

molecule numbers in vivo or track individual molecular motions over time [146].    

   Figure 1.10 displays the result of an FPALM experiment conducted on a S. pombe 

cell containing the protein Cdc22 labelled with mEos2, a monomeric green to red 

photoswitchable fluorescent protein [157], using QuickPALM plugin for ImageJ [158] 

and following the protocol described in Section 2.3.2. Multiple cycles of activation of 

mEos2 with a 405 nm laser line, followed by imaging of the photoswitched subset 

population with a 561 nm laser, were performed under TIRFM. The centroids of 

emitters switched on during each cycle were retrieved with a Gaussian fitting process 

and used to reconstruct the final super-resolution image. Long acquisition and 

processing times are required to acquire and analyse the large number of data needed 

for accurate quantification of molecules (  10000 frames per experiment in the case of 

Figure 1.10). The super-resolution image obtained contains information that is 

otherwise lost using conventional fluorescence imaging. In particular, the precise 

localisation of molecular centres inside a diffraction-limited spot enables one to 

perform a quantitative study of proteins involved in important processes occurring 

during the cell cycle, and may indicate their respective conformations, aggregation 

states or structural clustering sites for example. 
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Figure 1.10. Application of FPALM technique on Cdc22-mEos2 in S. pombe. Raw data (top 
four images) leads to an average projection (bottom left) where spatial information details 
are lost. A super-resolution image was reconstructed from the original dataset using the 
FPALM approach, which clearly displays areas with a high density of fluorescent molecules, 
indicating clusters formation in the cell (bottom right). A number of 1715 single molecules 
were localised in the cell with a mean precision of 19   4 nm. Scale bar: 5 μm. 

1.9.5  Individual Emitters Imaging Techniques 

Fitting of the PSF can drastically improve the precision of single molecule 

localisation under the condition that the fluorophore is the only emitter inside the 

diffraction-limited volume. In particular, the dimeric motor Myosin V motion has 

been investigated with Fluorescence Imaging with One Nanometre Accuracy 

(FIONA) technique. Light chain domains of the molecule were labelled and successive 

Gaussian fits of the moving molecule PSF performed. A step size of 37 nm was 

determined with a precision better than 1.5 nm, validating the ”hand-over-hand” 

motility model [105]. Further details on the 3D orientation of the structure were 

obtained by Defocused Orientation and Position Imaging (DOPI) [159]. Single 

molecule High Resolution Colocalisation (SHREC) is a variant of FIONA applied to 

multicolour systems, achieving a 10 nm resolution with dynamic systems [160].  
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Point Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (PAINT) exploits the 

sequential binding of fluorescent molecules to the surface of target biological systems 

to accumulate the centroid positions of individual emitters and recreate a high 

resolution image [161]. Sample labelling with multiple colours has moreover been used 

to differentiate spectrally the emitters, reaching at best a 10 nm resolution [160]. 

   Photobleaching behaviour of organic dyes can also be used to differentiate between 

neighbouring molecules, as this stochastic process obeys a Poisson distribution and is 

not simultaneous for every imaged dye. The intensity fluctuation of multiple 

fluorophores located inside a diffraction spot therefore displays discrete levels 

associated with the successive photobleaching events. Single molecule High Resolution 

Imaging with Photobleaching (SHRImP) has been applied to localise DNA-coupled 

Cy3 dyes separated by distances ranging from 10 to 50 nm with 1.5 nm precision [33]. 

The principle is to identify a single emitter PSF after the other closely spaced 

fluorophore has been switched off by photobleaching. Subtraction of the remaining 

fluorophore PSF from the image before photobleaching provides the PSF of the 

photobleached dye molecule. Nanometre-Localised Multiple Single-molecule (NALMS) 

fluorescence microscopy extends this concepts to the resolution of multiple Alexa 488 

dyes bound to a double stranded (ds) DNA [162]. This approach has recently been 

combined with the PALM method using conventional dye molecules in a technique 

called Bleaching/blinking Assisted  Localisation Microscopy (BALM) [32], which uses 

a subtraction process on every consecutive frame to identify single emitters in a 

temporary non-fluorescent state. 

   Moreover, the blinking behaviour, characterised by periods of emission of 

fluorescence interspersed with dark state periods, have been exploited in order to 

achieve super-resolution. For instance, an independent component analysis was 

applied on temporal fluctuations of a QD pair to identify the position of each 

emitter [163]. In particular, the distance between two QDs bonded at the ends of a 

122 base pairs (bp) ds DNA was determined using the characteristic blinking of 

respective emitters [164]. In this method, a threshold is applied on intensity profiles 

in order to map individual QD positions using an extensive fitting process. This 

method only works under the assumption that the fluorescence intensities of the two 

QDs vary only slightly during the course of the experiment. The fitting procedure can 

be time and CPU intensive and the assignment of the PSF may be subject to 

ambiguity when both QDs are switched on at the same time.  To overcome this 

problem,  spectral imaging using a grating pattern has been used on multicolour QD 

complexes to avoid any bias in the subsequent fitting process [165]. 
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 Instrumentation and Methods  Chapter 2

Instrumentation and Methods 

A good knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of the instrumentation used in 

single molecule spectroscopy is crucial to the quantitative analysis of experimental 

results. The superior level of sensitivity of single molecule spectroscopy comes indeed 

at the expense of a number of potential interference factors arising from an excess of 

other molecules or fluorophore photophysical artifacts. Experimental features of the 

instrument setup such as illumination profile, excitation source intensity and 

detection volume must therefore be accurately determined to ensure the correct 

interpretation of results. Moreover, single molecule experiments require a careful 

preparation and imaging of the sample. Crucial features of sample preparation 

include choice of fluorescent label, method of conjugation with the biomolecule of 

interest, purification process and any surface attachment protocol used. On top of 

these requirements comes the necessity to limit the autofluorescence arising from 

sample components such as solvents or imaging buffers. This is a critical step to 

ensure the conservation of a high SNR and generally requires that multiple control 

experiments are conducted on isolated sample components. 

The following section introduces the experimental setup that has been used for the 

work performed in this thesis. The custom-built microscopes were calibrated and 

characterised using reference fluorophores prior to their application in the study of 

the biological structures of interest. The different sample preparations and imaging 

protocols are also described, providing the experimental details corresponding to 

results presented in the following chapters. 
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2.1   Confocal Microscope Setup 

A schematic of a conventional confocal setup used in the work reported in this thesis 

is displayed in Figure 2.1. The laser beam is reflected by the dichroic mirror and 

focused inside the sample, exciting the molecules located in the associated detection 

volume. A pinhole aperture is placed before the detector, such as only fluorescence 

arising from molecules located in the defined optical section of the sample can reach 

the detector. Fluorescence arising from molecules excited above or below the focal 

plane, sometimes referred as “out of focus fluorescence”, is rejected by the pinhole. In 

addition, dichroic mirror and band-pass filter components ensure that a minimal 

percentage of the excitation beam reaches the detector.  

 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of a confocal microscope. Effective reduction of 
detection volume is achieved by selecting a conjugate plane in the sample with a pinhole. 

2.1.1  Experimental Confocal Setup 

Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) was performed on an inverted Nikon 

TE2000-E microscope. The excitation laser was reflected by a dichroic mirror and 

directed into a 1.45 NA, 100  objective (Plan-APO DICH). The incident excitation 
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was kept to low powers in order to reduce the photobleaching effect and the pinhole 

size was adjusted to a width of the order of 40-60 μm. The fluorescence signal arising 

from the detection volume was collected by the same objective lens, directed to an 

appropriate band-pass filter and detected by an APD detector (Perkin-Elmer SPCM-

AQR-14), working under PMS software (Becker & Hickl, PMS-300 Multiscaler).  

   Experiments aiming at comparing different species were carried out on the same 

calibrated setup at close intervals in time, as measurements have been shown to be 

potentially influenced by experimental factors such as coverslip thickness, 

astigmatism and laser beam stability [166, 167].  

   Intensity of the laser beam needs to be carefully adjusted to obtain correct FCS 

measurements. An excessive excitation leads to saturation of dyes located next to the 

detection volume centre, increasing the contribution of peripheral molecules [168]. An 

intensity calibration analogous to Figure 1.3  was therefore performed for each dye 

used, to ensure that excitation was carried out in the linear absorption regime region. 

  For all experiments, microscope glass slides were carefully cleaned before use. No. 1 

borosilicate coverslips were first flame dried, ozonated for 30 minutes to remove any 

trace of autofluorescence, incubated in deionised water with 0.05% Tween 20 in order 

to prevent aggregation or surface adhesion, and rinsed with deionised water. 

2.1.2  Autocorrelation Algorithm Test 

A concentration of 1 nM of a 45 bp single strand DNA of sequence 

CCTCCTAAAAAAAAACCTCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGAGG (ATD 

Bio Ltd) labelled with TMR was used to obtain the data used to test the 

autocorrelation algorithm. The FCS experiment was conducted at 20.5   0.5°C, using 

an optical setup similar to the one presented in Figure 2.2. 

2.1.3  Detection Volume Calibration: Rhodamine B 

A concentration of 1 nM of Rhodamine B (RhB) was obtained by dilution from stock 

(Eastman Chemical Co., 14352) in purified water solution. The FCS experiment was 

conducted at 20.5   0.5°C using a solid state 532 nm laser line operating at an 

excitation power of 300 μW at objective, along with a Semrock FF547/651-Di01-

25 36 dichroic beamsplitter and a FF01-593/40-25 single-band bandpass filter. The 

spectral fitering setup used for RhB imaging is presented in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Spectral filtering setup used for FCS experiment with RhB. A dichroic mirror 
(grey) was used to reject the 532 nm excitation laser light (green) and a band-pass filter with 
a 40 nm bandwidth centred around 593 nm (blue) placed before the detector to collect RhB 
fluorescence emission [169]. 

2.1.4  Sensitivity Assay: GFP Experiment 

Commercial purified protein GFP (Aviva Systems Biology, OARA01928, 27.5 kDa, 

1 mg/mL) was used for the calibration of the detection volume created by focusing 

the 473 nm laser beam inside the sample. Monoclonal IgG antibody complementary 

to GFP was purchased from Aviva Biology (OARA01901, 1 mg/mL, 150-160 kDa) 

and complexed with the purified GFP using the following protocol. 10 μL of GFP 

stock solution was mixed with 60 μL of GFP antibody in a solution of phosphate-

citrate (100 mM) and the mixture incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. The solution was 

diluted down to 1 nM and the sample was deposited at the surface of a coverslip 

cleaned following the protocol described in Section 2.1.1.  

   Further FCS experiments were carried out at 20.5   0.5°C using a 473 nm solid 

state continuous wave laser operating at a power of 150 μW at objective, a Semrock 

FF493/574-Di01-25 36 dichroic beamsplitter and FF01-525/45-25 single-band 

bandpass filter, an optical system similar to the one described in Figure 1.4. 

2.1.5  FCS Experiment on Suc22-YFP  

The purified recombinant proteins obtained from Escherichia coli (provided by Dr 

A.S. Schreurs, Carr group, GDSC, Sussex University) were thawed on ice, diluted 
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with filtered Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) to obtain a 1 nM concentration. All 

reagents used were tested for autofluorescence before the experiments were 

performed. FCS experiments were carried out at 20.5   0.5°C using a 532 nm solid 

state continuous wave laser operating at 300 μW at objective, a FF547/651-Di01-

25 36 dichroic beam splitter and a 550 nm longpass filter (FGL550, Thorlabs). 

Figure 2.3 displays the spectra associated to the experimental setup. 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Spectral filtering setup used for Suc22-YFP investigation. A dichroic mirror (blue) 
was used to reject the 532 nm excitation laser light (green) and a longpass filter (grey) to 
collect fluorescence emission [34]. 

2.2   TIRFM Setup 

The TIRFM setup was built around a Nikon TE2000 inverted microscope with two 

main excitation sources selected depending on the desired application:  a mixed gas 

ion laser operating at 457, 488, 514 nm (Spectra Physics Beamlock 2060-RM) was 

used for single channel imaging, and a bank of diode lasers (405, 473, 532 and 561 

nm) was chosen for multiple channel imaging. The incoming beam was passed 

through a monochromator to remove overtones and superluminescence from the 

argon plasma and a spatial filter which only allowed the central noiseless maximum 

of the diffraction pattern, giving a closer match to the theoretical Gaussian profile of 

the laser. This device simply consists in a series of two lenses separated by a pinhole 

placed in their focal distance: the laser beam is focused down to its diffraction limit, 

filtered by the pinhole and re-collimated by the second lens. The excitation beam was 

then circularly polarised by passing through a quarter-wave retarder (Thorlabs UK, 
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WPMHO5-514) and focused at the back focal plane of a 100  objective lens with a 

NA of 1.458 (PLAN APO Nikon oil immersion CEI). An additional lens, the TIRFM 

lens, focused the laser light off the optical axis of the objective lens, providing the 

critical angle needed for the evanescent field creation. Fluorescence emission was 

collected by the objective and passed through a dichroic beamsplitter. In addition, 

selective band-pass filters were placed before the EMCCD camera (Evolve 512) to 

remove any additional scattering from the excitation source. An additional variable 

zoom component (zoom 1  to 7 , Edmund Optics) was added before the camera in 

order to increase furthermore the magnification capacity of the system. A schematic 

representation of the TIRFM setup used in this thesis is described in Figure 2.4. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Schematic representation of a TIRFM setup. A conventional inverted microscope 
was transformed into a TIRFM system by adding a lens that can tilt the incident laser beam 
off the objective optical axis, in order to reach the critical angle. 

2.2.1  Laser Power Calibration 

Appropriate adjustment of the excitation intensity is needed for the imaging of 

fluorescent probes, either to limit the influence of photobleaching, determine 

saturation intensity or simply achieve efficient excitation. The power value reaching 
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the sample can be determined at the objective, but this method is highly impractical 

during an experiment. The laser power was therefore measured before entry to the 

microscope and found to correlate linearly with the measured power at the objective 

lens (Figure 2.5). The loss of power observed can be explained by some attenuation 

caused by optical components of the setup.  

 

 

Figure 2.5. Laser power transmission efficiency. The slope of the linear fit performed indicates 
that 18% of the incident 488 nm laser power reaches the objective. The average error 
associated to each measurement was 0.03 mW and is not displayed on the figure for clarity 
purposes. 

2.2.2  Polarisation Effects    

The polarisation of the incident light represents the orientation of the electric field 

and influences the polarisation of the evanescent field [102]. This effect can induce a 

preferential excitation of certain emitters with fixed dipole orientations inside a 

sample. Typical fluorophores in solution display isotropic emission; this behaviour 

might however change when the dyes come in contact with an interface, as frequently 

encountered in TIRFM experiments. Moreover, binding of a fluorophore to a 

biological structure could drastically affect the orientation of the associated dipole 

emitter. Fluorescence polarisation has been previously used to study protein domain 

dynamics [170]. However, it is in general critical to transform the linearly polarised 

incident light into an unpolarised beam in order to reduce the biasing induced by 

selective excitation of emitters at the interface [171]. The quarter waveplate placed 

inside the laser excitation line in the TIRFM setup serves this purpose. 
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2.2.3  Near-field Enhancement 

On approach to total internal reflection, the strength of the evanescent field increases 

towards the critical angle   , for the dielectric mismatch at the interface. The angular 

dependence of the irradiance for polarised light has previously been demonstrated [98] 

and the enhancement predicted to be around 4 for s-polarised light (electric field 

vector oriented normal to the plane of incidence) and around  3 for p-polarised light 

(electric field vector in the plane of incidence) [70]. The incident and reflected 

amplitudes add constructively before reaching the critical value and destructively for 

a bigger angle, which leads to an important decrease in the irradiance of the sample.  

   This effect was determined experimentally on the TIRFM setup by imaging a 

monolayer of Alexa 546 dyes coated on the surface of a coverslip, following the 

protocol described in Section 2.3.1. The average emission intensity measured under a 

constant incident illumination was recorded as the incident angle was regularly 

increased from epifluorescent mode towards the critical angle (Figure 2.6). The 

incident angle values were retrieved from reference situations: incident beam collinear 

with optical axis (0°) and maximum detected intensity value (61°). A maximal 

enhancement factor of 3.2 was observed during the sequential increase of incident 

angle. The slight difference with theoretical predictions most likely arises from 

photobleaching effects on the fluorescent monolayer and imperfect optics components. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Variation of excitation intensity with incident beam angle. A 3.2 enhancement 
factor is attained in TIRFM at a critical angle of 61 degrees compared to the conventional 
epifluorescent mode. The incident and reflected amplitudes add destructively for bigger 
incident angles, leading to a drastic decrease of the emission intensity. 
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2.2.4  TIRFM Footprint 

The variation of the excitation intensity across the field of view is an important 

parameter to be characterised, as it can lead to biasing in post-acquisition analysis. A 

rough homogeneous monolayer of Alexa 546 was created by depositing a high 

concentration (0.1 μM) on a coverslip surface. The resulting sample was imaged under 

TIRFM to obtain the excitation profile of the sample. The maximum intensity area 

displays an approximate disk shape, whose cross section is shown in Figure 2.7. The 

intensity variation inside the plateau of maximum intensity was inferior to 10%. It 

was therefore possible to limit the excitation bias by retaining signals arising from 

molecules located in the area of near-uniform excitation    60 μm2). 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Excitation intensity profile under TIRFM. Emission arising from a monolayer of 
Alexa 546 imaged under TIRFM was detected and excitation area investigated. The central 
region delimited by the grey lines displayed a mean intensity of 139   15 counts, varying by 
around 10% on   8 μm. 

2.2.5  Image Intensity and Magnification 

The pixel size of acquired images must be correlated with real space reference values 

in order to determine accurately the scale of features of interest. The additional zoom 

lens installed before the camera displayed seven different magnification 

configurations, each of which has been associated with its respective pixel size using 

an optical calibration slide (Edmund Optics 1951 USAF glass slide resolution target).  
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The minimal pixel size attainable by the system at maximum magnification was 

found to be 34 nm.  However, the additional magnification power afforded by the 

variable zoom length must be used with caution. The brightness   of a fluorescent 

image is inversely proportional to the square of the magnification   used [76]: 

 

  
   

  
            (2.1) 

 

with   the pixel size and   a constant. 

 

A monolayer of Alexa 546 dye was imaged under constant excitation intensity to 

demonstrate the effect of the magnification on the signal detected. The mean ADU 

count per pixel inside a 5 μm2 area was therefore acquired for different pixel sizes. 

Figure 2.8 displays the variation of intensity detected versus the additional 

magnification power used and experimental results fitted using a relation of the type 

of Equation (2.1). The average intensity collected inside the detection area decreases 

rapidly with zoom level used (      ), which would ultimately degrade the quality 

of experimental results and hinder the detection of single molecules. On the other 

hand, the use of low magnification values can sometimes lead to inaccurate results, 

especially when a fitting process is necessary (see Section 1.9.2). 

 

     

Figure 2.8. Signal intensity dependency to magnification power.  The normalised mean 
intensity per pixel detected inside the detection area (blue points) increases with the pixel 
size under constant illumination intensity. Data were fitted with an expression similar to 
Equation (2.1) (red curve). 
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2.2.6  Photon Counting Camera Calibration 

The camera readout is the result of an internal signal amplification process and is 

generally expressed in Analogue-to-Digital (ADU) units. Applying an accurate 

conversion of the signal output to retrieve the incident photon counts is especially 

important for calculating localisation precision. This can be achieved at a given 

camera multiplication gain   by introducing the conversion factor  , representing the 

number of photoelectrons per Analogue-to-Digital Unit count (e-/ADU): 

 

        
                   

 
   (2.2) 

 

A calibration of the factor   has been performed for the camera used in the 

experimental setup. Briefly, a 100 100 pixels region has been imaged under different 

illumination intensities. The mean intensity value and variance were calculated in 

each case after appropriate correction of the flat-field effect caused by pixel-to-pixel 

variations in the camera sensitivity, which creates a noise pattern in the acquired 

data [172]. The slope of the linear regression of Figure 2.9 was used to determine the 

sensitivity factor of the camera. A full theoretical explanation of the calibration 

principle and protocol is given in Appendix I. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Conversion factor calibration. The slope obtained by fitting the average ADU 
count against the (variance/multiplication gain) value of a 100 100 pixels region for different 
intensities gives a sensitivity factor of 2.47   0.03 e-/count for a multiplication gain set to 1. 
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2.2.7  Excess Noise Factor Determination 

The excess noise factor associated with the camera used in this thesis has been 

determined for different gain values by repeating the experiment described in the 

previous section. The ratios between the linear slopes obtained at different gains and 

the slope obtained with a unity gain were used to calculate the excess noise factor 

(Figure 2.10). A more complete theoretical demonstration of this process is given in 

Appendix I. The factor    associated to the camera used in this thesis was shown to 

tend to a value of 1.83   0.06 for high multiplication gains.  

 

 

Figure 2.10. Squared excess noise factor dependency to multiplication gain. The factor    
reaches a plateau around a value of 1.83   0.06 for high multiplication gains. 

2.3   Microscopy Imaging Protocols 

The imaging work reported in this thesis was performed using several microscopy 

methods, which are described below. 

2.3.1  Imaging of Alexa 546 with TIRFM 

No. 1 borosilicate coverslips were flame dried and ozonated for 30 minutes to remove 

any autofluorescence before imaging. 100 μL of a solution containing Bovine Serum 
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Albumin (BSA)-biotin (Sigma, A-8549, 1 mg/ml) in deionised water was incubated 

for 10 minutes on the coverslip and washed with deionised water. A 100 nM solution 

of streptavidin conjugated with Alexa 546 (Life technologies, S-11225) was added, 

allowed to sit for 30 minutes and washed with deionised water. The resulting 

approximate monolayer was imaged with irradiance values ranging from 0-17 kW/cm2 

and a pixel size of 107 nm. Excitation was performed with a 532 nm solid state 

continuous wave laser, using Semrock FF547/651-Di01-25 36 dichroic beamsplitter 

and FF01-593/40-25 single-band bandpass filter. Figure 2.11 displays the setup used 

during this experiment. 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Spectral filtering setup used for Alexa 546 imaging. A dichroic mirror (grey) was 
selected to reject the 532 nm excitation laser light (green) and a band-pass filter with a 40 
nm bandwidth centred around 593 nm (blue) used to collect the fluorescence emission [34]. 

2.3.2  Cdc22-mEos2 Super-Resolution Imaging with PALM 

S. pombe cells with Cdc22 labelled with mEos2 were provided by Olaolu Akinsete 

(GDSC, Sussex University). The cells were grown in nutrient rich yeast medium 

solution at 30°C for 16 hours and fixed by suspension in methanol.   

   A variety of lasers was used to activate and excite the mEos2 label with different 

wavelengths in order to perform activation/excitation/photobleaching cycles. 

Activation was achieved using a 405 nm solid state continuous wave laser operating 

at intensity values at the objective varying from 1 to 10 W/cm2, depending on the 

number of the converted single molecules. Excitation of photoswitched dyes was 

performed by a 561 nm laser operating with intensity at objective of the order of 

1 kW/cm2, to obtain the best compromise possible between SNR and acquisition 
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time. Activation time periods were regularly increased with the cycle number and 

movies recorded in cycles of 120 seconds with an acquisition time of 60 ms. Cycles of 

activation/ bleaching were carried out until the number of activated dyes was zero 

for more than 5 minutes. Room temperature was kept at 16.5   0.5°C in order to 

prevent thermal relaxation of the microscope components. 

   Appropriate dichroic and band-pass filters were used for the activation and 

excitation lasers (respectively Semrock Brightline Di01-R405-25 36 dichroic 

beamsplitter for the activation and FF570-Di01-25 36 dichroic beamsplitter, FF01-

593/40-25 single-band bandpass filter), as displayed in Figure 2.12. Super-resolution 

images were reconstructed from the original datasets acquired with a spatial 

resolution of 107 nm/pixel using QuickPALM ImageJ plugin [158]. 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Spectral filtering setup used for mEos2 imaging. MEos2 can be converted from 

its “green” version (absorption and emission spectra respectively in blue and cyan) to its “red” 
version (black and red curves) upon activation by a 405 nm laser (purple). A dichroic mirror 
(green) was used to reject the 561 nm excitation light (orange) and a band-pass filter with a 
40 nm bandwidth centered around 593 nm (grey) to collect the fluorescence emission [34]. 

2.3.3  Photobleaching Steps Assay 

Slides were incubated with a PBS solution with 5% of BSA. 500 μL of a solution of 

monoclonal antibody complementary to YFP (0.1 mg/ml, anti-gp16 rabbit IgG, Prot. 

Group) were incubated at the surface of the coverslip for 15 minutes, and washed 

twice with PBS/BSA solution with a further 15 minutes of incubation. The coverslip 

was washed extensively with a filtered solution of PBS, and the purified Suc22-YFP 

proteins (0.1 nM in PBS solution) left to incubate for 30 minutes before imaging. 
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The 514 nm wavelength line of a tuneable gas laser (Spectra Physics 164 Argon ion 

gas laser) was used as the excitation source. A dichroic beamsplitter Semrock 

FF547/651-Di01-25 36 and a 550 nm longpass filter (FGL550, Thorlabs) were used 

to separate emission fluorescence from excitation, as displayed in Figure 2.13. 

Imaging was performed with a lateral resolution of 107 nm/pixel using laser intensity 

at objective of the order of 1 kW/cm2. 

   Several experiments were carried out to control the autofluorescence of materials 

used: antibodies, BSA and PBS solutions were individually imaged to confirm they 

did not display significant fluorescence susceptible to degrade experimental results. 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Spectral filtering setup used for YFP imaging. A dichroic mirror (blue) was used 
to reject the 514 nm excitation laser light (green) and a longpass filter (grey) to collect the 
fluorescence emission [34]. 

2.3.4  Super-Resolution Optical Fluctuation Imaging 

i. QD imaging 

QDs (peak emission 585 nm, Life Technologies, Q10111MP) were diluted to 100 pM 

in a tetraborate solution (50 mM) and incubated at the surface of a coverslip. 

   The excitation was performed with the 488 nm line of the gas laser, using Semrock 

FF547/651-Di01-25 36 dichroic beamsplitter and FF01-593/40-25 single-band 

bandpass filter. Stacks of images were acquired with acquisition times ranging from 

30 ms to 100 ms using Micromanager software. Figure 2.14 summarises the spectral 

profiles of QDs as well as the different components of the imaging setup.  
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Figure 2.14. Spectral filtering setup used for QD imaging. A dichroic mirror (green) was 
selected to reject the 488 nm excitation laser light (blue) and a 593 nm band-pass filter with 
a 40 nm bandwidth (grey) used to collect fluorescence emission [34]. 

ii. Silanisation of coverslips 

Borosilicate coverslips were ozonated for 1 hour, rinsed in acetone, sonicated 20 

minutes in 50% methanol (Sigma, 34860)/Milli-Q water and washed thoroughly with 

Milli-Q water. The slides were then sonicated in chloroform (Sigma, 288306) for 20 

minutes, rinsed with Milli-Q water and oven dried at 120°C for 1 hour. The coverslips 

were sonicated in pure heptane (Sigma, 246654) for 10 minutes and placed in a 

silanisation-dedicated dish in a mixture of 100 mL of heptane and 100 mL of 

octenyltrichlorosilane (Sigma, 539279). After gentle swirling, the dish was sealed and 

stored overnight. The coverslip were then sequentially sonicated in heptane, Milli-Q 

water, 50% methanol/Milli-Q water, Milli-Q water, chloroform, Milli-Q water, 50% 

methanol/Milli-Q water, Milli-Q water and sonicated for 2 minutes in chloroform. 

The coverslips were air-dried, wrapped in aluminium foil and stored at 4°C. 

iii. Combed DNA preparation 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe (S. pombe) genomic DNA extract labelled with 

iododeoxyuridine (IdU) and chlorodeoxyuridine (CldU) was provided by Dr 

Gokhan Akman (GDSC, Sussex University).  

   2 mL of DNA solution were poured into a Teflon reservoir, where a silanised 

coverslip was incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature. The coverslip was 

removed from the solution at a constant speed of 300 μm/s using a Molecular 
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Combing System Station (Genomic Vision). The coverslip was placed on Whatman 

paper and baked for 2 hours at 60°C to crosslink DNA to the slide. 

   Immunofluorescence staining was used to attach fluorescent labels to IdU and CldU 

following sequential incubations: rat anti-CldU (1:50; AbCam, Cambridge, United 

Kingdom; BU1/75(ICR1)), Alexa Fluor 555 goat anti-rat (Life Technologies, A-

21434), mouse anti-IdU (1:20; Becton-Dickinson, Mountain View, CA; B44) and 

Alexa-488-coupled goat anti-mouse (1:200; Molecular Probes). All solutions were 

diluted in a mixture of PBS and 0.05% Tween-20 (Sigma, P9416) and all incubations 

performed at 37°C for 20 minutes. 

iv. Combed DNA imaging 

Samples were imaged in PBS buffer containing mercaptoethylamine (100 mM, Sigma 

Aldrich, 641022-5G) mixed with an oxygen scavenger system with 0.8% w/v 

D-glucose (Sigma Aldrich, G7021-100G), 1 mg/ml glucose oxidase (Sigma Aldrich, 

49180-250MG), and 0.04 mg/ml catalase (Sigma Aldrich, C40-100MG). 

   Alexa 488 imaging setup was performed using the 488 nm line of the tuneable gas 

laser, Semrock FF493/574-Di01-25 36 nm dichroic mirror and FF01-529/24-25 single-

band bandpass filter. Alexa 555 imaging setup consisted of a 561 nm solid state 

continuous wave laser, Semrock FF570-Di01-25 36 dichroic beamsplitter and FF01-

593/40-25 single-band bandpass filter, as summarised in Figure 2.15. Movies were 

acquired at 33 Hz for 1000 frames with a pixel size of 60 nm and an incident laser 

intensity at sample of the order of 1 kW/cm2. 

 

 

Figure 2.15. Spectral filtering setup used for dual imaging of combed DNA. a) Alexa 488 
channel. b) Alexa 555 channel. A dichroic mirror (green) was used to reject the 561 nm 
incident laser beam (blue or orange) and a further band-pass filter (grey) was selected to 
collect the fluorescence emission [34]. 
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v. FCS EMCCD viscosity titration 

ZnS capped CdSe QDs (8 μM stock, peak emission 585 nm, Life Technologies, 

Q10111MP) were diluted in various weight percent solutions of glycerol-water 

mixtures (1 nM in pure water, 5 nM in other mediums). The detection volume was 

chosen to be a 20 20 pixels region of the EMCCD chip in order to reduce the 

achievable acquisition time to 10 ms. All experiments were performed at 20.5   0.5°C 

with a pixel size of 121 nm/pixel. A stack of 20000 frames was acquired for each 

experiment and images were background corrected by subtracting the minimum value 

found in a control experiment (glycerol-water mixture under the same illumination 

intensity). Pixel values inside the detection volume were then summed (ImageJ 

custom built macro) and the autocorrelation curves obtained using the algorithm 

presented in Appendix III. 

   The excitation was performed with the 488 nm line of the Spectra Physics 164 

Argon ion gas laser, using Semrock FF547/651-Di01-25 36 dichroic beamsplitter and 

FF01-593/40-25 single-band bandpass filter, as summarised in Figure 2.14. 

vi. Single molecule tracking 

QDs (585 nm, Life Technologies, Q10111MP) diffusing in a solution of 80 wt% 

glycerol-water were recorded for 20000 frames with an acquisition time of 18 ms using 

the optical system described in the previous section.  

2.3.5  Direct Object Resolution by Image Subtraction 

i. DNA annealing 

Double stranded DNA was obtained by annealing of single stranded DNA of sequence 

GCA CGA GCG ATA GTC TAT ACG TCT GCG CGT ATG TGA TCC TAG 

CGC GTA CTG GCG TAT CGA CAT CTG TAC ATG TAG ACA TCT ACT 

AGA ATT CGA CGA CCG A with complementary strand (ATDBio Ltd). 

Complementary DNA strands with 5’-biotinylation (50 μM) were mixed in an 

annealing buffer (10nM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, Sigma Aldrich 154563-

5G), 50 mM NaCl (Sigma Aldrich S7653-250G), 1 mM ehylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

(EDTA, Sigma Aldrich ED-100G)) and heated 5 minutes at 60°C.  
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The sample was left to cool down to room temperature, then to 6°C for 20 minutes 

and subsequently stored at -20°C. 

ii. Coupled DNA preparation and imaging 

Streptavidin functionalised QDs displaying a peak emission at 585 nm (Life 

Technologies, Q10111MP) were diluted to 200 pM, mixed accordingly for 15 minutes 

with the biotinylated 100 bp ds DNA solution in tetraborate solution (50 mM) and 

imaged after 20 minutes of incubation using a TIRFM setup. The sample was excited 

by an argon-ion laser (Spectra Physics, 165) operating at 488 nm, using a Semrock 

FF547/651-Di01-25 36 dichroic beamsplitter and a FF01-593/40-25 bandpass filter 

(Figure 2.14). This experiment was performed using a pixel size of 97 nm. 

iii. TEM imaging 

Transmission electron microscopy was performed on a Hitachi-7100, at an 

accelerating voltage of 75 kV and 10000  magnification, with digital image 

acquisition on an axially-mounted (2K x 2K pixel) Gatan Ultrascan 1000 CCD 

camera. A 5 μL aliquot of the diluted streptavidin functionalised 585 nm QDs were 

spotted on pre-cleaned copper grids and buffer removed by blotting with lens tissue 

prior to staining with 1% uranyl acetate solution for 1 min and drying under air. QD 

diameters were measured as the average derived from the pixel area of the dense 

core-shell centre, segmented from the less opaque protein functionalised surface. 

2.3.6  DORIS Applied to Photoswitchable Dyes 

i. Sample preparation 

Rad22 proteins in S. pombe were used to demonstrate the application of DORIS in a 

cellular environment. This was facilitated by the fact that Rad22 is readily localised 

at foci upon irradiation [173]. S. pombe cells with Rad22 proteins labelled with 

mEos3 were provided by Tom Etheridge (GDSC, Sussex University). The cells were 

fixed with formaldehyde, exposed to γ radiation (50 Gy) and immobilised at the 

surface of the coverslip in a 1.5 w/v% agar (Difco) in PBS. 
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ii. PALM microscope setup 

The PALM system was developed around a commercial inverted fluorescence 

microscope (Olympus IX71) and an EMCCD camera (Photometrics Evolve 512).  

The setup was custom-built to implement the selected features required for super-

resolution imaging, especially a TIRFM scheme to reduce background fluorescence. 

   A 405 nm laser (LaserBoxx, Oxxius) was chosen for the activation line in order to 

reduce the photodamage caused to the sample compared to UV activation. A 488 nm 

(Toptica, iBeam) and a 561 nm (Cobolt, Jive) laser lines were used to image 

respectively the non-activated and the converted mEos3 fluorescent proteins. An 

additional 640 nm laser (Coherent Cube) was implemented for potential applications 

of PALM with dual colour imaging, or nucleus staining with far-red emitting dyes. 

   Two sets of absorptive neutral densities filters (Thorlabs NE01B to NE40B) were 

mounted on a double filter wheel and placed in each laser line to control its output 

power. A quarter-wave plate (Thorlabs WPQ05M-405 and -488) was implemented to 

circularly polarise each laser beam and ensure that the sample excitation was not 

biased by dipoles orientations. A low-pass filter (Semrock FF01-417/60-25, FF02-

485/20-25, FF01-561/14-25 and FF01-640/14-25) was introduced in each laser line to 

remove any unwanted component of the excitation laser. A beam expander 

constituted from two matching lenses (Thorlabs LA1986 and LA1433 for the 405 nm 

line, LA1986 and LA1253-A for the three others) was used in combination with an 

iris (Thorlabs ID25 M) to adjust beam size and power density inside the sample. 

Automated shutters were introduced to control each laser line individually, enabling 

one to customise the experimental protocol and automate the data acquisition (fast 

shutter Thorlab SH05/SC10 for the activation line and Prior Scientific HF202HT for 

the 488 nm and 561 nm lines). The laser lines were combined with a series of dichroic 

beamsplitters (Semrock FF458-Di02-25 36, FF552-Di02-25 36, FF605-Di03-25 36) 

held on kinematic mounts to adjust the beam directions. The resulting beams were 

focused to the back focal plane of an apochromatic 1.45 NA, 60  TIRF objective 

(Olympus, UIS2 APON 60 OTIRF) using a 200 mm focal length, 25.4 mm diameter 

coated plane convex lens (Thorlabs LA1253-A). The four excitation laser beams were 

separated from the emission light by a multi-band dichroic mirror (Semrock Di01-

R405/488/561/635-25 36) displaying tailored transmitting regions, which allowed 

switching between imaging channels without changing the imaging setup. 

   The emission beam was further enlarged by a 2.5  beam expander, leading to an 

optimised pixel size of 107 nm/pixel after projection onto the camera. An additional 
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motorised filter wheel (Prior HF110A) was mounted between the microscope and the 

camera and loaded with the imaging band-pass filter (Semrock FF01-580/14-25). 

   Stability of the system was ensured by building the system on a heavy optical table 

(Thorlabs PTQ52513) mounted on isolating legs (Thorlabs PTH 603) and replacing 

the manufacturer stage holder by an accurate motorised stage (ProScan H117E14) 

using a ProScan III device. The temperature was maintained constant at 16.5   0.5°C 

to reduce thermal vibration of the microscope system. Stability in the axial direction 

was furthermore maintained constant with a C-focus device (Mad City Labs).   

Shutters, stage, C-focus, emission filter wheel and camera were controlled using 

Micromanager software and sequential cycles of activation/excitation programmed 

using the software script panel. A schematic of the experimental setup with the 

different filter configurations and channels is displayed in Figure 2.16. 

 

 

Figure 2.16. Schematic representation of the TIRFM-PALM setup. All shutters are displayed 
closed, except the one associated with the 561 nm laser line. The control of the state of each 
shutter allows tailored activation/excitation cycles. 
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iii. S. pombe cell imaging 

The spectral setup used for the imaging of mEos3 is displayed in Figure 2.17. 

Proteins tagged with mEos3 were activated at low power densities (∼ 3 W/cm2) in 

order to ensure single molecule activation. The opening time of the 405 nm shutter 

was increased from 100 ms to 1 second throughout the experiment in order to ensure 

an efficient activation of mEos3 with reasonable experiment duration. Thirty cycles of 

activation/excitation were performed, each followed by an acquisition of 5 frames 

with an exposure time of 1 second, using incident intensities of the order of 1 kW/cm2 

for the 561 nm laser. Efficient photobleaching of the fluorescent reporter was verified 

before the start of a new cycle. Successive frames of each acquisition cycle displaying 

the PSF of a single emitter were averaged before performing a DORIS analysis. 

Typically, the long acquisition time was sufficient to have the mEos3 label bleached 

after the first frame of the acquisition but PSFs associated with the same emitter 

appeared in more than one frame for nine of the cycles. The sum of frames containing 

a PSF for each cycle was therefore used to apply the DORIS analysis, in order to 

increase the number of photons collected. 

   Background subtraction and smoothing of the stack of frames were performed using 

the “Rolling Ball Background Subtraction” [174] and the “Smooth” plugins in ImageJ. 

 

 

Figure 2.17. Spectral filtering setup used for mEos3 imaging. The “green” version of mEos3 
(absorption and emission spectra respectively in blue and cyan) can be imaged with an 

excitation performed at 488 nm (blue). Photoconversion to its “red” version (black and red 
curves) was achieved upon activation by a 405 nm laser line (purple). A dichroic mirror 
(green) displaying multiple transmitting regions is used to reject the 561 nm excitation laser 
light (orange), as well as the other laser lines used in the optical setup, allowing potential 
dual-view imaging. A band-pass filter with a 14 nm bandwidth centered around 580 nm 
(grey) was used to collect mEos3 fluorescence emission [34]. 
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 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy  Chapter 3

Fluorescence Correlation 

Spectroscopy 

Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) is based on the analysis of a signal 

deviation from its mean value caused by freely diffusing dyes in solution. An 

autocorrelation function is applied to the temporal fluctuations of the fluorescent 

signal arising from emitters passing through a detection volume, which enables one to 

extract various parameters, such as diffusion kinetics, temporal conformational 

changes or association/dissociation mechanisms.  

The concept of analysing signal fluctuations of diffusing molecules was first 

introduced in 1972 by Magde et al. who studied the reversible binding between DNA 

and ethidium bromide, an inhibitor of nucleic acid synthesis that displays an increase 

in fluorescence emission upon intercalation with DNA [175]. The development of the 

technique was however hindered by its poor sensitivity and the requirement for high 

dye concentrations, until the experiment was implemented with a confocal detection 

setup [176]. This change turned FCS into an efficient single molecule technique with 

a temporal resolution ranging from nanoseconds to microseconds. The method has 

been applied since then to the study of many biological processes, such as the 

association of DNA strands [177] or dynamics of proteins and peptides [178]. The 

following chapter focuses on the construction of a FCS system to monitor kinetics 

and conformational changes of Ribonucleotide Reductase (RNR), a tightly regulated 

enzyme playing a central role in the cell cycle. 
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3.1   Ribonucleotide Reductase Form and Function 

Self-replication is a fundamental requirement for any sustainable life form. DNA is 

the genetic material which contains all the necessary information for a cell to 

replicate, divide and respond to potential damages encountered. 

   DNA synthesis requires a balanced supply of deoxynucleoside triphosphates 

(dNTPs), consisting of deoxyadenosine triphosphate (dATP), deoxyguanosine 

triphosphate (dGTP), deoxycytidine triphosphate (dCTP), deoxythymidine 

triphosphate (dTTP), and obtained from their corresponding nucleoside diphosphates 

(NDPs), respectively adenosine diphosphate (ADP), guanosine diphosphate (GDP), 

cytidine diphosphate (CDP) and uridine diphosphate (UDP) [179]. One of the first 

catalytic steps of the dNTPs synthesis involves the formation of deoxynucleoside 

diphosphates (dNDPs) by direct reduction of NDPs (Figure 3.1) in a multicomponent 

oxidation-reduction cascade [180]. Ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), an allosteric 

enzyme, provides the cell with appropriate supply of the four dNTPs, which is 

essential for an accurate DNA synthesis. An unbalanced supply of dNTPs to the cell 

might lead to misincorporations, inducing genomic instability and mutations [181]. 

The RNR needs therefore to be tightly regulated to fulfil its key role in the cell cycle. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Reduction process of nucleotide diphosphate into deoxynucleotide diphosphate 
catalysed by the ribonucleotide reductase enzyme. 

3.1.1  Structure of Ribonucleotide Reductase 

In S. pombe, RNR displays a tetramer α2ß2 structure with a large subunit R1 (Cdc22 

protein) and a small subunit R2 (Suc22 protein) when active in a complex 

conformation. The stoichiometry of each group varies depending on the enzyme state 

and some doubts remain on the quaternary structure in vivo. RNR structure presents 

several active and specificity sites [182] in order to perform allosteric regulation of 

dNTP levels (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2. Representations of RNR      structure in S. pombe. a) Schematic representation 
of RNR structure. R1 displays two allosteric sites: the active site and the specificity site. The 

interface between R1 and R2 constitutes the active site. •Tyr is a tyrosine radical and SH 
represents the sulfhydryl groups in the active site (adapted from [180]). b) RNR crystal 
structure in Escherichia coli showing the surface complementarity between subunits [183]. 
 

R1 is a dimer of molecular weight 90 kDa, whereas R2 is a small RNR subunit of 

molecular weight 45.5 kDa that is active as a dimer [184]. Each monomer contains a 

binuclear ferric ion centre and a tyrosil free radical, which are crucial for the enzyme 

activity [185], as the protein is not functional without these attributes [186].  

   The redox active sulfhydryls of R1 and the free radical of R2 constitute the active 

site of the enzyme, which explains the necessity for the two subunits to bind to 

obtain an active molecule. The overall active site can bind adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP) or dATP and activates or inhibits its activity depending on the amounts of 

molecules detected. The specificity site can bind ATP, dATP as well as dTTP and 

dGTP. A multi-feedback regulation process then controls the amount of dNTPs 

produced, which ensures that a balanced nucleotide pool is maintained in the cell. In 

brief, depletion of dATP levels in the cell favours ATP binding at the active site, 

which initiates NDP reduction. ATP binding at the specificity site will also be 

favoured in low dNTPs pools and this induces the catalytic site to accommodate the 

purines CDP and UDP for reduction, ultimately to dCTP and dTTP. As the pool of 

dTTP increases, ATP is displaced at the specificity site and the redox changes to 

support GDP reduction. As the dGTP levels increase and compete with dTTP at the 

specificity site, the catalytic centre is switched again to favour ADP binding and 

reduction. Finally, RNR activity is shutdown as the dATP pool is replenished and 

the deoxynucleoside replaces ATP at the active site. 
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3.1.2  Ribonucleotide Reductase Regulation 

Spd1 (S phase delay inhibitor 1) is a small protein (14.2 kDa) with no fixed tertiary 

structure and able to switch between several conformations [187]. This property 

enables the protein to easily adopt different structures and bind to other proteins 

with low affinity but high specificity. Spd1 is only active during certain phases of the 

cell cycle (Figure 3.3). Its main action is to import Suc22 into the nucleus, which 

results in its separation from the cytoplasmic Cdc22 and the inhibition of the RNR 

activity. When the cells are not in S phase, Suc22 is localised in the nucleus and 

Cdc22 in the cytoplasm. At the entry to the S phase or following DNA damage 

checkpoint activation, Suc22 is released in the cytoplasm, where it can bind to the 

Cdc22 to form an active enzyme. Spd1 is then degraded during S phase, or after 

DNA damage and DNA replication stress. The RNR complex formation and its 

regulation during the cell cycle are still relatively unknown and continue to be 

investigated as a potential target in mutation and cancer control.  

 

 

Figure 3.3. Schematic representation of the eukaryotic cell cycle. DNA synthesis (S phase) 
and mitosis are separated by gap phases G1 and G2, during which the cell grows and 
prepares for the next phase. The whole cell genome replicates during S phase, a process 
requiring high protein numbers, large amount of energy and efficient genetic code assembly. 
G2 phase provides a safety check of DNA replication completion and allows the cell to 
prepare for mitosis. The M phase includes two processes during which the division of the 
nucleus (mitosis) is followed by the division of the cytoplasm (cytokinesis). Each resulting 
cell will then go into G1 phase, during which they will grow and prepare for DNA synthesis. 
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3.2   Principle of Correlation Spectroscopy  

The FCS technique is usually applied with a confocal setup [188], whose detection 

volume width is defined by the radius of the laser beam in the lateral plane and the 

pinhole aperture in the axial plane. The fluorescent signal of single molecules going 

through the detection volume is recorded over time by a high sensitive APD or a 

photomultiplier tube (Figure 3.4). Those fluorescent ”bursts” can be analysed 

mathematically with an autocorrelation process [189-191] to determine probe local 

concentrations [192], mobility [193], size [194], binding [195] or conformational 

changes [196]. The number of molecules located in the detection volume needs to be 

small enough to significantly contribute to signal fluctuation. The SNR can be 

enhanced by decreasing the influence of noise sources such as APD detector noise, out 

of focus fluorescence and laser correlated noise. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Principle of FCS experiments. a) Mechanisms inducing fluorescence fluctuations. 
b) Signal fluctuating (black) around a mean value (blue). c) The autocorrelation function. 
    

Scanning Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (sFCS) [197] and Image Correlation 

Spectroscopy (ICS) [198] are extensions of the FCS principle introduced to study 

systems where diffusion is slow or non-existent. It relies on the accurate scanning of 

the sample and subsequent correlation analysis across different image pixels. Further 

implementation includes the two-photon excitation scheme, adapted to FCS to 

perform live cell investigations that were generally hindered by autofluorescence, 

scattering and photobleaching effects [199]. Cross-correlation between components 

labelled with different colours has been used to retrieve information on multiple probe 
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interactions [200, 201]. The latest development of the technique is the dual-focus 

FCS, in which the detection region is composed of two identical overlapping detection 

volumes [202]. This configuration provides an accurate and absolute determination of 

diffusion coefficients, even when the experimental conditions involve environment 

crowding or high refractive index mismatch between the sample and the immersion 

medium [203]. 

3.2.1  Autocorrelation Function 

FCS is a direct method to characterise the underlying dynamics causing fluorescent 

fluctuations. Autocorrelation measures self-similarity of a time series signal and 

describes the persistence of information. The normalised correlation curve is obtained 

from the intensity signal time profile using the following mathematical formalism: 

 

     
〈          〉

〈    〉 
 

〈            〉

〈    〉 
   (3.1) 

 

with             〈    〉  and                 〈    〉  the amplitudes of 

fluctuation at times    and        from the mean value 〈    〉.  The lag time   is the 

time delay at which a signal is compared with itself. The persistence time of 

fluctuation can therefore be identified by calculating the value of the autocorrelation 

function for a large range of time delays  . The conventional semi-logarithmic plot of 

the autocorrelation value gives a representation of events occurring on several orders 

of magnitude of time scales.  

3.2.2  Autocorrelation using Fourier Transforms 

The correlation function can be calculated efficiently and rapidly using Fourier 

transforms. The conventional definition of the discrete correlation of two sampled 

periodic functions       and       of period   is given by [204]: 

 

           ∑   

   

   

      

 

(3.2) 
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The correlation function is equivalently obtained by multiplying the Fourier 

transform of the function   by the complex conjugate of function  , as stated by the 

correlation theorem: 

               
 
 (3.3) 

 

In practice, the autocorrelation function is obtained by applying the Fourier 

transform process to the times series of interest, multiplying the result by its own 

complex conjugate and applying an inverse Fourier transform.  

3.3   Autocorrelator Development 

The development of a custom-built correlator was carried out to complete the 

experimental setup. This process was motivated by the absence of hardware 

correlator at the beginning of the research program. The integration of the FCS 

technique in the universal image processing software ImageJ was selected in order to 

exploit the powerful representation of Fourier transform tools to one-dimensional 

datasets. An ImageJ-based algorithm was therefore developed to perform the 

conversion of signal arising from single photon detectors into a 32-bit image and carry 

out an autocorrelation process using Fourier transforms. 

3.3.1  Types of Autocorrelators 

Conventional commercial correlators allow access to the FCS curve directly from the 

input signal recorded, and are said to be “real-time correlators” when the processing 

time is shorter than the sampling time. There are several types of processing methods 

that can be used to obtain accurate FCS results. The most straightforward 

calculation method is to strictly apply the Equation (3.1) to the signal values 

recorded for all dividing bins. The method, used in linear-tau correlators, can become 

time and memory demanding for long correlation times.  

   The exponential-tau correlator principle reduces the memory requirements by only 

using the exponentially spaced signal bins that are required for displaying the FCS on 

a logarithmic scale [205]. Every point on the curve is obtained with the same number 

of bins, which results in a uniform noise value for each lag time considered. 

   The last and most common method used is the multiple-tau correlator. The 

sampling time of each successive signal value retained is increased by a factor of two, 
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leading to a quasi-exponential separation of lag times covering a large time delay 

range. The associated bin width is significantly larger for long correlation times, it is 

therefore important to ensure that the measurement time is at least three orders of 

magnitude larger than the lower diffusion time of interest in order to obtain 

comparable results between different types of correlators. 

3.3.2  ImageJ Autocorrelation Algorithm 

The following section summarises the development strategies used to obtain the 

autocorrelation function from fluctuation intensity series. The two different 

algorithms presented in Appendix II and III had their respective performances 

compared with a commercial correlator to test the consistency of analysis. 

i. Linear-tau correlator development with Fourier transforms 

The autocorrelation of a time series signal can easily be computed using image 

processing software. Signal values were converted and stored consecutively as ADU 

intensity values, with a range of (1-65536) in the case of a 32-bit image (Figure 3.5).  

   

 

Figure 3.5. FCS autocorrelation process performed in ImageJ. Algorithm is applied to signal 
arising from a 45 bp single strand DNA labelled with TMR and freely diffusing in solution. 
a) Conversion of signal into an image. Fluorescent molecules diffusion inside the detection 
volume can be visualised as lines of increased intensity. b) Associated correlation curve 
obtained using Fourier transform method. The implementation of Fourier transform 

processing in ImageJ limits the maximum number of lag times to   1.64   104. 
 

The conversion of a signal into a 2D “pseudo image” consists of associating the 

photon count obtained for each original measurement with a 32-bit intensity at a 
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given spatial position in the image, which was achieved using an approach similar to 

a raster pattern. Routine Fourier transform operations were performed on time series, 

using the ImageJ “Convolve 3D” plugin [206] to obtain the appropriate 

autocorrelation function. This method, however fast and efficient, cannot be applied 

to images bigger to 32768 pixels because of Convolve 3D plugin limitations. The 

symmetry of the correlated result obtained further limits the maximum lag time 

attainable to the acquisition rate multiplied by a factor of 16384 using a linear-tau 

correlation approach. It has previously been demonstrated that the maximum lag 

time must be at least 5000 times bigger than the characteristic time in order to 

achieve an appropriate accuracy [207]. An alternative method of autocorrelation 

based on the exponential-tau approach was therefore developed in ImageJ. 

ii. Exponential-tau correlator development 

Let’s consider a signal recorded with a fixed sample interval   (which is the typical 

case in an EMCCD camera) and converted into an image of   pixels with different 

values             , acquired at different times              (Figure 3.6).  

 

 

Figure 3.6. Schematic representation of the autocorrelation method used in custom-built 
ImageJ correlator: the signal is sequentially translated and multiplied with the original 
image. The method of zeros padding at boundaries is displayed here for clarity, whereas in 
the actual algorithm only a subset of the signal is shifted compared to the whole time series.  
 

Translating the image from a given number of pixel   and multiplying the resulting 

image with the original image is equivalent to comparing every signal value with the 

intensity of signal at a time         , which is ultimately the principle of 

autocorrelation with a lag time      . Sequential translations allow to perform a 
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single multiplication of images to calculate the autocorrelation value at a given lag 

time instead of   individual multiplications. The mean value of the pixels in the 

multiplied image is then easily calculated to return the value of the autocorrelation at 

a given lag time.  

   A simple “for” loop therefore enables one to translate sequentially the signal series 

in order to obtain the autocorrelation value for different lag times. The step size of 

the shift was set to increase step by step to obtain a pseudo-logarithmic scale and 

consequently limit the computation time. The number of iterations needed is defined 

by the logarithmic base and number of bins per group selected. For instance, let us 

consider an experiment acquisition time     analysed with a correlation process using 

a base 2 with 3 bins per group and a maximum lag time of       . The associated 

lag time values are the following multiple of    : 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 13, 17, 21,…,  , which 

correspond directly to the lag time shift in pixels. 

   The efficiency of the technique was tested by comparing the autocorrelation curve 

obtained with a commercial correlator (Flex2k, Autocorrelator.com) with the result of 

the custom-built correlator, for a FCS experiment performed on a 45 bp single strand 

DNA labelled with TMR (Figure 3.7). A 4.7% difference between the half-decay 

characteristic times of the two curves was calculated with the fitting process 

described in Section 3.5.2. This validated the method used which enables one to 

obtain the correlation curve as well as retaining the raw data intensity counts. 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Comparison between correlation methods. The autocorrelation curve of the 
diffusion of a 45 bp single strand DNA-TMR obtained with the custom built exponential-tau 
correlator (blue) and a commercial multiple-tau correlator (orange) were compared. The half 
decay characteristic time differed by less than 5% between the two curves. 
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3.3.3  Removal of Experimental Artifacts  

A common problem in FCS experiments is the presence of sample related artifacts, 

usually caused by photobleaching of the fluorescent background, non-uniform 

repartition of fluorophores and depletion or aggregation of dyes. This phenomenon 

results in an additional contribution of parasite fluorescence to the signal fluctuation 

arising from genuine single molecule dynamics, leading to distorted correlation curves. 

In order to enhance the accuracy of the FCS curves and the determination of 

characteristic diffusion times and concentrations, an ImageJ macro program has been 

built according to the protocol described in reference [208] (Appendix IV). 

   In this approach, one measurement is split into   short intervals of length    on 

which the autocorrelation curves (referred to as      ) are calculated and displayed. 

The quantity     is then calculated according to the expression: 

 

    〈        〈      〉    
 〉  (3.4) 

 

If     value is bigger than a threshold value        the corresponding curve is 

discarded. After this step, all curves with             are averaged, which gives the 

final, artifact-free autocorrelation curve. The values chosen for    and       are 

critical for success in the elimination of distorted curves. According to reference [208], 

   value was chosen to obtain a good compromise between removal of random noise 

and curve fitting accuracy. Similarly,       was set to a value around one order of 

magnitude above the minimum     in order to limit the influence of distortions in the 

average result while retaining enough curves to keep the noise to a minimum. 

3.4  Summary of FCS Implementation 

The FCS method was implemented through the application of algorithms to perform 

a complete autocorrelation analysis of fluorescence time traces. The application 

sequence is summarised in Figure 3.8, which displays a workflow of the method. The 

fluorescence signal detected by the APD (Figure 3.8.a) is first converted into a 32-bit 

image of the type of Figure 3.8.b. The signal autocorrelation of each interval of length 

   is then performed, using the exponential-tau correlator approach previously 

described in Section 3.3.2, and the resulting correlation functions stored in a pixel 

array (Figure 3.8.c). The filtering process described in Section 3.3.3 is furthermore 
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applied to the correlation curves obtained in order to remove experimental artifacts 

(Figure 3.8.d) and the remaining curves averaged to obtain the final autocorrelation 

function. Figure 3.8.e displays the autocorrelation curves obtained for two different 

intervals. The red curve clearly displays a distorted shape and will be removed by 

applying a filtering process, whereas the blue curve satisfies the filtering criteria set 

(     ) because of its similarities with the majority of the other autocorrelation 

curves, and will be retained for the calculation of the filtered correlation function. 

The importance of discarding parasite fluorescent signal is highlighted in Figure 3.8.f, 

where the correlation curve before and after filtering are compared. If the number of 

intervals associated with an artifact is high, the error on the averaged result curve 

increases, leading to a distorted autocorrelation curve and erroneous values after 

fitting. The filtering process measures the difference between curves, removes the 

potential distortions and improves the accuracy of values obtained by fitting.  

 

 

Figure 3.8. Workflow of the FCS analysis performed in ImageJ. a) The fluorescence signal is 
detected using APDs. b) The signal is converted into a 32-Bit image. c) Autocorrelation 
curves of each interval selected are calculated and stored into a pixel array. d) The filtering 
technique is used to discard experimental artifacts. e) The autocorrelation curve that displays 
a distorted shape is removed by the filtering process (red), whereas the curves that satisfy 
the filtering criteria (blue) are retained. f) Averaged correlation curve containing the dataset 
associated with the distortion (red) and artifact-filtered curve (blue). 
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3.5   Interpretation of FCS Results 

Factors that cause a variation in the fluorescence signal on time scale faster than the 

average time molecules spend in the detection volume will cause a characteristic 

decay in the associated region of the FCS autocorrelation curve. It is therefore 

important to identify potential sources of systematic intensity fluctuations in order to 

successfully interpret experimental results. 

3.5.1  Causes of Fluorescence Fluctuation  

The most studied factor in FCS experiment is the diffusion of molecules through a 

detection volume arising from Brownian motion. The translational diffusion 

coefficient of a particle in a viscous solution is given by the Stokes-Einstein 

relation  [209, 210]: 

 

  
  

    
 (3.5) 

 

with   the Boltzmann constant,   the temperature,   the viscosity of the solvent and 

  the hydrodynamic radius of the particle. 

 

Diffusion, a fast and efficient process at short distances, is the predominating 

transport mechanism in cellular environment [211], which highlights the importance 

of studies aiming to determine diffusion coefficient values in vivo. Other mechanisms 

occurring during the diffusion of molecules in the FCS volume, such as triplet 

crossing, quenching, conformational changes or photobleaching are also displayed on 

the autocorrelation curve, generally as decays at short lag times. 

   Decay in the autocorrelation curve can be used to extract valuable information on 

the process causing the emission fluctuation. The time scale of the event is linked 

with the decay rate of the curve: the average amount of time spent in the detection 

volume is related to the half-life of the curve in a purely diffusive study, whereas the 

crossing rate is linked to the 1 e point in the case of a triplet crossing process. When 

multiple variation processes occur, the respective amplitudes of decay are related to 

the contributive strength of each origin of fluctuation, such as the number of 

molecules undergoing diffusional motion, or the proportion of emitters in the dark 

state because of triplet state blinking. 
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A common problem for lag times shorter than 1 μs is the distortion of the correlation 

curve because of an “afterpulsing” effect, which arises from the probability for a 

photon to generate two electronic pulses. Cross-correlation between multiple detectors 

can eliminate this effect [168], but was not used during this work where the scope of 

interest lays at lag times ranging from 10 μs to 1 ms. 

   The parameters of the FCS experiments are critical to obtaining accurate results. 

In all experiments presented, the minimum lag time did not exceed 2 3 of the 

characteristic decay time    whereas the maximum lag time was at least 5000 times 

bigger than   . Concentration and averaging time were also varied to check that 

diffusion constants were consistent between experiments [207]. 

3.5.2  FCS Curve Fitting 

i. Translational diffusion through a Gaussian detection volume 

The autocorrelation function for the translational diffusion of a single molecule in a 

dilute solution in three dimensions is given by [168]: 
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 (3.6) 
 

with   the average number of molecules in solution,    the characteristic time of 

diffusion and   the aspect ratio  between the axial and lateral dimensions of the 

detection volume:           . 

 

It is clear from Equation (3.6) that the amplitude of the correlation function is 

inversely proportional to the number of molecules in the detection volume. It is 

possible to integrate triplet kinetics through an additional term in Equation (3.6): 

 

                     (  
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)) (3.7) 

 

where   is the fraction of molecules in the triplet state of characteristic lifetime   . 
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ii. Accuracy of fitting process 

The use of an elaborate model to fit experimental datasets requires a careful analysis 

of the results to confirm trends and validate the outcome of the regression. The 

coefficient of determination, noted   
 , measures the influence of the variation in the 

dependent variable described by the regression model and hence the goodness of fit: 

 

  
    

∑             
 

∑     ̅  
 (3.8) 

 

with    the experimental values for the dependent variable,  ̅ the average of the 

experimental values and          the values predicted by the model for the dependent 

variable. 

 

It is however preferable to adjust the coefficient of determination for the number of 

independent variables in the regression model, to prevent artificial increase of this 

quantity with added variables. The adjusted coefficient of determination    was 

hence chosen as a measure of the fit accuracy: this quantity may decrease if variables 

entered in the model do not add significantly to the model fit. 

 

          
  

     

       
 (3.9) 

 

with   the number of independent variables and   the number of sample points. 

 

The coefficient    is displayed in this thesis when a fitting process was performed. 

Fitting models, or at least parameters derived thereof, were retained when its value 

was maximal (typically   0.95). 

3.6   Detection Volume Characterisation 

The shape of the detection volume is described by the Molecule Detection Function 

(MDF) that gives the probability of detecting a photon at a given position in space. 

The MDF is not accessible by direct measurement, therefore the PSF of the confocal 

volume is instead retained for the description of the detection volume, which is 

classically described by a three dimensional Gaussian distribution [212-214].  
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This equivalence holds if the observed dye displays a fast enough rotational diffusion 

(  100 ns) leading to a decoupling between excitation and emission [191], a condition 

that was largely met for the dyes used in the work described in this thesis [215]. 

   The confocal parameters for different laser wavelength detection volumes were 

determined using several different reference probes. RhB was chosen as the reference 

fluorophore for the 532 nm laser line. The diffusion coefficient of this dye has 

previously been determined at 25°C by Plug Broadening/Capillary Flow [216]  and 

Pulsed Field Gradient-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (PFG-NMR)  [217], which 

provided a reference value for the calibration experiments.  

   Purified GFP was selected to perform the calibration at the 473 nm laser line. The 

diffusion coefficient of EGFP, a protein analogous to GFP (mutations of Ser to Thr 

at amino acid 65 and Phe to Leu at position 64 [218]) has been studied previously 

using FCS [219] and sFCS [220] at 22.5   0.5°C.  

   An FCS experiment was performed on each chosen reference dye and the resulting 

autocorrelation curves fitted with the model described in Equation (3.6). The curve 

associated to the diffusion of RhB and used to determine the detection volume shape 

associated to the 532 nm laser is displayed in Figure 3.9. 

 

 

Figure 3.9. FCS detection volume calibration. Autocorrelation curve obtained from the 
diffusion of the reference dye RhB was fitted to determine the lateral width and the aspect 
ratio of the detection volume associated with the 532 nm laser line. Associated fits parameter 
(inset) and residuals components (below) are also displayed. 
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The lateral dimension of the detection volume      was retrieved using the simple 

relation between the diffusion coefficient   and the average time of occupancy in the 

detection volume    [190] : 

 

    
       (3.10) 

The axial length of the detection volume    has been obtained using results of the 

fitting process for the parameter  , which caused a high uncertainty in the value 

obtained as this factor influences only weakly the shape of the autocorrelation 

function and is strongly correlated with the parameter      . The confocal volume 

dimension in the plane was therefore calculated, leading to the determination of an 

effective volume expressed, under the approximation of a three dimensional Gaussian 

shape function, as:  

 

              
              (3.11) 

 

A summary of reference probe diffusion coefficients and laser detection volume 

dimensions are displayed in Table 1. 

 

Laser 

wavelength 

Reference probe 

Diffusion Coefficient (μm2.s-1)      (μm)         (fL) 

 

473 nm 
             84   4      [219]  

              91   2†     [220] 
0.35   0.01 3.9   0.9 0.89   0.23 

532 nm 
                384   4            [216] 

               405   40†    [217]  
0.53   0.03 4.7   0.1 3.92   0.90 

 

Table 1. FCS detection volumes determination using reference fluorescent dyes with diffusion 
coefficients characterised in the literature. Diffusion coefficients were corrected to account for 

the experiment temperature of 20.5   0.5°C, according to the classical approximation in 

water  2% increase for every increase of a degree in the temperature range used, mainly due 

to decrease of water viscosity with temperature. †Coefficients used for calculation. 
 

Other calibration methods can be used to determine the effective volume, such as 

performing FCS on a dilution series of a sample with a known concentration or raster 

scanning a layer of fluorescent beads [221]. However, the technique presented here 

allows a convenient and repeatable calibration under similar experimental conditions. 
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3.7   FCS Application to Suc22 Conformation  

Recent studies have put forward the hypothesis that Suc22-Cdc22 protein may form 

an oligomeric complex during inactive states of the cell cycle [187]. With a view to 

the potential use of FCS to investigate RNR subunit oligomerisation in vivo, the 

technique was first used here to characterise the purified protein Suc22 in vitro. The 

sensitivity of the setup was tested on diffusing probes of different molecular weights 

and the FCS technique applied to investigate Suc22 protein conformation. An 

additional photobleaching assay experiment was used in complement in order to 

determine the stoichiometry of the purified protein. 

3.7.1  FCS Molecular Weight Sensitivity: GFP Assay 

An experimental assay was carried out on the commercially available purified protein 

GFP, which displays a molecular weight of 27.5 kDa. The aim of the calibration 

experiment was to demonstrate that the sensitivity of the FCS setup was high 

enough to reveal large differences in molecular weight between diffusing species.  

   The diffusion coefficient is directly related to the hydrodynamic radius of the 

particle, under the assumption of a spherical shape, by the Stokes-Einstein relation 

displayed in Equation (3.5). The hydrodynamic radius scales with the third root of 

the molecular weight, which means that a doubling in the diffusion time requires an 

8-fold homogeneous mass increase [190]. This characteristic restricts the application of 

FCS to systems with large mass differences between components. 

   The diffusion parameters of the complex formed by GFP and its complementary 

antibody (150-160 kDa) were compared to the ones obtained from the fit of the 

autocorrelation curve for the purified protein (Figure 3.10). A theoretical calculation 

gives a 6.6-fold increase in molecular weight, which would propagate to a 1.9-fold 

increase in diffusion time under the particle spherical shape approximation. The 

average diffusion time between the purified GFP and the complex increased by a 

factor of 2 (Table 2) which is close to the predicted value of 1.9 based on molecular 

weight differences. The deviation observed might be due to the barrel shape  of 

GFP [222], which differs from the approximation of a spherical structure. 

Nonetheless, the result obtained confirms the sensitivity of the FCS setup to detect 

significant variations in molecular weight, a feature expected in the case of an 

oligomerisation state of RNR. 
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` 

Figure 3.10. FCS sensitivity to molecular weight. Normalised autocorrelation curves 
corresponding to purified GFP (black) and GFP-antibody complex (blue) are displayed, 
demonstrating an increase of diffusion time with molecular weight.  
 

  
Molecular weight (kDa) 

 

Diffusion time    (ms) 

 
GFP purified protein 

 

27.5   0.5 
 

0.33   0.01 

 
GFP antibody complex 

 

        182.5   5.5 
 

0.65   0.13 

 
Table 2. Summary of FCS molecular weight assay. Molecular weights and diffusion times of 
GFP purified protein and GFP complexed with its complementary antibody are displayed. 
The diffusion time of the complex increased by a factor 2, which is close to the theoretical 
value of 1.9 for a 6.6-fold increase in molecular weight. 

3.7.2  Suc22 Conformation Investigation 

The FCS technique has been used extensively to demonstrate the binding between 

proteins [223] and molecular aggregation [224-226], which are crucial mechanisms in 

cellular functions. However this approach is generally limited to tagged probes of 

small sizes that bind to large complexes, in order to obtain significant differences of 
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diffusion times. The FCS approach, coupled to a photobleaching assay, has been used 

below to investigate a potential oligomerisation state of the Suc22 protein.  

i. FCS experiment : oligomerisation test 

Preliminary experiments using FRET in vivo indicated the possible presence of an 

oligomerised state of proteins forming the RNR complex [187]. A next step in the 

characterisation of the system was to investigate the purified proteins separately for 

evidence of multimeric states: it was hoped that recreating the cellular conditions in 

vitro would allow a better understanding of individual proteins behaviour. The aim of 

the experiment was to use FCS to observe the binding between proteins based on the 

FRET interaction they display in vivo, and study the influence of Spd1 on the RNR 

complex formation. Unfortunately, difficulties in protein purification did not allow us 

to achieve this goal, but the stoichiometry of the YFP labelled protein Suc22, purified 

by Dr A.S. Schreurs (GDSC, Sussex University), was investigated with single 

molecule techniques. Gel Chromatography confirmed the successive purification of 

molecules displaying molecular weight of the order of 75 kDa (Figure 3.11), which 

was consistent with the expected size of monomeric Suc22 (45 kDa) fused to YFP 

fluorescent protein (27 kDa).  

 

 

Figure 3.11. SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis of Suc22-YFP protein before (left band) and after 
purification (middle band). The control of molecular weight is displayed in the right band. 
The gel analysis confirms the expected molecular weight around 75 kDa for the tagged 
purified protein. Work done in collaboration with Dr A.S. Schreurs. 
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However chromatography is not appropriate in this case to investigate the 

conformation that the proteins adopt in solution, as the Sodium Dodecyl 

Sulfate-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) denatures the weak binding 

between subunits during the elution process. A single molecule method was therefore 

proposed to investigate the system. The average diffusion time of the protein inside 

the calibrated detection volume was monitored (Figure 3.12) and compared to the 

reference probe. A significant deviation in the FCS curve from the predicted diffusion 

time was expected in the case of a high oligomerisation state of the purified proteins. 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Autocorrelation curve of the diffusion of purified proteins Suc22-YFP inside the 

calibrated FCS detection volume. The parameter   has been fixed to the value determined 
with the reference dye RhB. 
 

Table 3 displays the experimental values obtained after fitting of the curve that are 

in good agreement with the monomer conformation hypothesis, which rules out a 

strong or stable agglomeration of Suc22 proteins in solution. The smaller diffusion 

time obtained compared to the prediction might be caused by the presence in solution 

of cleaved YFP proteins that were detected by gel chromatography, and uncertainty 

in the fitting process. However, the diffusion time is proportional to the molecular 

weight to a power of three, which leads to a multiplication of the diffusion time by a 

factor of 1.26 between monomer and dimer conformation. The expected diffusion time 

for a pure dimer population in solution is 1.13 ms, which does not represent a large 
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shift for correlation curves. Moreover, a mixture of fluorescent probes with different 

molecular weights would lead to an averaging of the diffusion time between 

components, which could hide the presence of dimers in solution. It is therefore 

difficult to assess the stoichiometry of a sample containing multiple components 

tagged with fluorescent labels. Suc22 protein stoichiometry was therefore investigated 

more closely by looking at intensity profiles of immobilised proteins over time. 

 

  
Molecular weight (kDa) 

 
Diffusion time    (ms) 

predicted*  

 
Diffusion time    (ms) 

experimental 

 

RhB 

 

0.479† 

 

0.17† 

 

0.17   0.01 

 
Suc22-YFP 

 
72  

(monomer form) 

 
0.90   

 

0.86   0.03 

 
Table 3. Comparison of FCS results on Suc22-YFP and reference bead RhB. *The predicted 
diffusion time was obtained using the diffusion time and the molecular weight of RhB. 

†Reference values obtained from FCS measurements of RhB diffusing in solution. 

ii. TIRFM experiment: photobleaching of immobilised proteins 

The intensity profiles of individual molecules over time can give useful information on 

the stoichiometry of tagged molecules in solution, or at least at a surface [227]. The 

photobleaching effect induces a sudden drop in the fluorescence emission, which 

happens stochastically at different times for distinct emitters. The characteristic 

“photobleaching steps” can be quantified, provided the different bleaching steps do 

not overlap in time, in order to reveal the number of emitters in a diffraction-limited 

area. The immobilisation of single molecules at a surface is a critical step and has 

been achieved using the “pull-down” technique [228]: briefly, the coverslip of the 

microscope was first incubated with a BSA solution and washed, creating a molecular 

network at its surface. Complementary antibodies were then added at the surface 

before incubation of Suc22-YFP solution. A small protein concentration (0.1 nM) was 

used in order to reduce the probability of multiple proteins immobilisation in close 

proximity. Fifty protein intensity profiles were recorded, which displayed either one 

or two discrete photobleaching steps (Figure 3.13). Experimental results suggest that 

a mixture between a majority of monomers (either Suc22-YFP of cleaved YFP 

protein) and a small population of dimers is present in the purified protein solution. 
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Figure 3.13. Photobleaching steps assay technique. a) Intensity profile of a dimer fluorescent 
molecule. When the dimer is exposed to an incident excitation (grey line), the emission of 
fluorescence arises from the two molecules until one photobleaches (first photobleaching step, 
orange line). The fluorescence emission is lost when the second emitter photobleaches (second 
photobleaching step, red line). b) Application of photobleaching steps assay to immobilised 
Suc22-YFP proteins. A minority dimer population was found when the technique was applied 
to Suc22-YFP (8 dimers against 42 monomers). 

3.7.3  Summary of Suc22 Investigation 

The purified protein Suc22 investigation using the different single molecule 

fluorescent techniques described here did not, unfortunately, allow us to conclude 

successfully on its conformation in vitro. Although the FCS experiment appeared to 

indicate the absence of large oligomer formation and the photobleaching experiment 

revealed a small population of dimers, the purification of Suc22 proteins was not 

adequate to distinguish monomeric Suc22-YFP complex from cleaved YFP tag and 

possibly to retain the integrity of any oligomeric complex. These incomplete results 

orientated the direction of the work reported in this thesis towards the investigation 

of proteins in oligomerised states through super-resolution analysis. The idea was to 

develop techniques applicable to a widefield EMCCD detection scheme that could 

resolve fluorescent centres corresponding to individual proteins through the analysis 

of intensity fluctuations, in order to reveal fine structures below the diffraction limit. 

Suc22 and Cdc22 proteins tagged with photoswitchable fluorescent proteins are 

currently under investigation using PALM microscopy in collaboration with the 

GDSC (Sussex University) in order to determine the RNR conformation in vivo 

throughout the cell cycle. 
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 Super-Resolution Optical Fluctuation Imaging  Chapter 4

Super-Resolution Optical 

Fluctuation Imaging  

The need to overcome the diffraction limit has driven numerous studies aimed at 

exciting selectively a densely labelled sample in order to localise individual emitters. 

This has been achieved either by replacing the conventional Gaussian laser beam 

source by a patterned excitation to suppress fluorescence emission around a central 

imaging beam, or using photoswitchable dyes that can be activated in small numbers 

and individually imaged. These techniques can provide super-resolution images but 

are not straightforward to implement. A complex optical setup is required for 

patterned excitation techniques, whereas elaborate labelling procedures and long 

acquisition times are needed to reconstruct high quality images. 

Here an implementation of the Super-Resolution Optical Fluctuation Imaging 

technique, created by Enderlein et al. [47], is described for use in the ImageJ software 

package. The method relies on the statistical analysis of temporal fluctuations in 

signal intensity, which leads to an enhanced resolution and a significant reduction of 

background noise, using widefield microscope setup and conventional fluorophores. 

The following section describes an adaptation of the theoretical background to SOFI 

and details on the technique implementation in ImageJ. Several applications of the 

technique to the resolution of closely spaced QDs, dual-channel imaging of 

immunolabelled combed DNA and diffusing systems are also introduced. 
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4.1   SOFI Theory 

The SOFI technique is based on the idea that temporal fluctuations arising from 

different emitters are independent and stochastic by nature. The statistical analysis 

of these fluctuation patterns provides a simple way to resolve several closely spaced 

emitters. The blinking characteristic of fluorophores or QDs, usually considered 

detrimental in imaging applications, can be taken advantage of to improve spatial 

localisation, which makes SOFI a powerful tool in fluorescence imaging. It is however 

important to note that a constant mean value of emission is required, which can be 

problematic in cases where photobleaching reduces the intensity mean over time. 

   The concept of SOFI is to apply an autocorrelation analysis to the temporal 

fluctuations of the signal counts in each pixel of an image. The pixel array is then 

reconstructed using the autocorrelation amplitude of each pixel, leading to an 

increase in resolution, as predicted in the mathematical formalism developed below.  

   The fluorescence distribution      of a single emitter is a time dependent 

brightness function that can be expressed with a brightness constant   and a time 

dependent fluctuation function     :          

 

            (4.1) 
 

Now consider a single emitter fluctuating during a time  . Convolution of the PSF 

         of the imaging system and the distribution of the fluorescence source      

gives the fluorescence signal           : 

 

                           (4.2) 

 

Therefore the fluctuation over the course of an experiment can be retrieved using the 

time averaged value of            , for which will be used the notation  〈          〉  . 

 

                        〈          〉    
 

                                       〈    〉    

                          

 

(4.3) 
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Given the expression of the second order autocorrelation function            : 

 

            〈                         〉  (4.4) 
 

The second order correlation function can be expressed as a function of the source 

distribution expression and the PSF function: 

 

                         〈               〉  (4.5) 
 

This expression is now only dependent on the square of the PSF and on the 

autocorrelation of the fluctuation function weighted by the square of the brightness of 

the emitter. Given a three dimensional Gaussian as an approximation of the PSF: 

 

            (  
  

   
  

  

   
 
 

  

   
 
) 

 
(4.6) 

 

 

After a simple multiplication of exponentials, the PSF term for each emitter can be 

expressed as:  

 

             (  
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  ̃ 
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 ) 

 

(4.7) 
 

where  ̃              √   

 

The equation shows that the width of the PSF is decreased by a factor of √  in each 

of the three dimensions. The principle of PSF width reduction can be applied with a 

higher order correlation function: 
 

                     〈                                           〉  (4.8) 
 

Equation (4.7) then becomes: 

 

              ( 
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 ) 

 

(4.9) 
 

where it follows that   ̃              √  
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The minimum resolvable separation between two diffraction-limited objects (in the 

Rayleigh regime,              ) is reduced by a factor   √  with a     order 

correlation function, since the standard deviation of the Gaussian representing the 

PSF is given by     (    √     ).  

   However, a high order correlation function contains, by definition, contributions of 

lower order correlation functions. Cumulant function                      is therefore 

generally used to eliminate all cross-terms arising from orders inferior to  . Extensive 

discussion of this mathematical operation can be found in references [47, 229]. The 

cumulant calculation performed in the ImageJ algorithm used in the work described 

in this thesis is explained below in Section 4.2.2. In the case of   multiple emitters, 

Equation (4.5) can be rewritten for the second order correlation as: 

 

            〈∑                    ∑                    

 

   

 

   

〉  

 

(4.10) 
 

 

Because of the stochastic emission of fluorescence of different emitters all terms with 

(   ) are not correlated and can therefore be discarded, which gives: 

 

            ∑             
  〈                 〉 

 

   

 (4.11) 
 

 

Similarly, the cumulant function to the     order can be expressed as: 

 

                    ∑             
 

 

   

                

 

(4.12) 
 

with                 a correlation-based weighting fluctuation function corrected for 

the contribution of lower order cross-terms. 

 

Equation (4.12) generalises Equation (4.5) to each emitter present in the image. 

The SOFI method is therefore able to resolve overlapping emitters because of the 

stochastic nature of their respective intensity fluctuations and induces a reduction in 

the width of their respective PSFs by the factor   √   through autocorrelation. 

   An additional feature of SOFI is the noise reduction in reconstructed images that 

arises from the autocorrelation of uncorrelated signals. Noise is intrinsically a random 
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process and therefore the amplitude of the autocorrelation associated with these 

stochastic events is very low. Applied to noisy images, SOFI provides a simple way to 

reduce background noise prior to further image processing. 

   In the following, the development of SOFI algorithm in ImageJ is described and 

the implementation applied to a number of samples in order to demonstrate the 

advantages of SOFI in imaging. 

4.2   Development of SOFI in ImageJ  

The simplicity of SOFI algorithm and its similitudes with the FCS approach enabled 

its implementation in the image processing open-source software package ImageJ. 

Different autocorrelation calculation methods were demonstrated and associated 

performances compared. 

4.2.1  Autocorrelation Calculation 

A correlation process must be performed on the time series of the signal intensity in 

each pixel forming the field of view. Following the approach developed in Chapter 3, 

order   correlation values were obtained by implementing nested loops inside the 

algorithm displayed in Appendix V. The above method, although efficient, can be 

demanding in terms of computer time and memory when dealing with large datasets, 

especially at high orders of correlation. The approximation of setting all lag times to 

zero, proposed in reference [47], was therefore used to calculate the SOFI images at 

high orders. This simplification is however not applicable in the case of images with 

low SNR, for example weakly emitting organic dyes and fluorescent proteins. Setting 

all autocorrelation lag times to zero is simply equivalent to calculate the variance of 

the signal at order 2, which evidently does not eliminate the shot noise of the image. 

On the other hand, computing SOFI images over a range of lag times eliminates this 

type of noise, since it is uncorrelated in time. 

   In the case of imaging QDs, where the SNR is high (typically ≥ 500), the 

approximation with all lag times set to zero has been used to calculate high order 

cumulants. For experiments involving an organic dye, the order 2 SOFI images have 

been obtained using the Fourier transform approach described in Chapter 3. The 

custom-built ImageJ SOFI algorithm is displayed in Appendix V.  
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4.2.2  Cumulant Calculations and Approximations  

The calculation of the cumulants value is crucial at high orders of correlation to 

achieve super-resolution. The cumulant function contains only the contribution of the 

higher correlation order, without the effect of lower correlation terms. These 

cumulant functions can be recursively calculated as [47]: 

 

                                                    (4.13) 
 

                                                    (4.14) 
 

                                                                              

                                                                                           

                                                                                           (4.15) 
 

Under the approximation where all lag times to zero to reduce computational 

demands of the algorithm, Equation (4.12) becomes: 

 

                        ∑             
 

 

   

            (4.16) 
 

 

This approximation allows the use of the following equation to calculate the 

cumulant functions recursively using the following equations: 

 

                                           

 

(4.17) 

                                           (4.18) 

 

                                           

      ∑ (
   

 
)                                           

   

   

 (4.19) 

 

This recursive expression was implemented in the SOFI algorithm for high correlation 

orders, with autocorrelation and cumulant functions    and    calculated using the 

approximation of lag times set to zero. 
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4.2.3  Second Order SOFI Processing in ImageJ 

The typical workflow for a second order SOFI analysis of an image stack is 

schematised in Figure 4.1. Here a 1000 frames movie of a single QD undergoing 

intensity fluctuation, acquired under TIRFM with an acquisition time of 100 ms, is 

used to exemplify the SOFI process (Figure 4.1.a). The time trace of each pixel was 

stored in a single image and associated autocorrelation curves obtained using Fourier 

transforms. The integral of each curve was calculated from the summation of 

autocorrelation amplitudes over the range of lag times and this value was used to 

reconstruct the final order 2 SOFI image. The temporal traces are shown in Figure 

4.1.b and the corresponding autocorrelation traces displayed in Figure 4.1.c, where for 

clarity, only the region of interest (ROI) defined by the blue frame in Figure 4.1.d is 

displayed. The autocorrelation curves of two different pixels have been plotted in 

Figure 4.1.e to highlight the background reduction feature of SOFI algorithm.  

 

    

Figure 4.1. Step by step development of SOFI algorithm. a) Emitter intensity fluctuation is 
recorded as a stack of frames. b) Intensity fluctuation of each pixel is stored in an 
intermediate image. c) Autocorrelation of each time series is performed. d) Final image is 
reconstructed using the integral value of the autocorrelation curve. e) Pixel containing only 
noise has a low integral intensity due to weak amplitude of correlation (yellow curve), while a 
pixel with genuine emission of fluorescence exhibits strong correlation over 5 seconds and 
more (purple curve) which results in a high integral intensity. 
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It is clear that a pixel outside the kernel of the PSF displays a low amplitude 

correlation curve (yellow in Figure 4.1.c), corresponding to the uncorrelated 

background noise, whereas a pixel near the PSF peak exhibits a correlation amplitude 

decay (purple in Figure 4.1.d) that reflects the fluorescent blinking of the QD. 

Evidently taking the integral under the curves results in a reconstructed image with 

background pixels significantly suppressed and signal pixels enhanced. Depending on 

the blinking pattern of the emitter, the values in the pixels forming the PSF in the 

reconstructed SOFI images can be negative and therefore pixels corresponding to 

background noise would have a bigger value than the pixel associated with genuine 

signal. In the following section absolute magnitude value of each pixel is used to 

obtain the final SOFI images displayed. 

4.3   Application of Higher Order SOFI to QDs 

The SOFI algorithm was applied to coverslip-immobilised QDs to experimentally test 

the theoretical dependency of the PSF width with the order of correlation, following 

the approach described in reference [47]. The impact of experimental parameters such 

as drift correction and photon statistics on localisation precision was examined to 

ensure the reliability of results and reduce super-resolution uncertainties.  

4.3.1  Sample Drift Correction  

Localisation precision in any super-resolution technique is limited, not only by the 

number of photons detected, but also the stability of the imaging system. Spatial 

drift of the sample over the time course of an experiment is a factor that must be 

minimised and corrected for to render localisation uncertainties and, in the case of 

SOFI, the PSF narrowing meaningful and quantitative.  

   Sample drift can be caused by vibrations transmission and differential thermal 

relaxation of microscope components. These problems were addressed by building the 

microscope on a passive-vibration isolating table and keeping a thermal equilibrium 

by setting the ambient atmosphere at 20°C. Whatever the mechanism, drift will  

cause a decrease in the centroid localisation accuracy upon Gaussian fit of the PSF. 

In particular, where frame averaging over time is used to improve SNR, the PSF will 

be made artificially wider, affecting both uncertainty in localisation (      √  ) and 

the ability to correctly narrow the PSF by   √  with increasing correlation order. 
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While temperature control through air-conditioning in the laboratory helped 

minimised the drift observed to the order of 20-30 nm, correction was nonetheless 

required to reduce uncertainties in super-resolution images.    

   Recognising this, a post-acquisition procedure was developed to correct for the 

mechanical drift of the stage experienced during acquisition of large image stacks. 

Four single QDs located near to image corners were randomly picked and their 

positions determined over time using the two-dimensional Gaussian fitting model 

described by Equation (1.18). Any stage drift was then corrected by taking the 

averaged mean displacement of those reference QDs in each frame and using this 

value to correct the entire stack. Frames in which more than two reference QDs were 

in the “off” state were discarded from the image stack. This method, although 

reducing the dataset size and requiring more computation time, provided an 

enhanced accuracy of drift correction. 

   Figure 4.2 shows the positions of a randomly chosen QD, recorded for 30 seconds 

with an acquisition time of 100 ms, before and after drift correction. It is clear from 

these figures that the systematic displacement present in the   direction was reduced 

after stage drift correction. The uncertainty due to the drift of the system has been 

calculated from the standard deviation of the centroids distribution in the   and   

directions,    and    : 

 

        √  
    

  (4.20) 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4.2. Drift correction using a two-dimensional Gaussian fit method. a) Constant drift 
over time in the vertical direction is clearly displayed in successive positions of a single QD 
over time. b) Gaussian fitting of reference QDs over time enables to minimise the influence of 
stage drift. The standard deviation of the emitter positions was reduced from 12.6 nm to 
6.8 nm after drift correction. 
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4.3.2  Precision in Emitter Localisation: Photon Statistics 

The total uncertainty in the localisation of a molecule in the imaging system,         , 

is dependent on both the stage displacement and the inherent photon statistics, 

which are additive in quadrature: 

 

         √       
          

  (4.21) 
 

To characterise the overall uncertainty and the stability of the TIRFM system used 

here in the application of SOFI and subsequent development of super-resolution 

techniques, image stacks of  singular QDs were recorded over time, from which both 

the uncertainty due to the spatial drift and photon number could be extracted. 

   The number of photons per PSF was calculated by summing the ADU counts of all 

the pixels forming the PSF and applying the conversion operation given by 

Equation (2.2). Different photon numbers were retrieved by varying the frame 

exposure time. For each exposure time a single QD in the image stack was analysed 

for drift, as described above, and the standard deviation following correction 

measured as a function of increasing signal. The localisation uncertainty of the QD in 

each frame due solely to photon statistics was retrieved by applying Equation (1.20) 

with the appropriate photon number. The resulting uncertainty due to the correction 

of the mechanical drift, photon number and the global uncertainty for the single QD 

of Figure 4.2 are displayed in Figure 4.3. Successive frames of the same stacks were 

summed to retrieve the photon number emitted and the associated precision. 

   The uncertainty due to the number of photons collected converges below 1 nm for 

photon counts around a value of 30000. The photon statistics uncertainty is inferior 

to sample stage drift for a photon count of around 1000. The large number of photons 

afforded by QDs drastically reduces the uncertainty due to photon statistics, with the 

uncertainties in the localisation of the QD dropping to sub-nanometre levels around 

0.25 nm after 30 seconds of imaging (300 frames). However, photon statistics become 

increasingly dominant at typical acquisition time of 100 ms or less, where the photon 

count is reduced to values inferior to 600. Moreover, the number of photons emitted 

by an organic fluorophore is typically between two and three times lower than for the 

QD at the same excitation power [230] and the temporal acquisition is generally 

limited by photobleaching. These two effects combine to reduce the localisation 

precision of single organic emitters and fluorescent proteins to around 20 nm. 
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Figure 4.3. Uncertainty in centroid localisation due to photon statistics (orange dots) and 
stage drift (blue dots). The total uncertainty is plotted in red for a pixel size of 97 nm and a 
background noise count of 2 photons. The main source of uncertainty for more than 1000 
photons collected is the sample drift of the imaging system. 

4.3.3  PSF Reduction with SOFI 

The SOFI algorithm was tested on a QD image stack of 2000 frames in which the QD 

displayed significant fluorescence fluctuations at a capture frame rate of 100 ms 

(Figure 4.4). It is evident from the reconstructed PSF that the width is reduced with 

increasing the order of correlation applied in SOFI. The reduction of the PSF size by 

autocorrelation of temporal intensity fluctuation has previously been explained using 

the Gaussian approximation of the PSF and the mathematical formalism associated 

to the autocorrelation function in Section 4.1. On a qualitative level, for a single 

molecule image spot spanning several pixels, the pixels in the wing of the PSF will 

have a larger noise component than those at the centre and uncorrelated fluctuations 

in the noise will thus contribute less to the autocorrelation amplitude in these outer 

pixels.  

   It is clear from Figure 4.4 that the constant offset present in the average image 

caused by the background noise is significantly reduced after applying the SOFI 

algorithm, starting with the order 2 image. This enhancement in the image quality is 

directly induced by the autocorrelation process performed: the uncorrelated nature of 

noise results in very low amplitudes of the associated autocorrelation function and 

emphasises genuine signal in the reconstructed SOFI images. 
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Figure 4.4. Reduction of PSF size induced by SOFI algorithm. Projection of the averaged 
intensity of the stack frames of a single QD (top left) and associated SOFI images at orders 
2, 4, 6, 12 and 16 (bottom right picture) are displayed. Pixel size: 35 nm. Scale bar: 200 nm. 
 

The intensity profiles of the images of Figure 4.4 along the blue line displayed on the 

average of the original movie have been plotted in Figure 4.5 and fitted with a 

Gaussian function, using a Levenberg-Marquardt curve fitting in OriginPro 8.0  

(OriginLab Corp), to demonstrate the decay of the FWHM with the SOFI order. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. PSF profile at different SOFI orders and associated Gaussian fit. The ADU values 
along the  blue line in Figure 4.4 are displayed for the average projection of the stack (red 
curve) and SOFI orders 2, 4, 6, 12 and 16 (grey curves). 
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The values of the average FWHM of the PSF in   and   directions have been 

determined for SOFI orders up to 16 (Figure 4.6) and fitted as a function of 

correlation orders with the following power law to test the   √   dependency of the 

algorithm: 

 

          (4.22) 

where    is the order of the SOFI correlation and      the value of the FWHM 

obtained from the Gaussian fit.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Variation of PSF FWHM at different SOFI orders. The red curve was obtained 

by fitting the result images of SOFI algorithm with Equation (4.22) . 
 

A value of    262 nm was obtained from fitting the original PSF, which is in 

accordance with the FWHM of the PSF of the original movie. This is larger than 

expected for a single QD emitting at 585 nm, where FWHM ∼        201 nm. 

However the high magnification of the system afforded by an additional zoom 7 , 

giving an image resolution of 35 nm/pixel, is accompanied by slight curvature across 

the field of view and likely spherical aberration from an imperfectly matched lens 

system. Here it is only the relative change PSF width that is of interest and the fit of 

the power law gave a value of -0.48 for the exponent  , which confirms the division of 

the PSF width by a factor of  √   for a     order SOFI image. 
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4.3.4  Resolution of Closely Spaced QDs  

The ability of SOFI to decrease PSF width given an appropriate blinking 

characteristic permits the resolution of multiple closely spaced emitters, property 

which was tested on clustered QDs. The QDs are spaced near the diffraction limit, 

but are strictly unresolved according to the Rayleigh criteria, which requires the 

central intensity of combined PSFs to have dropped some 20-30% from the separate 

maxima.  

   Figure 4.7 displays the results of SOFI method to the resolution of four closely 

spaced QDs. The algorithm has been applied on a 1000 frames movie acquired at an 

acquisition time of 33 ms, in which each of the four QDs displayed significant 

fluorescence fluctuation. It is apparent that individual PSFs widths are gradually 

decreasing with the order of SOFI, leading to an improved emitter resolution of the 

most separated QDs at order 2 and the closest QDs (along the blue line) at SOFI 

order 5. The SBR is also significantly higher in the SOFI images due to the noise 

decrease induced by the SOFI algorithm demonstrated in the previous section. 

   The relative intensities of the QDs in the SOFI images depend on their respective 

blinking characteristics. It is therefore important to maximise as much as possible the 

blinking rate of neighbouring emitters in order to enhance the quality of the 

reconstructed images.  

   

                                                                                                               

           

Figure 4.7. SOFI resolution enhancement of four overlapping QDs. The average stack frames 
projection is displayed on the top left picture, along with results of SOFI at order 2, 5, 7, 9 
and 12 (bottom right picture). Pixel size: 60 nm. Scale bar: 200 nm. 
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The intensity profiles of selected images across the blue line displayed in Figure 4.7 

have been plotted in Figure 4.8 in order to highlight the resolution improvement 

produced by  the SOFI technique. The two PSFs centres are clearly not resolved in 

the average of the original stack of frames, but start to appear in the order 2 SOFI 

image. At order 9, the two peaks are clearly resolvable and any further Gaussian 

fitting can be used to reveal with precision the centre of the PSFs. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Improvement of resolution using SOFI algorithm. ADU profiles along the line 
displayed in Figure 4.7  are displayed for the average of the original movie (red), SOFI order 
2 image (blue) and SOFI order 9 image (green). Note that the background noise present in 
the original movie is removed in all SOFI images. 
 

   In Figure 4.7, some SOFI reconstructed PSFs become difficult to see in high orders 

SOFI images. This behaviour comes from the expression of Equation (4.12): the 

intensity value in the reconstructed SOFI image is dependent on the brightness and 

the blinking pattern of the emitter. If one emitter is particularly bright or displays 

long fluorescence correlation times due to higher photostability than weaker or faster 

blinking neighbours, its intensity value in the reconstructed image will be much 

higher than others, and therefore would appear to dominate in the reconstructed 

image. This “masking effect” has to be taken into account, especially at high orders of 

correlation function where it is more pronounced. On the other hand, if one is 

interested in more than the image representation, the SOFI images contains 

additional information on the emission process of each fluorophore: this dynamic  

range of intensities in the reconstructed SOFI image might be put to use to classify 

dyes in an image according to their degree of fluctuations and/or brightness for 

example. 
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4.4   Application of SOFI to Organic Dyes  

Although displaying enhanced photophysical properties, QDs are sometimes not 

suited to the imaging of biological systems because of size, biocompatibility and 

labelling procedures. It is therefore necessary in certain cases to use organic dyes, 

which may be conjugated to a biological system of interest via immunostaining, or 

fluorescent proteins fused at the ends of proteins using genetic modification of the 

source strains. The experimental and technical adjustments that are required to apply 

SOFI to organic emitters are detailed in the following section. 

4.4.1  Drift Correction by Cross-Correlation 

The correction of the stage drift is more complicated to perform using biologically 

labelled constructs than with QDs: the Gaussian fit requires single fluorophores 

immobilised and emitting a strong fluorescent signal. It is possible to add references 

beads to a sample and correct the stage drift by using these reference points, but this 

solution can risk contaminating samples and was not selected because of technical 

constraints. Therefore, a plugin that exploits native ImageJ Fourier space routines 

was used instead of classical Gaussian fits [231]. The alignment is performed using 

cross-correlation between a reference image (the first image of the stack) and a target 

image (all successive frames that are aligned with respect to the first one). The plugin 

computes the correlations for all registration shifts at the same time using Fast 

Fourier Transforms (FFTs) routines. The shift associated with the maximum 

correlation value was chosen for the alignment. Cross-correlations in the Fourier 

domain were calculated using a simple conjugate multiplication, which makes the 

image correlation very fast to compute once transformed to the Fourier domain. A 

window function was used to roll-off the image to zero near the borders, which avoids 

edge artifacts that can deteriorate the alignment accuracy. 

4.4.2  Adaptations to SOFI for Organic Probes 

The SOFI algorithm requires numerous adaptations in order to be applied to organic 

emitters [232]. In general these fluorophores exhibit a lower SNR compared to QDs 

and typically have a characteristic time associated to fluorescence intermittency or 

blinking in the microsecond range, largely due to triplet state shelving of fast 
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isomerisation processes. With image acquisition times on the camera limited to the 

millisecond range, this intermittency manifests more as a flickering than a true 

blinking process. Moreover, these compounds are prone to relatively rapid 

photobleaching, which limits the useful number of frames in any acquisition and 

potentially degrades the performance of the algorithm, since it functions more 

effectively where the fluorescence signal displays a constant mean value over time.  

   However, it has been shown that Alexa fluorophores exhibit milliseconds scale 

blinking behaviour in a PBS buffer containing an oxygen scavenger and 

mercaptoethylamine, and are therefore suitable for SOFI algorithm [233]. Moreover, 

it is possible to circumvent the photobleaching effect in SOFI by decomposing a 

movie stack acquisition into substacks of frames displaying a photobleaching decay 

over time that does not exceed 5% within each block. The SOFI images obtained 

from each subset of frames can then be summed to obtain a final super-resolved 

image. This modified approach to the SOFI algorithm has been successfully applied 

on a  -tubulin network labelled with Alexa 647 under the strict conditions stated 

above [232]. This processing method has been applied to DNA labelled with two 

different labels and immobilised on a coverslip by molecular combing.  

4.4.3  Application to DNA Combing 

DNA material was labelled with two different organic dyes and immobilised at the 

surface of a coverslip using a combing process. This immobilisation method consists 

of removing, at a constant speed, silanised glass slides from a concentrated DNA 

solution [234]. The binding between DNA and the surface originates either from 

hydrophobicity and/or an electrostatic interaction between negatively charged DNA 

and a positively charged coverslip and was first observed on slides coated with a 

silane possessing a vinyl end group at pH 5.5 [235]. Furthermore, the respective DNA 

molecule ends are exposed polar groups and therefore have a high binding specificity 

to the silanised surface [236]. This preferential affinity of the DNA ends with the 

coverslip surface provides an anchor for the subsequent combing process.  

   The coverslip is next pulled out of solution with a constant speed (   300 μm/s) 

during which a receding meniscus applies a perpendicular force on the DNA [234], 

resulting in an homogeneous stretch of the genetic material onto the glass slide  

(Figure 4.9). The resulting stretching factor is constant (1 μm ∼ 2 kb) for all DNA 

fibers that are aligned in parallel on the coverslip [236]. 
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Figure 4.9. DNA combing principle. The chemically modified slide is pulled out of the 
medium at a regular speed, which results in a linear stretching of DNA linked to its surface. 
 

Molecular Combing enables the spread of around 100 genomes on a single coverslip 

with a uniform stretching factor, and allows a large statistically significant sample 

from a single experiment [237]. Replication Combing Assay (RCA) exploits this 

sampling of large DNA molecule populations to monitor, for example, genome 

replication processes in normal or cancerous cells.  

   In a typical experiment, the genomic DNA of cells is successively labelled 

(pulse-labelling) with different nucleotides derivatives, typically iododeoxyuridine and 

chlorodeoxyuridine, at different times of the cell cycle. DNA is then extracted and 

combed on the silanised slide. An immunofluorescence process allows the addition of 

fluorescent probes bioconjugated to the modified nucleotides previously incorporated 

in the DNA sample. The analysis of the colour sequences detected, in particular their 

respective lengths, spacings and repetition patterns, are used to investigate the DNA 

replication mechanism at a single molecule level [238, 239]. 

   Figure 4.10 shows the averaged dual channel projection of combed DNA labelled 

with Alexa 488 and Alexa 555 fluorophores. It is clear from the picture that several 

regions appear to have a yellow colour, as a result of the presence of both 

fluorophores in the same region of the sample. This behaviour might be explained by 

a residual amount of fluorophores after the end of a labelling sequence, as well as the 

imperfect selectivity of the antibody to CldU and IdU. The SOFI technique has been 

applied on both channels and the final image reconstructed by merging SOFI images 

of the two imaging channels. The resulting image displayed as expected a major noise 

reduction, as well as a slight increase of resolution in both channels. The lower 

reduction of PSF size (∼ 10%) compared to QD experiments might be explained by 

the photobleaching effect that limits the length of acquisition. The intensity profiles 

along the blue line of Figure 4.10 in each imaging channel are plotted in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.10. Application of SOFI to dual channel imaging of combed DNA labelled with 
Alexa 488 and Alexa 555 organic fluorophores. a) Average projection of the original movie 
recorded. b) SOFI order 2 result obtained by summing up SOFI result of substacks of 100 
frames. Both images were obtained by merging the two channels into a RGB image, with 

Alexa 488 channel as “Green” and Alexa 555 channel as “Red”. Images are displayed with a 
similar contrast threshold with respect to image maximum intensity.  Scale bar: 3 μm in main 
images and 500 nm in expansions. 
 

 

Figure 4.11. SOFI resolution enhancement in dual channel imaging. The normalised intensity 
profiles along the blue line of Figure 4.10 reveal noise reduction and a moderately improved 
resolution between peaks, which could lead to enhanced colocalisation accuracy of features 
appearing in different channels after SOFI analysis. 
 

The resolution of the two successive peaks with centre coordinates located between 

0.75 μm and 1.5 μm is slightly emphasised after SOFI analysis in the 555 nm channel, 
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as well as the colocalisation between the first peak in the 488 nm and 555 nm 

channels. This could be used in further experiments to determine the respective 

length of DNA with different labels, allowing one to characterise more precisely the 

DNA replication process in a RCA-type experiment, or in a colocalisation study.  

4.5   Diffusion Processes Analysed with SOFI 

The SOFI analysis can be considered as multiple FCS experiments applied to all 

emitters present in the field of view. Each pixel of the image constitutes a separate 

detection volume whose intensity fluctuations are recorded and correlated. It should 

therefore be possible to obtain information about the diffusion rate of the molecules 

in the sample, providing the emitter concentrations, diffusion constants and camera 

acquisition rate are adequate for conventional FCS experiments. The aim of the 

following section is to introduce the SOFI features that allow studying diffusion 

processes with a microscopy imaging setup. The concept of performing an FCS 

experiment using an EMCCD camera is first introduced using QDs diffusing freely in 

solution. The ability of SOFI to map different areas depending on the probe diffusion 

coefficient is then demonstrated on simulated data and tracking of single QDs 

performed using pixel-by-pixel temporal correlation analysis. 

4.5.1  FCS Coupled with an EMCCD Detection 

FCS experiments are usually performed with fast-rate photon counters, which allow 

sensitive detection of single molecules. An alternative strategy of signal detection 

consists in taking advantage of the EMCCD used in standard imaging microscopy 

setup to perform FCS [240]. This approach presents several advantages for multi-spot 

measurements of different areas of biological samples, which is normally limited by 

the necessity of using multiple detectors and excitation schemes. The detection of 

signals arising from multiple detection volumes on the same detector allows flexible 

parallel measurements albeit at reduced acquisition rates. 

i. Detection volume characterisation 

The FCS technique has previously been adapted to EMCCD camera detection-type 

using a TIRFM setup in the study the non-specific binding of immunoglobulin and 
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insulin to serum albumin-coated fuse silica [241] and the measurement of transport 

rates through thin sol-gel films [242]. Here, the TIRFM-FCS approach was 

demonstrated in its simplest form on freely diffusing QDs in solution. The microscope 

was used in near-TIRFM mode and focused inside the sample next to the coverslip 

surface to reduce the effective detection volume dimensions, which as a result did not 

display the conventional Gaussian shape but was rather defined by the depth of field 

of the microscope in the axial dimension and by the dimensions of the detection area 

in the EMCCD chip (Figure 4.12). Existing techniques in the literature rely on a 

conventional microscope in epifluorescent mode and generally use a detection volume 

of bigger area (typically 256 μm2) to perform FCS. The detection volume is arbitrarily 

set by the size of the ROI chosen on the EMCCD chip, which is analogous to varying 

the pinhole size to change the confocal volume dimensions in standard FCS 

experiments. The aim of our experiment was to try to directly visualise the PSFs of 

the fluorescent probes before using a correlation process, which could add further 

understanding to the interpretation of the FCS data. Moreover, one can imagine that 

multiple detection volumes could be used in the same excited area, allowing parallel 

study of close features, inside a cell for instance. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.12. EMCCD detection scheme combined with FCS technique. The trajectories of 
PSFs corresponding to diffusing QDs are recorded when passing through the detection 
volume (white frame, 16 μm2). Molecules located off the focal plane display defocused PSF 
rings. Multiple detection volumes might allow parallel correlation studies. Scale bar: 2 μm. 
 

PSFs associated to single molecules agitated by Brownian motion next to the surface 

were imaged over time, at a fast acquisition time of the order of 10 ms, which was 

achieved by reducing the EMCCD array of detection from 512 512 pixels to 33 33 

pixels as described in reference [243]. Full details of the experiment are displayed in 

Section 2.3.4 and in Appendix VI. 
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ii. Viscosity titration: application to diffusing QDs 

An assay of the previous technique was carried out using commercial QDs in different 

concentrations of glycerol-water mixtures to characterise the influence of viscosity on 

the autocorrelation curve. The respective samples were imaged for 200 seconds with 

exposure times of the order of 10 ms per frame. The signal arising from the detection 

volume was corrected for background intensity and all pixel intensity values summed 

for each lag time. An autocorrelation process was then performed on the total time 

varying volume intensity and the resulting curve fitted with a two-dimensional 

diffusion model. The model is approximate since the detection volume is not strictly 

described by a Gaussian function in the lateral direction but by the near-TIRFM 

excitation geometry. However, consistent results were obtained when the detection 

volume encompasses the centre of the oblique angled laser beam, where the beam 

approaches a Gaussian profile. Furthermore, in this instance, only the relative 

differences in transit times through the detection volume were investigated rather 

than absolute measurements. This principle was used to compare the respective 

diffusion time of the QDs under different viscosities (Figure 4.13).  

 

 

Figure 4.13. Influence of solution viscosity on diffusion time. Autocorrelation curves and fits 

of diffusing QDs in pure water (orange), 30 wt% (red), 50 wt% (blue) and 67 wt% (black) 

glycerol-water mixtures are displayed. For clarity purposes, only four of the curves obtained 

are shown. Remaining curves, along with fitting parameters, are displayed in Appendix VI.  
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The characteristic diffusion time obtained after fitting was plotted against the 

viscosity of medium solutions (Figure 4.14), obtained from the weight percent of 

glycerol diluted in water [244]. The expected result from Equation (3.5) is a linear 

dependency of the diffusion time, and therefore of the characteristic value obtained 

from autocorrelation fitting, to the solution viscosity. The values of diffusion times at 

high viscosity seem to be less accurate, possibly because of index refraction 

mismatches, small errors in glycerol weight percent or variations in experimental 

temperature, leading to large error for solutions with high glycerol content. This 

behaviour might as well reflect the approximation of the 2D fitting model with the 

experimental detection volume. However the expected dependency of the diffusion 

time on viscosity is confirmed by the experimental results: the diffusion coefficient 

increases with viscosity of the solution in a near-linear fashion, in accordance to 

                . The result highlights the possibility of using an FCS-type 

approach on an EMCCD with a near-TIRFM excitation scheme. The sensitivity of 

the system was sufficient to differentiate diffusion times in mediums of different 

viscosities ( ), suggesting also that diffusion coefficients of molecules presenting 

differences in hydrodynamic radius ( ) of the same order of magnitude could be 

retrieved in a similar manner according to Equation (3.5). Moreover, the widefield 

excitation scheme allows parallel detection in multiple areas and might enable the 

comparison of diffusion coefficients in neighbouring regions.  

 

 

Figure 4.14. Dependency of QD diffusion times on medium solution viscosity. Error values for 
viscosity are assumed to arise from a 1% error in glycerol concentration (obtained with a 
linear interpolation of the viscosities from [244]). Full experimental results are displayed in 
Appendix VI. 
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4.5.2  Diffusion Dynamics Investigation with SOFI  

The size of the detection volume in the FCS-EMCCD scheme can be adjusted 

arbitrarily, providing the average number of molecules inside is compatible with 

single molecule sensitivity. SOFI can be considered as multiple simultaneous parallel 

FCS experiments carried out at the lower limit of detection volume size, where each 

pixel becomes a single FCS cell. In principle, different characteristic diffusion 

coefficients present in the field of view may be analysed at single pixel resolution by 

applying the simple per-pixel correlation method of SOFI. This might be of particular 

interest for the study of protein diffusion in vivo, to measure the heterogeneity of 

diffusion through cell membranes [245] or obtain information about association 

dynamics at different protein binding sites [246]. Current methods for determining 

diffusion coefficients in vivo rely mainly on FRAP experiments [247], conventional 

FCS [248], and  single particle tracking [249]. The following section demonstrates the 

application of SOFI in the study of diffusion processes and molecular tracking.  

i. Multi-particle diffusion mapping using SOFI 

The ability of SOFI to discriminate between different diffusion domains was tested 

using simulated data. The Brownian motion of 500 non-blinking emitters was 

simulated using a bespoke stochastic algorithm programmed in ImageJ. The program 

generated a two-dimensional random walk over a period of time of 300 seconds using 

a 100 nm pixel size with an acquisition rate of 10 ms. The algorithm was moreover 

tested for the correct linear increase in mean square displacement versus time 

(Appendix VII). The position of each emitter was incremented in a random direction 

for every time interval   by a distance randomly sampled from the following 

probability density [191]  

 

       
 

     
    ( 

  

    
) (4.23) 

 

with    the diffusion coefficient at the position of the emitter. 

 

The sensitivity of the SOFI algorithm to changes in local diffusion rates was tested 

by simulating areas where emitters have to adopt different diffusion coefficients. Two 

regions displaying different diffusion coefficients were placed at different positions 
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inside the image (    0.45 μm2/s and     0.90 μm2/s) and the resulting stack of 

frames generated was analysed with the SOFI algorithm. 

   Figure 4.15 displays the regions with different diffusion coefficients and the image 

resulting from a second order SOFI analysis. It is clear that the pixels associated with 

the area of slow diffusion displays bigger intensities than the fast diffusion ones. This 

result indicates that it is possible to differentiate diffusion dynamics inside a sample 

using a simple correlation method. It confirms as well that the diffusion of several 

single diffusing probes during acquisition does not impact greatly the quality of a 

SOFI super-resolution image [250]. 

 

 

Figure 4.15. Application of SOFI to diffusion-type experiments.  a) Projection of the intensity 
generated by the random walk of a single emitter over time. Pixels inside the yellow frame 
are associated with a diffusion constant of 0.45 μm2/s, whereas pixels on the outside 
represents areas with  a diffusion constant of 0.90 μm2/s. b) SOFI result image of previously 
described simulation with 500 diffusing emitters. The slow diffusion regions appear brighter 
than the faster ones in the SOFI image. Scale bar: 1 μm. 

ii. Single molecule tracking using SOFI 

The SOFI algorithm has been demonstrated to extract trends in diffusion within 

domains in the field of view, but it is also capable of achieving high level of 

sensitivity when applied to single particle tracking. Diffusion of three individual QDs 

in a 80 wt% glycerol-water mixture was recorded for 20000 frames with an acquisition 

time of 18 ms and the resulting movie analysed using SOFI method. Individual QD 

trajectories were retrieved using a single particle tracking algorithm (SpotTracker 

ImageJ plugin [251]) and compared to the average and maximum projections of the 

original frames stack as well as the order 2 SOFI image (Figure 4.16). It is clear that 
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details of the different trajectories are lost in the average of the frames, as regions of 

long residency are the only domains distinguishable above a noisy background. 

Assigning to each pixel its maximum value in the stack allows one to retrieve more 

details on each QD’s path, despite the noise present in the image. However, this 

method does not provide information on the average time spent by a molecule in a 

region associated to a given pixel. Due to the very nature of the maximum projection, 

a pixel will take the PSF intensity maximum value, whether the molecule stays inside 

the region represented by the pixel for a period of 1 or   frames. On the contrary, 

SOFI image displays contributions of individual emitters weighted to their average 

residency inside a single pixel. The noise reduction induced by the SOFI analysis 

further provides an additional contrast in the direct display of single molecule 

trajectories that is not achieved by stack projections. Single pixel temporal 

correlations can therefore be used to complement existing single molecule tracking 

algorithms to retrieve trajectories of diffusing probes and identify local diffusion 

anomalies. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. Single molecule tracking using SOFI algorithm. a) Average projection of the 
original dataset. b) Plot of the associated single QD trajectories using a single particle 
tracking algorithm. c) Maximum projection of the original dataset. d) Order 2 SOFI image. 
The SOFI image reflects the average time spent by QDs in domains represented by a single 
pixel. The noise reduction induced by the correlation analysis provides a better visualisation 
of fast single molecule trajectories compared to stack projections. Scale bar: 5 μm. 
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4.6   SOFI Refinements and Derivatives  

The SOFI method has been improved in numerous adaptations following the first 

demonstration of the concept. The use of a Fourier reweighting scheme has allowed 

improved resolution by a narrowing of the PSF that scales with the order of the 

SOFI correlation instead of its square root [252]. In addition, subpixel information 

can be obtained by the analysis of cross-correlations between the fluorescence 

intensities of neighbouring pixels, which has been used in applications with organic 

dyes [232]. The method has been compared with STORM, showing comparable 

resolution performances [253]. However, SOFI has been demonstrated to tolerate 

lower SNRs and does not require any previous characterisation of the photoswitching 

kinetics and labelling densities. The main drawback for achieving accurate 

localisation of single emitters in this case is the effect of brightness scaling (with both 

signal persistence and intensity) as previously described.  

   A refinement of the SOFI algorithm called balanced-SOFI has been proposed to 

solve this problem: the cumulant orders are analysed to retrieve several parameters 

such as concentrations, brightness, molecular-state lifetimes and blinking 

statistics [254]. Those values are then used to weight the intensities of the different 

emitters in the final images. 

   Several investigations have focused on developing emitters with enhanced blinking 

properties in order to obtain superior results with SOFI. Variance Imaging for 

Superresolution technique attempts to develop a highly fluctuating CdSe/ZnS core-

shell QD nanoprobe by decreasing the thickness of the ZnS shell that normally acts 

to prevent core-electron loss and interactions between the core and oxygen contained 

in the aqueous solvent that lead to blinking. This change of QD increases the blinking 

fluctuation, resulting in a better temporal resolution [255].  

   The same concept of improving the emission characteristics has been used on 

organic fluorophores and more precisely on the Dronpa fluorescent protein, a 

photoswitchable dye usually used in PALM/STORM experiments [250]. This 

technique called photochromic SOFI (pcSOFI) makes use of an interesting property 

of the Dronpa dye. In a typical PALM/STORM experiment, a Dronpa labelled 

sample is cyclically excited at 515 nm until the emission stops and then reactivated 

using a 405 nm laser. However, the emission of Dronpa does not disappear completely 

when excited at 488 nm but reaches a low intensity plateau where highly dynamic 

activation/deactivation processes take place for long temporal periods, typically 

several minutes [256]. This behaviour has not been fully explained yet but might be 
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caused by a balancing between the “on” and “off” switching of the dye [257] or a more 

complex phenomenon involving the protonated and deprotonated forms of the 

fluorophore [258]. The enhancement of the Dronpa flickering provides a dynamic 

system of choice for a temporal analysis of fluorescence fluctuation and leads to a 

better resolution with SOFI analysis. The pcSOFI technique therefore reduces the 

number of frames required to achieve super-resolution and could be efficiently used 

for the observation of biological systems where photobleaching is the main factor 

hindering the conventional SOFI algorithm results. 
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 Direct Object Resolution by Image Subtraction  Chapter 5

Direct Object Resolution by 

Image Subtraction  

The scale range of distances between constituents of biological systems is often below 

the minimum resolution attainable with SOFI (40-60 nm) or PALM (25-60 nm). 

Most of the techniques capable of localising such small features exploit a fluorescent 

probe’s photophysical properties to image individual emitters. 

A method we named DORIS (Direct Object Resolution by Image Subtraction) is 

presented in the following chapter as a novel way of identifying diffraction-limited 

spots corresponding to multiple closely spaced emitters, without the need of 

complicated optics or potentially time consuming PSF fitting processes [259]. This 

technique is based on the analysis of small but finite differences between images over 

time, revealing both the separation and relative orientations of closely spaced 

individual emitters contributing to an otherwise apparently singular PSF. 

A coupled QD system was used as a reference point source and investigated using the 

DORIS method. Sequential subtractions between QD images proved that monomeric 

and dimeric states could be readily distinguished, as well as emission states of more 

highly complexed emitters. A linear relationship between the central gradient in the 

difference-images and the distance between PSFs centres was also demonstrated and 

used to directly determinate the QD separation without the need for the individual 

PSF fitting process associated with conventional localisation microscopies. 
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5.1   DORIS Principle 

The main concept of DORIS relies on the subtraction between temporally separated 

PSF images. The difference-images can be generated in many ways that are discussed 

in detail below (Section 5.3.1).  

   To introduce the technique, let us consider the simplest case of two emitters 

displaying intermittency in emission and localised at a distance significantly inferior 

to the Rayleigh limit. Below a certain distance the emitters PSFs overlap 

significantly and the resulting emission appears to arise from a single point source. 

However, the subtraction between the two normalised PSFs results in a curve whose 

maximum and minimum values are not associated with the original coordinates of the 

Gaussian centres but with coordinates that are more separated and therefore clearly 

distinguishable (Figure 5.1).  

 

 

Figure 5.1. Spatial separation highlighted by DORIS technique. Two normalised PSFs 
separated by 20 nm (blue and red) are subtracted, leading to curves displaying comparatively 
large differences between minimum and maximum localisation (green and orange).  
 

The amplitude of the curve, representing the difference between its maximum and 

minimum values, increases with separation, as can be seen in Figure 5.2.a. On the 

other hand, the positions of the maximum and minimum are not very sensitive to 

PSF displacement. The 2D images of closely located PSFs are largely 

indistinguishable from the image of a single PSF, whereas a subtraction process 

reveals a “dipole pattern” analogous to the 1D cross-section (Figure 5.2.e). 
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Figure 5.2. Subtracted image amplitude dependency to original PSFs separation. Left-a) 1D 
evolution of the subtracted curve amplitude with separation distance varied from 5 to 80 nm 
(red-blue). Right- 2D image simulations of two emitters separated by b) 5 nm, c) 100 nm and 
d) the Rayleigh diffraction limit. Also shown are the corresponding difference-images between 
individual PSFs. In 2D, the characteristic lobe structure is due to the localisation of the 
maximum and minimum intensities on distinct pixels. Scale bar: 200 nm. 
 

The information obtained from the difference-image can be used in a post-acquisition 

data analysis as a quick and straightforward way to identify diffraction-limited spots 

arising from two closely spaced emitters during a time-lapse sequence. The 

subtraction of a frame corresponding to the case where one of the two emitters is 

switched on from a frame where the other one is emitting leads to the apparition of 

the dipole pattern, enabling one to determine which emitter is switched on and its 

relative position compared to the other. An optional fitting process on the resulting 

frame may be performed to determine more precisely the emitter localisation.  

5.2   Difference Amplitude vs Distance Sensitivity 

It has been previously seen that the amplitude in the curve resulting from the 

subtraction of the 1D PSFs increases with the separation (Figure 5.2). Here this 

dependency has been investigated using 2D simulations of the PSFs, as displayed in 

Figure 5.3. PSFs were simulated in two dimensions, as described in Appendix VIII, 

and the DORIS method applied to resulting images. The difference between 

maximum and minimum intensity pixels was measured for different separation 

orientations to test for any pixilation effects, particularly with a diagonal 
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displacement. Amplitudes appear consistent over a large range of distances for all 

orientations, deviating at most by about 10% at larger displacements toward 100 nm. 

However, “averaging” of the maximum and minimum values due to pixilation did not 

introduce a significant difference between amplitude curves at low to moderate 

displacements, as the pixel size is fixed and the absolute values of the maximum and 

the minimum values of a given curve are equal.  

   The near-linear relationship between the amplitude and the PSFs displacement 

therefore provides a direct and convenient measurement of the separation between 

emitters, which was tested experimentally in the following section.  

 

 

Figure 5.3. Dependency of DORIS amplitude on PSF separation and orientation. DORIS 
amplitude-to-separation conversion curves for different orientations of emitters are displayed. 
The amplitude values were obtained by sequential displacements of one simulated PSF 
relatively to the other along the respective directions considered. The linear fit associated 

with a 0° lateral displacement is plotted in red. Resulting difference-images for 0°, 45° and 90° 
displacements are displayed on the right. Small discrepancies between amplitudes arise for a 
diagonal displacement due to finite image pixilation but are negligible for small separations. 
Scale bar: 200 nm. 

5.3   Length Determination of 100 bp ds DNA 

DORIS was realised experimentally by exploiting the linear dependency of the 

difference-amplitude in order to measure end-to-end distances of a 100 bp ds DNA 

coupled at both ends with bioconjugated QDs. The aim here was to compare the 

efficiency of using the DORIS amplitude as a reporter of intermolecular distance with 

the traditional Gaussian fitting methodology. 
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5.3.1  DORIS Analysis Method 

i. Generation of difference-images datasets 

The simplest approach of analysing an image stack of   frames   {     } is to 

generate the full set of difference-images   {              }, given by (      ) for 

all   ≥    and      . In this case, for two coupled QDs independently switching 

between on and off-states, difference-images of frames with QDs in on/off [10] and 

off/on [01], combinations will give rise to differential structure [1-1] and [-11] with 

amplitudes between maxima and minima that are dependent on both QD separation 

and relative intensities. Here a binary notation has been introduced, representing the 

state of each QD in an image or frame, symbolised by square brackets [  ], and the 

result of subtraction.  

   Normalising QD peaks in each image prior to subtraction removes the intensity 

dependence. An important consideration is that amplitudes derived from subtracting 

frames with only one QD on [01] from those with both QDs on [11] will have a 

different dependency on PSF separation: that is a different amplitude-to-distance 

conversion curve. Nonetheless, difference-images displaying dipole-like features 

directly identify dimeric QD structures that would otherwise appear as singular 

diffraction-limited spots in the image stack.  

   This full calculation method might become time and computer consuming for large 

datasets, but ensure that all information on emitter configuration is retained, 

especially in the case where emitters do not display clear binary switches between 

fluorescent states over time. An alternative DORIS calculation based on applying a 

tailored intensity threshold was retained to investigate discrete fluorescence states of 

QDs and reduce computing times to isolate coupled QDs candidates. 

ii. Application of intensity thresholding 

QDs offer superior quantum yields and photostability such that coupled QDs display 

discrete, quantised levels of fluorescence for one or more emitters, which can be 

readily observed during an imaging experiment (Figure 5.4.a) and used to correlate 

the DORIS difference-images with different emission states. Typical coupled QDs 

intensity profiles show three populations corresponding to the three observable states 

of the system (0, 1 or 2 QDs in the “on” state).  
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Fitting of the intensity histogram (Figure 5.4.b) by a sum of two Gaussian functions 

gives for each peak a mean value of integrated intensity    and a standard 

deviation   . A simple intensity threshold at a value of (  =      1.64   ), with    being 

the mean value of intensity of a single QD and     its distribution width, was applied 

to retain frames corresponding to [01] and [10] situations. Similarly frames 

corresponding to both QDs in the “on” state were retained by applying a threshold at 

(  =      1.64   ). The two datasets were normalised and frames [10] and [01] were 

subtracted from frames [11] to produce the characteristic lobe structure, the 

orientation and phase of which indicated the QD that was switched on in the original 

frame from the combined set of single QDs.  

   Moreover, it is important to note that the resolution of a dipole-like structure in 

the difference-images allows the unambiguous identification of closely spaced 

fluorophores that may not be readily assigned through a visual inspection for any 

frame-to-frame PSF displacement. Indeed PSF localisation by Gaussian fitting may 

not be sufficient to uniquely identify the individual fluorophores if the separation falls 

within the localisation uncertainty.  

   Following individual QD identification, a simple ImageJ macro was used to 

separate subtracted frames depending on lobe positions and group together frames 

corresponding to the same QD in the “on” state ([10] or [01]).  

 

 

Figure 5.4. Intensity fluctuation of coupled QDs. a) Intensity profile of two coupled QDs and 
difference-images corresponding to the various configurations possible for a system composed 
of two emitters. b) Corresponding histogram with double Gaussian fitting parameters and 
associated thresholds retained, blue for ([10] and [01]) and red for ([11]). Scale bar: 200 nm. 
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The DORIS method was applied to determine the separation between streptavidin 

functionalised QDs conjugated at both ends of a 100 bp ds DNA construct by 

biotinylation. It was used along with intensities in the fluorescence trajectory to 

identify coupled QDs and to isolate the subset of difference-images that correspond to 

single emitters in the switched “on” state. A subsequent conventional Gaussian fitting 

process was used to determine the absolute position of emitters within the normal 

uncertainty limits associated with noise [148]. The linear dependency of the 

amplitudes in difference-images to PSFs separation was then exploited in order to 

determine the inter-QD distances and compare results with those derived from 

individual QDs localisation. 

5.3.2  Localisation of QD Positions with DORIS 

The intensity fluctuations of thirty coupled QDs were recorded over time and 

analysed with the DORIS algorithm. Figure 5.5 displays the resulting 

difference-images that clearly emphasise the presence of two emitters in close 

proximity. The images displaying a lobe structure characteristic of coupled QDs were 

retained and used to retrieve the associated emitter PSF in the original dataset. 

These frames were further investigated using a Gaussian fitting process in order to 

find the positions of the respective QDs (Figure 5.5). It is apparent that the relative 

orientation of closely spaced emitters with respect to each other is displayed in the 

corresponding difference-images via the lobe orientation in the dipole pattern. 

   The distance between QDs coupled with a DNA construct was determined to be 

50.0   5.8 nm using successive Gaussian fits of the single PSFs (Figure 5.5.a). This 

separation is close to the theoretical length of an extended 100 bp DNA (∼ 34 nm) 

with an added separation due to the QD diameter, which has previously been 

determined to be around 20 nm for QDs emitting at 585 nm [260]. 

   An additional population of coupled QDs with a shorter distance of separation than 

the minimum expected for a 100 bp DNA was found in the dataset (Figure 5.5.b). 

This is consistent with the work of Thomson et al. who reported the presence of a 

population of coupled QDs in the absence of any DNA linker. The additional distance 

between coupled QDs  was determined to be 19   13 nm, compared to a DNA 

separated QDs distance of 48   9 nm in their system [164]. This shorter distance 

between emitters was attributed to an aggregation process, causing a direct and 

non-specific coupling between QDs which was further investigated in Section 5.3.4. 
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Figure 5.5. Coupled QDs centroid positions and associated difference-images. a) Distance 
between QDs was found to be 50.0   5.8 nm for DNA-coupled QDs. b) Separation between 
directly coupled QDs was determined to be 20.7    5.5 nm using a Gaussian fitting process. 
Corresponding difference-images [1-1] and [-11] are displayed below fitting results and show a 
lobe orientation in agreement with the Gaussian fitting procedure. Scale bar: 200 nm. 

5.3.3  Calibration Curve Method for Distance Measurements 

i. Principle 

Beyond the identification of multiple close-coupled fluorophores, the DORIS method 

may be used as a straightforward way to measure QD separation without resorting to 

fitting procedures. The general concept is to build a calibration curve of the 

amplitude observed in the difference-images for different emitter separations. To 

investigate the effectiveness of DORIS in nanometric measurements, an ImageJ-only 

algorithm that does not require any Gaussian fitting process has been developed and 

used on the coupled QDs dataset studied in the previous section. 

   In order to build the calibration curve, the normalised average projection of the 

[10] sub-stack frames (or [01] frames) was sequentially translated at different subpixel 

distances with respect to the original position. A bicubic interpolation was used to 

ensure that the individual PSF interpolated surface matched at boundaries between 

pixels with continuous first derivatives [109]. After each displacement, the translated 

frame was subtracted from the original one, leading to the expected lobe structure.  

The maxima and minima values of the difference-images were retrieved from the 
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average intensity of a 2 2 array of pixels placed at the centre of each respective lobe. 

The maximum amplitude difference between the lobe with positive intensity and the 

lobe with negative intensity was determined for each displacement and used to build 

a calibration curve similar to the one displayed in Figure 5.3. 

   Uncertainty in distance localisation was determined by i) subtracting randomly 

paired frames from [10] and [01] datasets; ii) taking the difference-amplitude between 

lobes for each pair of frames; iii) retrieving the associated QD separations using the 

calibration curve and iv) fitting the histogram of distances with a normal distribution 

(Figure 5.6). 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Normal distribution fitting of distance histograms for the coupled QDs displayed 
in Figure 5.5. a) Histogram of DNA-coupled QDs. b) Histogram of directly coupled QDs. The 

value determined with the calibration curve approach was 52.6   5.9 nm for QDs coupled 
with the DNA construct and 20.4   6.2 nm for directly coupled QDs, in accordance with 
values previously determined with the individual emitters localisation approach. 

ii. Effect of SNR on technique accuracy 

The influence of noise on the DORIS method was investigated by simulating two 

emitters separated by 5, 20, 50 and 80 nm for different values of SNR. Amplitudes 

and associated standard deviations from a sample of 100 simulations are plotted as a 

function of SNR in Figure 5.7. The uncertainty in the amplitude is large for low SNR 

values, but it is also a function of SNR, scaling as  √ ⁄  to the noise-free amplitude 

with increasing SNR. Convergence to the respective noise-free amplitudes for all 

distances occurs at SNRs   100 and for 20 nm or more at SNRs   30 or about 1000 

photons. At signals greater than this, the uncertainty in amplitude is less than 10% 

at 20 nm separation, corresponding to an error inferior to 5 nm in the DORIS 

amplitude-to-separation conversion. While photon counts at this level may be 
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difficult to attain with conventional fluorophores without significant signal 

integration over long exposures, detection rates in the 104 - 105 Hz range are readily 

achieved with QDs due to their large absorption cross sections and high quantum 

yield. 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Dependence of DORIS amplitudes on SNR in the shot noise limit for different QD 

separations. The amplitude decreases as the inverse of the shot noise or 1/√ , where   is the 
photon count, reaching noise-free limits at signals around 1000 counts for QD 

separations 20 nm. 

5.3.4  Measurement of Coupled QDs Distances 

i. Measurement of the separation between directly coupled QDs  

The distance between directly coupled QDs was first determined experimentally on a 

sample of ten paired QDs in the absence of DNA linker. The normal fit of the 

resulting distances histogram of paired QDs gives a value of 22.6   6.4 nm, in 

accordance with the diameter of a single QD determined by Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM) (Figure 5.8), and previous studies of streptavidin functionalised 

QDs emitting at 585 nm [260]. The value was used to initialise the parameter 

corresponding to the distance between directly coupled QDs population for the fitting 

process described in the following section.  
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Figure 5.8. Individual QD diameter determination. a) Coupled QDs separation distances in 
the absence of DNA linker, determined to be 22.6 ± 6.4 nm by fitting process. b) TEM image 
of individual 585 nm streptavidin functionalised QDs with average core-shell diameter of 

23.0   4 nm and (inset) a non-specifically coupled cluster of three QDs showing that distance 
between centres is not strongly influenced by surface functionality. Scale bar: 100 nm. 

ii. Comparison between DORIS and Gaussian fitting method 

Thirty coupled QDs intensity traces over time were recorded and used to retrieve 

individual emitter positions with the conventional Gaussian fitting method. The 

DORIS calibration curve approach was then used on the same dataset and the 

respective histograms of distances were compared, with mean QD distances and 

variances derived from a fit of two normal distributions (Figure 5.9).  

 

 

Figure 5.9. Distance histograms obtained with DORIS and Gaussian fits. Histograms (bin 
size: 10 nm) of calculated distances between coupled QDs were obtained with a conventional 
Gaussian fitting method and with the DORIS calibration curve approach. Associated normal 
curve (a two peak fit for DORIS data only is shown for clarity) gives comparable distance 
values for the different subpopulations using the two different techniques (Table 4). 
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Comparable results were obtained for both techniques, regardless of the magnitude of 

the QD separation (Table 4). A near one-to-one correspondence between the 

independently derived distances supports the quantitative nature of DORIS as an 

alternative method of determining the separation of emitters in sub-diffraction sized 

structures (Figure 5.10). 
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Calibration Curve Method 

 

 

 

 

54.8   11.4 nm 

 

52.4   10.9 nm 

 

 

 

 

20.3   7.6 nm 

 

 

20.1   5.9 nm 

 

 
Table 4. Results comparison between DORIS and Gaussian fitting method, obtained from the 
fit of two normal distributions displayed in Figure 5.9. 
 

 

Figure 5.10. Comparison between DORIS method and Gaussian fitting technique. 
Uncertainties in both measurements were determined from analysis of multiple frames from 
the image stack of each QDs dimer. A straight line representing the one-to-one 
correspondence is plotted for guidance.  

DNA Coupled QDs 

Directly Coupled QDs 
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5.4   Resolution of Multiple Close Emitters 

DORIS method was applied to three closely spaced QDs to test its effectiveness in 

resolving higher order structures and multimeric complexes. Given the tetravalent 

nature of streptavidin proteins that extends over the entire surface of the QD, 

multiple DNA binding and formation of complexed QDs is expected. Intensity profiles 

were analysed and a QD complex displaying four different characteristic intensity 

levels, indicating the presence of three QDs in close proximity, was retained for 

analysis (Figure 5.11). 

   

 

Figure 5.11. Intensity fluctuation of QD complexes. a) Intensity profile of three closely spaced 
QDs, displaying four levels of emission intensities. b) Histogram of integrated intensities with 
characteristic thresholds applied (dotted lines). 
 
Figure 5.12 presents a plot of the single molecule localisations arising from an image 

stack of strongly fluctuating QDs, along with distance measurements derived from a 

DORIS analysis of the set of difference-images. Figure 5.12 demonstrates the clear 

resolution of the three emitting centres obtained through application of DORIS to 

this QDs multimer, with oriented dipole-like structures clearly distinguishable in the 

difference-images. Respective QD separations determined from amplitudes in the 

difference-image,  65.4   8.1 nm, 26.5   10.3 nm and 74.6   11.4 nm, are in agreement 

with the corresponding vectorial distances between centres obtained using an 

individual localisation approach, 63.0   8.4 nm, 30.6   10.7 nm and 73.2   9.2 nm.  

   It is interesting to note that one might link these results to the population study 

carried out in Figure 5.9. It appears that this aggregate of QDs is formed from two 

DNA-coupled QDs in which one of the QD is part of a directly coupled QDs pair. 
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Figure 5.12. Mapping of individual emitters constituting a trimeric complex. Left) Single QDs 
localisations via Gaussian fitting of individual PSFs with distances determined from a DORIS 
analysis of amplitudes of the set of difference-images. DORIS derived distances correspond 
closely to the centre-of-mass separations obtained from the individual QD localisations 
65   8 nm (purple-orange), 27   10 nm (orange-red) and 75   11 nm (red-purple). 
Right) Associated difference-images obtained by respective subtraction between individual 
emitters. Scale bar: 200 nm. 

5.5   Direct Difference-Images Fit in ImageJ 

A more direct way of retrieving the separation between emitters is to fit the 

difference-images with a model including the subtraction between two Gaussian 

functions. The number of parameters associated might seem too large to obtain 

accurate results, but the DORIS principle leads to a reduction of variables in the 

fitting expression: the normalisation process applied to the PSFs inherently removes 

the dependency on the respective Gaussian amplitudes, which are simply set to unity 

in the model. The number of independent parameters in the difference-Gaussian fit is 

therefore reduced to only five parameters, the centroid coordinates       and a single 

PSF width  , assuming the emission wavelengths are similar. This fitting process has 

been implemented in ImageJ, using the built-in “CurveFitting” tool incorporated in 

bespoke macro (Appendix IX). 

   It was necessary to transform the three-dimensional dataset of the image, 

consisting of the coordinates       and the intensity      into a two-dimensional form 

required to use the ImageJ fitting routine algorithm. This conversion was simply 
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achieved by transforming the matrix      associated with the difference-image into a 

line vector       using the transformation shown in Figure 5.13.  

 

 

Figure 5.13. Transformation of a difference-image into a one-dimensional array for simple 

fitting using the ImageJ “Curve Fitting” tool. A representative 1D transformation of the 2D 
difference-image of two closely spaced emitters (top) and the corresponding geometric 
transformation (bottom) applied in the macro displayed in Appendix IX. 
 

The intensity values stacked into a linear array can then be fitted by adjusting the 

mathematical expression for the fitting function to the geometrical modification 

induced by the matrix conversion. In this case, the expression with three unknowns 

can be written as a function of the PSF central coordinates (     ) and (     ) and 

the PSF widths    and     (considered as equal): 
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A change of variables enables the adaptation of this expression to accommodate the 

geometric transformation. The lateral position      in an array of   pixels was linked 

to the pixel array intensity          using the following formula: 
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The routine fitting process that has been implemented in ImageJ has been compared 

to the conventional 2D fitting process in Origin 8.0 software for a pair of directly 

coupled QDs (Figure 5.14). Similar separation values were determined with the two 

methods, which validated the fitting model. 
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Figure 5.14. Comparison between difference-images fitting processes. a) Multiparameter 
fitting process in Origin 8.0 software using Equation (5.1). b) Fitting procedure on the 

linearised image using Equation (5.2) and the “CurveFitting” tool in ImageJ. The fitting 
parameters are displayed in pixel unit for consistency (pixel size 97 nm). The 23.3 nm 
separation between PSF centres obtained with a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is fully 
consistent with the result given by the ImageJ algorithm (23.5 nm). 
 
 
The fitting routine has been applied to the dataset of coupled QDs previously studied 

in Section 5.3.4. The average of frames displaying QDs in [01] and [10] conformations 

were subtracted and the resulting difference-image fitted. Results of the fit were 

compared to single PSF Gaussian fitting and displayed in Figure 5.15. Good 

correlation is observed between emitter separations determined by both fitting 

methods, with typically less than 5% difference between values for a SNR > 30. It is 

noted, however, that convergence of the ImageJ fitting was found to be sensitive to 

high noise and initialisation of parameters. 

 

 

Figure 5.15. Comparison between Gaussian and linearised image fits. A one-to-one 
correspondence curve (black) is displayed for guidance. The distance separations determined 
by a 2D Gaussian fitting in Origin and an ImageJ fitting process after matrix conversion are 
in agreement, validating the fitting method. 
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5.6   Application of DORIS to Fluctuating Dyes 

In principle, the DORIS approach that relies on the subtraction between frames does 

not require a binary fluorescence emission to reveal information on an emitter 

location and orientation within a complex. It was speculated that a large variation in 

the emission intensity between multiple closely spaced emitters would result in the 

lobe structure previously described in the case of binary switching in QDs, provided 

the respective contribution of each emitter was highly dynamic and uncorrelated over 

time.  

   Simulations of two fluorophores separated by 50 nm undergoing random and 

independent fluorescence fluctuations were generated to investigate the effect of 

respective amplitude of fluctuation on objects resolution. The amplitude in the 

fluorescence fluctuation was controlled by the standard deviation of the normal 

distribution from which the intensity of each emitter was independently sampled over 

time. Generated image sets were then summed by randomly pairing independent 

emitter images to form a dimer set. The stack of frames was analysed by DORIS to 

obtain mean intensity-amplitudes from the set of difference-images for a large range 

of modulation-depths in the fluorescence. 

   The DORIS amplitude obtained for each magnitude of fluctuation is displayed in 

Figure 5.16. The difference-amplitude is observed to increase with modulation depth 

and saturates at the limiting value for binary on-off blinking (  0.74 for a 50 nm 

separation distance) as the amplitude of fluctuation approaches several multiples of 

the mean intensity. At increasing amplitudes, the fraction of fluctuations leading to 

the complete suppression of fluorescence is consistent with DORIS-amplitudes derived 

from analogue binary cases. The fluorescence trajectories for two molecules 

undergoing intensity fluctuations with a standard deviation of 300 ADU counts about 

a peak mean of 1000 counts is presented in the inset of Figure 5.16, along with the 

trajectory of the dimer. Also displayed are two difference-images that show resolution 

of the two fluorophores despite incomplete suppression of fluorescence from either 

emitter. Importantly, the presence of two fluorophores in the simulation is not 

evident in the combined fluorescence intensity trajectory of the dimer. 

   Evidently, direct distance measurement by DORIS may not be permitted at low 

fluctuation-amplitudes or at best be subject to recalibration of the amplitude-to-

separation conversion curve and large uncertainties. Nonetheless the power of DORIS 

here is to provide an alternative route to the super-resolution of multimeric 

structures, where flickering in the fluorophore fluorescence prohibits unambiguous 
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resolution by standard localisation methods or identification of multiple fluorophores 

by simple analysis of the intensity trajectory. DORIS performance might therefore be 

increased by tailoring the flickering behaviour of organic dyes and fluorescent 

proteins [233, 250] which, unlike QDs, do not display discrete fluorescent emission 

states. Moreover, the recent discovery of bright photoactivatable fluorophores with 

emission rates of 104-106 photons per molecule [261] opens the potential for a new 

range of DORIS applications using organic dyes. 

 

 

Figure 5.16. Difference-imaging of simulated flickering fluorophores. Left) Mean intensity 
amplitude in the dataset of difference-images as a function of the amplitude of fluctuation for 
two closely spaced emitters undergoing various intensity modulations around a mean of 
1000 ADU counts per frame. Right) Intensity trajectories for two simulated fluorophores 
(blue and red) fluctuating with a standard deviation of 300 counts and associated combined 
trajectory (green) of the dimer. Two difference-images resulting from subtraction between 
frames in which the contribution of a given emitter is large compared to the other reveal the 
opposing dipole patterns, despite incomplete switching off of the emitters. Scale bar: 200 nm. 

5.7   DORIS with Photoswitchable Dyes 

QDs are not always the most suitable fluorescent reporters for biological imaging 

because their large sizes might disturb the target mobility and functionality. 

Fluorescent proteins are usually used for in vivo imaging, as they can be linked 

directly to the system of interest by genetic modification. However, the “on-off” 

characteristic blinking time of such probes is significantly shorter than for QDs, 

preventing any DORIS analysis under the hypothesis of complete switching off of the 

dye, as previously performed with QDs in Section 5.3.  
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However, the DORIS technique can be applied to the subset of fluorescent proteins 

engineered to photoswitch between a dark or weakly fluorescing state at one 

wavelength and a bright state at a second wavelength. DORIS was applied to 

photoswitchable fluorescent proteins in yeast to show: i) difference-imaging can be 

applied in a “real” biological environment despite the potential of significant 

background noise to degrade any dipole structure that may exist in the 

difference-images; ii) high order aggregates or clusters of proteins are readily resolved 

by image subtraction; iii) DORIS derived distance measurements maintain a strong 

correlation with emitter separations derived from Gaussian localisation. 

   A key advantage in the demonstration presented here is that the control of the 

dark state afforded by the photoconversion of proteins can be exploited to apply 

image subtraction on a reduced number of frames, instead of relying on a stochastic 

process such as the blinking of QDs. The temporal segregation given by the random 

fluorescence intermittency of QDs can be advantageously replaced by successive 

activation/imaging/photobleaching cycles of emitters, reducing acquisition and 

computing time. 

   DORIS was tested in vivo on a dedicated S. pombe yeast strain. Rad22 proteins 

were labelled with the fluorescent protein mEos3, which has been previously 

characterised as a purely monomeric and bright fluorescent reporter allowing to 

achieve a higher SNR than its ancestor mEos2 [262]. The cells were exposed to 

ionising radiation, which was demonstrated to induce foci formation in mammalian 

and budding yeast cells [173]. Ionising radiation has also been shown to induce a wide 

variety of DNA lesions, most notably DNA double strand breaks (DSBs). If not 

repaired, DSBs threaten genomic stability and can lead to gross chromosomal 

rearrangements, one of the hallmarks of cancer [263]. One of the DNA repair 

mechanisms in eukaryotes is homologous recombination, which involves using the 

homologous chromosome as a template for repair. When studying DSB repair in 

fission yeast, one common methodology of detecting the presence of DSBs is by 

imaging the protein Rad22 (human Rad52) tagged with GFP. Rad22 is involved in 

the DSB repair pathway and clear Rad22 foci can be seen in the nucleus of the cell 

upon exposure to damage inducing radiation. 

   Activation of single emitters was performed with a low 405 nm laser intensity 

(  3 W/cm2) in order to decrease the probability of multiple, closely spaced emitters 

being activated at the same time, and a DORIS analysis carried out on the image 

stack of single emitters resulting from multiple cycles of activation, imaging and 

bleaching. Multiple emitters inside the diffraction limit would lead to a distortion of 

the PSF shape, with asymmetrical elongation of the PSF width, resulting in 
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inaccurate DORIS results with the calibration approach. On the other hand, if the 

shape of the average PSF is not strongly affected (i.e. for distances   20-50 nm), the 

DORIS results will reflect the distances between the centre of the foci and any 

measured single emitter. Sequential activation/imaging/photobleaching cycles were 

performed with an exposure time of one second and DORIS analysis was carried out 

on a dataset composed of frames corresponding to each imaging cycle. 

   Further post-acquisition processing was required in order to obtain viable results 

with DORIS, due primarily to the intrinsically lower quantum yield of the fluorescent 

proteins compared to QDs. Background subtraction was therefore performed using 

the “Rolling Ball Background Subtraction” plugin bundled in ImageJ software [174]. 

A smoothing of the frames in the stack was then carried out using the “Smooth” 

plugin in ImageJ before the subtraction analysis. 

   Figure 5.17 displays the average projection of the stack and a difference-image 

obtained from normalised frames corresponding to two different cycles. The two 

diffraction-limited foci composed of multiple fluorescent proteins are clearly displayed 

in the average projection of the imaging cycles, but individual PSFs are 

indistinguishable in the projected average image. On the other hand, the 

difference-image reveals the orientations of the fluorescent proteins activated at 

different aggregation sites. DORIS provides a simple and quick identification method 

for protein clusters: the characteristic difference-images patterns of closely spaced 

fluorescent PSFs is revealed by subtraction under the condition that only single 

emitters are switched on during an individual cycle and all fluorescent proteins are 

photobleached at the end of each iteration. 

   The mapping of the fluorescent proteins in multiple foci is efficient because all the 

mEos3 proteins emit roughly the same number of photons during acquisition. Since 

the maximum intensity value used for normalisation is retrieved from the intensity of 

the brightest PSF in each frame, this could compromise the technique if the number 

of photons emitted was not consistent between emitters. That is, a PSF significantly 

dimmer in the field of view would not be properly normalised, modifying the lobe 

shapes and amplitudes compared to the relatively symmetric dipole structures 

observed in Figure 5.2. Accurate DORIS analyses of individual aggregation sites, such 

as the one performed in Section 5.3 and the following section, were therefore carried 

out on a ROI including only the foci of interest in order to perform proper PSF 

normalisation. The foci highlighted by the ROI (white box) in Figure 5.17 has been 

further analysed using DORIS. Fourteen frames out the thirty recorded displayed an 

emitter PSF, resulting in 91 difference-images (        ) exhibiting a lobe structure.  
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Figure 5.17. DORIS analysis of fluorescent proteins clustering. a) Multiple PSFs are too 
closely located inside foci to be distinguishable in the projection of all imaging cycles. 
b) DORIS image subtraction between two normalised images associated with different cycles. 
The difference-image displays the characteristic lobe structure for the two foci of interest, 
providing a simple way of mapping protein aggregation sites in vivo. Scale bar: 5 μm. 
 

   For an image set of   frames   {     } , a single set of difference-images      was 

calculated with   the reference image (     given by (     ) for all       ) and used 

to investigate the relative positions of  all other emitters with respect to the emitter 

switched on in the reference image   (Figure 5.18). The thirteen resulting 

difference-images clearly display lobe orientations that locate the relative positions of 

each emitter with respect to the reference one. The analysis of these orientations 

appears to rule out any orderly structure inside the foci, with no clear spatial 

repartition or the partitioning into preferred locations that would appear as a 

repeated sequence of lobes orientations in the difference-images.  

   In contrast to previous experiments involving QDs immobilised at the surface of a 

coverslip, mEos3 emitters are distributed at different axial positions in the foci. 

Consequently, the distances hereby determined are not absolute measures of the 

interdistances between emitters but rather between the projections of the PSFs in the 

focal plane of interest.  
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Figure 5.18. Difference-imaging revealing relative protein positions inside foci through lobe 

orientation. The position of the emitter switched on in the     frame can be deduced 
relatively to the reference emitter using the difference amplitude and the orientation of the 
dipole pattern. Because the intensity of the maximum varies with the original PSF 
separation, difference-images have been normalised for clarity of display. Scale bar: 1 μm. 
 

Distances between proteins inside the foci have been further studied using a DORIS 

amplitude-to-separation calibration curve, in order to quantify the disordered 

partitioning of Rad22 proteins in the foci and test the efficiency of the DORIS 

technique. The full dataset was analysed following the method previously described in 

Section 5.3.3, and results compared with the Gaussian fitting method (Figure 5.19).  

 

 

Figure 5.19. Comparison between DORIS and Gaussian fitting, using mEos3 dye. 
Uncertainties in both measurements were determined from the photon number collected. A 
straight line representing a one-to-one correspondence is plotted for guidance. 
 

The distances between emitters inside the foci were ranging from 13 to 200 nm, with 

an average separation value of 97 nm. The uncertainty retrieved from the number of 

photons collected was typically of the order of 10 nm for a single emitter localisation, 

which propagated to errors in distances determined of around 15 nm.  
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The DORIS technique and Gaussian fitting method give comparable results for 

emitter pairs whose separation correspond to the DORIS efficiency range (30-80 nm), 

as displayed in Figure 5.19. A strong correlation between the techniques was found 

for the determination of protein separation, as per the QD analysis performed in 

Section 5.3, with a near-homogeneous spread of interdistances confirming the 

hypothesis of a disordered spatial arrangement of the proteins in the foci. 
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Conclusion  and Developments  

The potential applications of single molecule spectroscopy techniques in the biological 

field are so important and diverse that innovations in observation and analysis will 

open new and exciting fields of investigation. In this thesis, I aimed to develop 

experimental strategies to unravel structures below the diffraction limit using 

TIRFM, confocal microscopy and several analyses of fluctuations associated with 

single molecule fluorescence in a number of forms. 

   The fluctuation of fluorescence emission caused by the free diffusion of a labelled 

Suc22 protein, a subunit of RNR, was analysed and used in complement with a 

photobleaching assay to determine its stoichiometry. Correlation and filtering 

methods were implemented in the open source, image processing ImageJ software and 

the performances of the developed algorithms compared with a commercial correlator. 

The FCS approach will be used in the future to investigate the behaviour and 

regulation of the RNR enzyme during the cell cycle both in vitro and in vivo, with a 

view to understanding more clearly the respective roles and conformations of the 

protein subunits and their complexation. 

   The SOFI super-resolution technique was further developed in ImageJ and used to 

resolve multiple closely spaced QDs, in a distance regime lower than the diffraction 

limit but ultimately hindered by the order of correlation to around 100 nm. The 

technique was successfully applied to combed DNA labelled with organic fluorophores 

to show narrowing of fluorescent features on the DNA backbone, but also the 

significant suppression of uncorrelated background noise that the correlation 

technique affords. The SOFI’s ability to measure the degree of correlation in an 

emission signal may be used straightforwardly to realise a dual-channel imaging 

experiment: one of the main problems inherent to this type of experiment is the 

ambiguity between labels on different fluorescent channels, although many correction 

and thresholding procedures have been developed to bring improved accuracy to 

colocalisation studies [264, 265]. In addition to the inherent noise reduction, the SOFI 

analysis of emission from a sample labelled with highly dynamic fluctuating probes, 

such as Dronpa, and a relatively photostable fluorophore would provide information 

on respective emitter’s relative localisation. The combination between the fluorescence 
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intensities detected in each channel and the degree of correlation of emission could 

lead to an improved colocalisation accuracy.  

In an alternative approach, the SOFI principle was generalised as a multiple, parallel 

FCS experiments performed at each image pixel and applied in diffusion-type 

experiments with an EMCCD detection scheme. The expected linear trend of 

diffusion time with viscosity was retrieved using this setup, and an excellent noise 

reduction was achieved in tracking trajectories of diffusing QDs, with correlation 

amplitudes reflecting residence times. 

   A new super-resolution technique applicable to multiple adjacent fluorescent 

molecules called Direct Object Resolution by Image Subtraction (DORIS) was 

developed and tested with QD complexes. The images generated by a DORIS analysis 

contain information on localisations and orientations of neighbouring emitters. The 

near-linear relationship between the amplitude, defined by the maximum and 

minimum intensities in the difference-images of two closely separated single 

molecules, and the relative displacement of their centres was used to measure 

distances in QD complexes. Moreover, the concept was applied in vivo using 

photoswitchable fluorescent proteins and proved to be efficient in retrieving 

intermolecular distances between probes ranging from 30 to 100 nm. 

The separation between PSF centres is emphasised in the difference-images, which 

allows one to readily distinguish multimeric emitters. This approach might be of 

particular use in FPALM/STORM experimental approaches to further a quantitative 

analysis of localisations. For example, a single fluorophore can be driven to a dark 

state after its activation, before returning to a fluorescent state after further 

activation cycles. A conventional super-resolution algorithm would therefore retain an 

erroneous value of the number of emitters, or be applied under an inaccurate working 

hypothesis. An additional DORIS approach can readily identify dimers and single 

emitters going through the dark state, improving the super-resolution image 

reconstruction, as well as enabling quantitative experiments. Given the difference 

amplitude derived from a DORIS analysis of an image stack is directly proportional 

to the molecular separation (on a 20-100 nm scale) the quantity may also provide 

additional criteria for distinguishing genuine proteins clustering or aggregation, with 

small molecular distances within the cluster (of the order of the localisation 

uncertainties), from repeated blinking of a single fluorescent centre. 

Importantly, the DORIS approach only requires high emission fluctuation amplitude 

and not a complete binary switching on and off of the emitter. This interesting 

feature implies that the super-resolution approach could be used with organic labels 

(Cy5, Alexa,…) and fluorescent proteins (Dronpa, rs-TagRFP,…) that can display 
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highly dynamic emission fluctuation under certain conditions, without the need to use 

a photobleaching-type or “on-off” blinking approach.  

   In summary, the investigations described in this thesis have led to the development 

of various fluorescence analysis methods based on correlations of the fluorescence 

fluctuations arising from single molecules, whether multiplicative or subtractive. 

These techniques have been demonstrated to successfully resolve features and provide 

measurement at the nanometre scale. 
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Appendix I     EMCCD Camer a Calibration 

EMCCD Camera Calibration  

1. Correction for Flat Field Variations  

The flat field effect is caused by pixel-to-pixel variations in the sensitivity of the 

EMCCD. It produces an identical noise pattern in every image exposed to light of 

similar wavelength and induces a curvature instead of the straight line expected for 

plots similar to Figure 2.9. It is therefore necessary to correct for this effect in order 

not to underestimate the conversion factor of the camera. The following introduces 

the correction protocol used in this thesis that was automated with a custom-built 

ImageJ macro. 

   Several pairs of images of the same coverslip region were recorded under different 

illumination intensities and corrected for offset bias. The variation in the light 

intensity within each image set was corrected by normalising the images so that they 

have the same average signal. This was achieved by multiplying one of the images by 

a constant value, which does not affect the flat field pattern. One image was then 

subtracted from the other, leading to flat field corrected images. The variance of 

these images were calculated and divided by a factor of two to account for the 

doubling of the variance induced by the previous subtraction. The mean values of the 

corrected regions were then plotted against the associated variances, leading to a 

linear relationship that was fitted to retrieve the conversion factor. 

2. Conversion Factor Calibration 

The conversion factor ( ) of the camera was determined by measuring the variance 

and average of the signal arising for various incident illuminations at a given camera 

multiplication gain ( ).  
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Let’s consider the relationship between the signal and noise values recorded in counts 

units (respectively    and   ) and the signal and noise values recorded in electrons 

units (respectively    and   ): 

   
 

 
        

 

 
    

 

If we consider that the only other noise signal present in the system are the readout 

noise (    in counts units and     in electrons units) and the shot noise (   in counts 

units and    in electrons units), the total noise adds in quadrature, which gives: 

 

  
    

     
  (I.1) 

 

The shot noise obeys Poisson statistics and its square value is equal to the signal 

value, leading to: 
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    (I.2) 

There is therefore a linear relationship between the variance of the signal and its 

mean value. A simple rearrangement of the equation shows that the slope associated 

to the plot of the mean counts value divided by the multiplication gain against the 

variance gives the conversion factor. 

3. Excess Noise Factor Determination 

The gain process of EMCCD camera introduces an additional noise factor    that can 

be defined using previous notations as: 

 

  
  

  

  
    

  (I.3) 
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The detected photons follow a Poisson distribution, which gives: 

 

     
  

  

  
     (I.4) 

  

Substituting the expression of    introduced in the previous section gives: 

 

  
  

 

 
     (I.5) 

 

Equation (I.5) induces that the plot of the variance against the mean signal gives the 

value of the conversion factor with a multiplication gain set to a value of 1 ( =1). 

Measurement of the conversion factor at a different multiplication gain value was 

used to characterise the corresponding excess noise factor by simply taking the ratio 

between the slopes obtained experimentally. 

   Figure I.1 displays the plot of data obtained for different multiplication gain 

values. As expected, the slope of the curve increases with the gain applied, 

highlighting the presence of excess noise. The ratio between the slopes obtained for 

different multiplication gains and at a multiplication gain set to unity was then 

calculated in order to quantify the excess noise factor. 

 

 

Figure I.1. Excess noise factor calibration. The plot of the variance divided by the 
multiplication gain against the mean ADU count value is displayed for a multiplication gain 

of 1 (grey points) and 300 (blue points). Gradients are 0.408   0.005 ( 1/ ) at gain 1 and 

0.746   0.026 (   / ) at gain 300. 
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Appendix II    FCS Correlation with Fourier Transforms 

FCS Correlation with Fourier 

Transforms 

// To read 32 bit PMS sdt files                                          // 

// Returns autocorrelation of two different channels and associated      // 

// cross-correlation using Fast Fourier Transforms in ImageJ             //              

 

dir = getDirectory("Choose a Directory "); 

setBatchMode(true); 

   count = 0; 

   countFiles(dir); 

 Dialog.create("File count"); 

 if (count==0) {Dialog.addMessage("No files to process"); 

Dialog.show();} 

 Dialog.addMessage("Processing "+count+" files"); Dialog.show(); 

 if (count>64 && count<=256) mcsw=2048; 

 if (count>16 && count<=64) mcsw=2048;  

 if (count>4 && count<=16) mcsw=1024;  

 if (count>1 && count<=4) mcsw=512;  

 if (count==1) mcsw=256; 

 mcsn=65536; 

 nrows=mcsn/mcsw; // rows per 65536 channel sdt file for 4096 width // 

 mcsh=nrows*count;         // MCS height for display only // 

 fftw=16*mcsw; 

 frows=mcsn/fftw; // rows per 65536 channel sdt file for fttw width // 

 ffth=frows*count;          // data image height for fft processing // 

 newImage("MCS", "32-bit black", fftw, ffth, 2); 

n = 0; 
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   processFiles(dir);                     // convert files into an image // 

 

   calcProximity(); // calculate proximity ratio (for FRET applications) // 

   calcFFT(fftw,ffth);                   // calculate correlation values // 

   setBatchMode("exit and display"); 

   plotCorr(fftw,ffth);                       // plot correlation values // 

 

   saveFiles();           // save correlation values // 

 

   function countFiles(dir) { 

 

      list = getFileList(dir); 

      for (i=0; i<list.length; i++) { 

          if (endsWith(list[i], "/")) 

              countFiles(""+dir+list[i]); 

          else 

              if (endsWith(list[i], ".sdt")) count++; 

      } 

  } 

 

   function processFiles(dir) { 

 

      list = getFileList(dir); no=0; 

      for (i=0; i<list.length; i++) { 

          if (endsWith(list[i], "/")) 

              processFiles(""+dir+list[i]); 

          else { if (endsWith(list[i], ".sdt")){ 

             showProgress(n++, count); 

             path = dir+list[i]; no=no+1; 

             processFile(path, no);} 

          } 

      } 

  } 

 

  function processFile(path, no) { 

 if (endsWith(path, ".sdt")) { 

         fileid=substring(path, lastIndexOf(path,"_")+1, 

indexOf(path, ".sdt")); 

  fileno=parseInt(fileid); 
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  if (lengthOf(fileid)==2) blockA=2666; 

  if (lengthOf(fileid)==3) blockA=2660; 

  if (fileno<10) {blockB=64; format="";} 

  if (fileno>=10) {blockB=68; format="little-endian";} 

  if (fileno>=100) {blockB=68; format="";} 

   

run("Raw...", "open=["+path+"] image=[32-bit Unsigned] width=256 "+  

"height=256 offset="+blockA+" number=2 gap="+blockB+" "+format+" use"); 

   

file= getTitle(); 

root = substring(file,0,indexOf(file, ".sdt")); 

w=getWidth(); 

// Read Block A // 

selectWindow(file); 

setSlice(1); 

selectWindow("MCS"); 

setSlice(1); 

xra=0; yra=0;  

xwa=0; ywa=(no-1)*frows; 

n=0; 

while(n<=mcsn-1){ 

selectWindow(file); 

A=getPixel(xra,yra); 

if (fileno<100) A=getPixel(xra, yra)/65536; 

xra=xra+1; 

if (xra>w-1) {xra=0; yra=yra+1;} 

selectWindow("MCS"); 

setPixel(xwa,ywa,A); 

xwa=xwa+1; 

if (xwa>fftw-1) {xwa=0; ywa=ywa+1;} 

n=n+1; 

} 

// Read Block B // 

selectWindow(file); 

setSlice(2); 

selectWindow("MCS"); 

setSlice(2); 

xrb=0; yrb=0;  

xwb=0; ywb=(no-1)*frows; 
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n=0; 

while(n<=mcsn-1){ 

selectWindow(file); 

B=getPixel(xrb,yrb);  

if (fileno>99) B=getPixel(xrb, yrb)/65536; 

xrb=xrb+1; 

if (xrb>w-1) {xrb=0; yrb=yrb+1;} 

selectWindow("MCS"); 

setPixel(xwb,ywb,B); 

xwb=xwb+1; 

if (xwb>fftw-1) {xwb=0; ywb=ywb+1;} 

n=n+1; 

} 

selectWindow(file); 

close(); 

} 

} 

 

function calcProximity(){ 

 

run("Stack to Images"); 

imageCalculator("Add create 32-bit", "MCS-0001","MCS-0002"); 

rename("MCS-A+B"); 

imageCalculator("Divide create 32-bit", "MCS-0001","MCS-A+B"); 

rename("MCS-P"); 

run("16-bit"); 

run("32-bit"); 

run("Divide...", "value=65536"); 

selectWindow("MCS-A+B"); 

close(); 

run("Images to Stack"); 

rename("MCS-A-B-P"); 

} 

 

function calcFFT(fftw, ffth){ 

 

run("Set Measurements...", "  mean redirect=None decimal=6"); 

selectWindow("MCS-A-B-P"); 

d=nSlices(); 
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  for (frm=1; frm<=d; frm++){ 

 selectWindow("MCS-A-B-P"); 

  setSlice(frm); 

 run("Duplicate...", "title=FFT"); 

  run("Measure"); 

  Ave=getResult("Mean"); 

  run("Add...", "value=1"); 

  run("Convolve 3D", "image=FFT psf=FFT extension=[Zero Pad (usually best)] 

correlate create output=Output"); 

  dc=fftw*ffth*(2*Ave+1); 

    run("Subtract...", "value="+dc); 

    run("Divide...", "value="+fftw);   

    run("Divide...", "value="+ffth); 

    run("Divide...", "value="+Ave); 

    run("Divide...", "value="+Ave); 

 

  rename("Corr-"+frm); 

  selectWindow("FFT"); 

if (frm==1) {run("Duplicate...", "title=FFT-A"); AveA=Ave;} 

if (frm==2) {run("Duplicate...", "title=FFT-B"); AveB=Ave;} 

 selectWindow("FFT"); 

  close(); 

  } 

run("Convolve 3D", "image=FFT-B psf=FFT-A extension=[Zero Pad (usually 

best)] correlate create output=Output"); 

dc=fftw*ffth*(AveA+AveB+1); 

run("Subtract...", "value="+dc); 

run("Divide...", "value="+AveA*AveB); 

run("Divide...", "value="+fftw*ffth); 

selectWindow("FFT-A"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("FFT-B"); 

close(); 

run("Images to Stack"); 

rename("Corr-AA-BB-PP-AB"); 

} 

 

function plotCorr(fftw,ffth){ 
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selectWindow("Corr-AA-BB-PP-AB"); 

d=nSlices(); 

  for (frm=1; frm<=d; frm++){ 

selectWindow("Corr-AA-BB-PP-AB");   

setSlice(frm); 

  run("Clear Results"); 

  makeLine(fftw/2+1, ffth/2, fftw-1, ffth/2); 

  autoc=getProfile(); 

  loglag=newArray(autoc.length); 

 for (lag=0; lag<autoc.length; lag++) { 

 setResult("Value", lag, autoc[lag]); 

 loglag[lag]=log(lag+1)/log(10); 

 } 

 updateResults; 

  Plot.create("AutoC-"+frm, "Log(Lag)", "Amplitude", loglag, autoc); 

  Plot.show(); 

  saveAs("Measurements", dir+"AutoC-"+frm+".txt"); 

  } 

} 

 

function saveFiles(){ 

 

selectWindow("MCS-A-B-P"); 

saveAs("Tiff", dir+"MCS-A-B-P.tif"); 

selectWindow("Corr-AA-BB-PP-AB"); 

saveAs("Tiff", dir+"Corr-AA-BB-PP-AB.tif"); 

selectWindow("Results"); 

run("Close"); 

} 
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Appendix III   FCS Correlation with Sequential Shif ts of Time Series 

FCS Correlation with Sequential 

Shifts of Time Series 

// Macro to extend the maximum lag time reachable with the               //                     

// autocorrelation process of FCS. This macro is to be applied on the    // 

// desired frame of the   “MCS-A-B-P.tif” of Appendix II, renamed        // 

// “source”. It relies on the sequential shift of the signal compared    // 

// to itself and the multiplication of the two images. The image is      // 

// fractionated (input “partition”) and autocorrelation values for each  // 

// part are saved in the selected directory. These values can be         // 

// averaged out to decrease the noise present in the final curve.        // 

// The associated lag time values are displayed in the “Log” window. The // 

// maximum lag time can be selected, as well as the desired increment    // 

// of lag times values, which can be set as pseudo-logarithmic.      //

            

setBatchMode(true); 

dir1 = getDirectory("Choose Source Directory partition "); 

i=1; 

rf=getNumber("displacement max ", 0); 

part=getNumber("partition ", 0); 

binnumber=getNumber("bin number ", 4); 

basestep=getNumber("base", 2); 

selectWindow("source"); 

aa=getWidth; 

ab=getHeight; 

ad=nSlices(); 

uu=ab/part; 

 for (i>=1; i<uu; i++) {                       // dataset partition // 

 ty=part*i; 

 selectWindow("source"); 

 run("Specify...", "width=aa height=part x=0 y=ty"); 
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 run("Duplicate...", "title=[original dataset-1.tif]"); 

 rename("original dataset"); 

 calculatedataset(); 

 selectWindow("original dataset"); 

 close(); 

 } 

 

function calculatedataset() {        // correlation by sequential shifts // 

 

rename("original dataset"); 

w=getWidth; 

g=getHeight; 

d=nSlices(); 

v=0; 

p=1; 

a=w*g; 

t=a/2; 

h=0; 

rb=0; 

df=0; 

newImage("copy_image", "32-bit Black", a,1, 1); 

 for (v>=0; v<g; v++) {    

 b=v*w; 

 selectWindow("original dataset"); 

 run("Specify...", "width=w height=1 x=0 y=v"); 

 run("Copy"); 

 selectWindow("copy_image"); 

 run("Specify...", "width=w height=1 x=b y=0"); 

 run("Paste"); 

 } 

run("Set Measurements...", "  mean redirect=None decimal=9"); 

selectWindow("copy_image"); 

run("Measure"); 

Ave=getResult("Mean"); 

run("Clear Results"); 

MatriceImage1=newArray(rf); 

a=1; 

b=0; 

ht=1; 
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p=1; 

y=1; 

v=basestep; 

 for (p>=1; p<=rf; p++) {  

 df=df+1; 

 gt=binnumber*a;     // pseudo-logarithmic scale calculation // 

 b=b+1; 

if (b>gt) { 

for (y>=1; y<ht; y++) {  

v=v*basestep; 

} 

ht=ht+1; 

rb=v-1; 

a=a+1; 

} 

p=p+rb; 

 MatriceImage1[df]=p; 

 selectWindow("copy_image"); 

 run("Duplicate...", "title=[original dataset original-1]"); 

 rename("1"); 

 selectWindow("copy_image"); 

 run("Specify...", "width=t height=1 x=p y=0"); 

 run("Copy"); 

 newImage("copy_image_shifted" , "32-bit Black",t ,1, 1); 

 run("Specify...", "width=t height=1 x=0 y=0"); 

 run("Paste"); 

 imageCalculator("Multiply create 32-bit", "copy_image","1"); 

 rename("multiplied shift"); 

 run("Divide...", "value="+Ave); 

 run("Divide...", "value="+Ave); 

 selectWindow("multiplied shift"); 

 run("Measure"); 

 saveAs("Results", dir1+"Results"+i+".txt"); 

 selectWindow("copy_image_shifted"); 

 close(); 

 selectWindow("multiplied shift"); 

 close(); 

 selectWindow("1"); 

 close(); 
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 } 

ILength = MatriceImage1.length;   

 for (h=0; h<df; h++) { 

 print(MatriceImage1[h]); 

 } 

} 

setBatchMode("exit and display"); 
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Appendix IV   Artifact Removal in FCS Curves 

Artifact Removal in FCS Curves 

// Macro to remove artifacts in the FCS curves. This macro is to be      //     

// applied on the desired frame of the “MCS-A-B-P.tif” of Appendix II.   // 

// The image is fractionated (input “delta t in seconds”) with respect   // 

// to data acquisition time (input “acquisition time in seconds”).       // 

// Autocorrelation values for each part are calculated, saved in the     // 

// selected directory and compared to the threshold set by the user      // 

// (input “dGmax threshold”). The macro displays the autocorrelation     // 

// calculated for each part and the average of retained correlation      // 

// curves, as well as the minimum and maximum values taken by the        // 

// squared difference between the integral of one partition curve        // 

// and the average of all others. The dataset parts corresponding to an  //   

// artifact event can then be discarded.                                 // 

 

dir = getDirectory("Choose a Directory "); 

setBatchMode(true); 

A=getNumber("select value of delta t in seconds",0); 

B=getNumber("select acquisition time in seconds",0); 

C=getNumber("select dGmax threshold",0); 

w=getWidth; 

g=getHeight; 

e=0; 

s=0; 

p=0; 

i=1; 

x=0; 

y=0; 

Avecorr=0; 

v=A/B; 

t=B*w; 

l=A/t; 

f=floor((w*g)/v); 
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m=floor(l); 

kj=2*f+1; 

kl=kj-1; 

yt=kj-1; 

rename("MCS-A.tif"); 

newImage("Averagecorr" , "32-bit Black", 16384, kj, 1); 

selectWindow("MCS-A.tif"); 

 

partitiondatas(); 

 

averagewithout();   

   

function partitiondatas() {                  // fractionate the datasets // 

 

e=0; 

s=0; 

p=0; 

i=1; 

x=0; 

y=0; 

Avecorr=0; 

v=A/B; 

t=B*w; 

l=A/t; 

f=floor((w*g)/v); 

m=floor(l); 

 

        while (i<(f+1)) {    

        u=m; 

        e=v-(w*m);   

        n=(w-e); 

                if (i==1) { 

                selectWindow("MCS-A.tif"); 

                run("Specify...", "width=w height=m x=0 y=0"); 

                run("Copy"); 

                newImage("Correlationsource"+i , "32-bit Black", w, u, 1); 

                run("Paste"); 

                calcFFT(); 

                plotCorr(); 
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                selectWindow("MCS-A.tif"); 

                i=i+1; 

                } 

                if (i!=1) { 

                x=0; 

                y=0; 

                selectWindow("MCS-A.tif"); 

                k=(m*(i-1)); 

                run("Specify...", "width=w height=m x=0 y=k"); 

                run("Copy"); 

                newImage("Correlationsource"+i, "32-bit Black", w, m, 1); 

                run("Specify...", "width=w height=u x=0 y=0"); 

                run("Paste"); 

                calcFFT(); 

                plotCorr(); 

                selectWindow("MCS-A.tif"); 

                i=i+1; 

                } 

        } 

} 

function calcFFT(){      // calculate the correlation function using FFT // 

 

dc=0; 

Ave=0; 

selectWindow("Correlationsource"+i); 

run("Set Measurements...", "  mean redirect=None decimal=6"); 

run("Measure"); 

Ave=getResult("Mean"); 

run("Duplicate...", "title=FFT"); 

run("Add...", "value=1"); 

run("Convolve 3D", "image=FFT psf=FFT extension=[Zero Pad (usually best)] 

correlate create output=Output"); 

dc=w*m*(2*Ave+1); 

run("Subtract...", "value="+dc); 

run("Divide...", "value="+w);   

run("Divide...", "value="+m); 

run("Divide...", "value="+Ave); 

run("Divide...", "value="+Ave); 

rename("Correlation number"+i); 
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selectWindow("FFT"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("Correlationsource"+i); 

close(); 

} 

 

function plotCorr(){  // plot the correlation for each partition dataset // 

 

ap=0; 

selectWindow("Correlation number"+i); 

run("Clear Results"); 

makeLine(w/2+1, m/2, w-1, m/2); 

autoc=getProfile(); 

loglag=newArray(autoc.length); 

        for (lag=0; lag<autoc.length; lag++) { 

        setResult("Value", lag, autoc[lag]); 

        loglag[lag]=log(lag+1)/log(10); 

        ap=ap+autoc[lag]; 

        selectWindow("Averagecorr"); 

        jh=i-1; 

        setPixel(lag,jh,autoc[lag]);         

        } 

updateResults; 

Plot.create("AutoC-"+i, "Log(Lag)", "Amplitude", loglag, autoc); 

Plot.show(); 

saveAs("Measurements", dir+"AutoCpart"+i+".txt"); 

selectWindow("Correlation number"+i); 

close(); 

}             

 

function averagewithout() {  

            // average all curves which satisfies input criteria // 

run("Set Measurements...", "  mean min redirect=None decimal=9"); 

x=0; 

y=0; 

gh=f-1; 

run("Clear Results"); 

selectWindow("Averagecorr"); 

        for (y>=0; y<=gh; y++) { 
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        x=0; 

        for (x>=0; x<=16382; x++) { 

        po=y+f; 

        makeLine(x, 0, x, gh); 

        run("Clear Results"); 

        run("Measure"); 

        moyenne=getResult("Mean"); 

        valeurpoint=getPixel(x,y); 

        ecartmoyenne=(valeurpoint-((moyenne*f-valeurpoint)/(f-

1)))*(valeurpoint-((moyenne*f-valeurpoint)/(f-1))); 

        setPixel(x,po,ecartmoyenne); 

        } 

        } 

        sortaverage();  

}      

   

function sortaverage(){                  // store the curves into arrays // 

                                          

hgp=0; 

run("Set Measurements...", "  mean min redirect=None decimal=9"); 

x=0; 

y=0; 

run("Clear Results"); 

selectWindow("Averagecorr"); 

        for (y>=0; y<=gh; y++) { 

        x=0; 

        pi=y+f; 

        ds=0; 

        mn=0; 

        makeLine(0,pi, 16382, pi); 

        run("Measure"); 

        max=getResult("Max"); 

        setPixel(16383,pi,max); 

 

                if (max<C) { 

                ds=0; 

                ju=0; 

                mn=0; 

                ok=0; 
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                hgp=hgp+1; 

                        for (ds>=0; ds<=16382; ds++) { 

                        ju=getPixel(ds,y); 

                        mn=getPixel(ds,kl); 

                        ok=ju+mn; 

                        setPixel(ds, kl, ok); 

                        } 

                } 

        selectWindow("Averagecorr"); 

        } 

        getmindifference(); 

        norm(); 

} 

 

function getmindifference(){ 

                       // calculate min and max differences to threshold // 

selectWindow("Averagecorr"); 

makeLine(16383,pi,16383, yt); 

run("Set Measurements...", "  min redirect=None decimal=9"); 

run("Measure"); 

min=getResult("Min"); 

print(min); 

makeLine(16383,pi,16383, yt); 

run("Set Measurements...", "  min redirect=None decimal=9"); 

run("Measure"); 

maxi=getResult("Max"); 

print(maxi); 

selectWindow("Averagecorr"); 

} 

 

function norm(){                               // normalise correlations // 

                                                

run("Clear Results"); 

y=kl; 

dg=0; 

afg=newArray(16383); 

        for (dg>=0; dg<=16382; dg++) { 

        jf=getPixel(dg,kl); 

        mx=jf/hgp; 
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        afg[dg]=log(dg+1)/log(10); 

        setPixel(dg, kl, mx); 

        } 

run("Clear Results"); 

makeLine(0, kl, 16381,kl); 

autoc=getProfile(); 

loglag=newArray(autoc.length); 

        for (lag=0; lag<autoc.length; lag++) { 

        setResult("Value", lag, autoc[lag]); 

        loglag[lag]=log(lag+1)/log(10); 

 

        } 

updateResults; 

Plot.create("AutoCoraverage", "Log(Lag)", "Amplitude", loglag, autoc); 

Plot.show(); 

saveAs("Measurements", dir+"AutoCorraverage"+".txt"); 

} 

setBatchMode("exit & display"); 
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Appendix V    SOFI A lgor ithm in ImageJ  

SOFI Algorithm in ImageJ  

// SOFI algorithm in ImageJ to use on square stack of frames.            // 

// The macro offers the possibility to choose between the correlation at // 

// all lag times (performed with Fourier transforms) or with the         // 

// approximation   of computed lag times set to zero (performed by       // 

// successive multiplications of time series).                           //                                                     

 

setBatchMode(true); 

bsx=getNumber("select method of SOFI: 0 for approx lagtime=0;1 for complete 

SOFI",0); 

mk=getNumber("select order",0); 

mj=mk-1; 

rename("originalSOFI"); 

w=getWidth; 

g=getHeight; 

d=nSlices(); 

hy=1; 

c=0; 

rb=2; 

f=w*g; 

 

 if (bsx==0) { 

 newImage("multiply" , "32-bit Black",d , f, 1); 

 newImage("pixeltracesovertime" , "32-bit Black",d , f, 1); 

 newImage("imageaftertreatment" , "32-bit Black",w ,g, 1); 

 newImage("temp stock of value" , "32-bit Black",d , f, 1); 

 

 collectpoints();    // organise pixels intensities into lines // 
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 calccorr();         // calculate first order correlation // 

 

 getintegralofcorrelation();  // calculate integrals of correlation // 

 

 recreate();      // recreate the image with integrated values // 

 

  for (rb>=2; rb<=mj; rb++) {  

  mji=rb+1; 

  hy=1; 

  correlatedatasandsortinimage(); 

 // calculate high order correlation // 

  recreatefinal();  

    // recreate the image with integrated values // 

  } 

  calculofcumulant();             // calculate cumulant values // 

 

       closeundesiredwindows();           // close undesired images // 

  } 

  if (bsx==1) { 

  fp=3*d; 

  newImage("correlationsum" , "32-bit Black",fp , f, 1); 

  newImage("pixeltracesovertime" , "32-bit Black",d , f, 1); 

  newImage("imageaftertreatment" , "32-bit Black",w ,g, 1); 

  newImage("temp stock of value" , "32-bit Black",d , f, 1); 

 

  collectpoints1();  // organise pixels intensities into lines // 

 

  calccorr1();            // calculate first order correlation // 

 

  getintegralofcorrelation1(); 

     // calculate integrals of correlation // 

   

recreate1();    // recreate the image with integrated values // 

  } 

setBatchMode("exit and display"); 

 

function collectpoints() { 

 

x=0; 
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y=0; 

q=0; 

j=0; 

n=1; 

while(n<=d) {  

 while(y<g){  

  for (x>=0; x<w; x++) {    

  selectWindow("originalSOFI"); 

  setSlice(n); 

  a=getPixel(x, y); 

  selectWindow("pixeltracesovertime"); 

  setPixel(c,q,a); 

  q=q+1; 

  }  

 y++; 

 x=0; 

 } 

n=n+1; 

c=c+1; 

y=0; 

x=0; 

q=0; 

} 

} 

 

function calccorr(){ 

 

k=0; 

dc=0; 

Ave=0; 

 for (k>=0; k<f; k++) {  

 selectWindow("pixeltracesovertime"); 

 run("Specify...", "width=d height=1 x=0 y=k slice=1"); 

 run("Copy"); 

 newImage("corrsource"+k , "32-bit Black",d ,1, 1); 

 run("Paste"); 

 run("Set Measurements...", "  mean redirect=None decimal=9"); 

 run("Measure"); 

 Ave=getResult("Mean"); 
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 run("Subtract...", "value="+Ave); 

 run("Duplicate...", "title=FFT");  

 imageCalculator("Multiply create", "FFT","FFT"); 

   rename("Correlation number"+k); 

   selectWindow("FFT"); 

   close(); 

 ap=0; 

 run("Clear Results"); 

 selectWindow("Correlation number"+k); 

 run("Select All"); 

 run("Copy"); 

 selectWindow("multiply"); 

 run("Specify...", "width=d height=1 x=0 y=k slice=1"); 

 run("Paste");   

 selectWindow("Correlation number"+k); 

 close(); 

 selectWindow("corrsource"+k); 

 close(); 

 } 

} 

 

function getintegralofcorrelation(){ 

 

j=0; 

 for (j>=0; j<f; j++) {   

 selectWindow("multiply"); 

 run("Specify...", "width=d height=1 x=0 y=j slice=1");  

 run("Measure"); 

 moyenne=getResult("Mean"); 

 selectWindow("temp stock of value"); 

 setPixel(0,j,moyenne); 

 } 

} 

 

function recreate(){ 

 

v=0; 

s=0; 

u=0; 
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 while (u<g) { 

 o=u*g; 

 t=(u+1)*w; 

  for (v>=0; v<t; v++) {    

  selectWindow("temp stock of value"); 

  b=v+o; 

  r=getPixel(s,b); 

  selectWindow("imageaftertreatment"); 

  setPixel(v,u,r); 

  } 

 u=u+1; 

 v=0; 

 } 

selectWindow("imageaftertreatment"); 

rename("imageaftertreatmentfinale2"); 

} 

 

function correlatedatasandsortinimage(){ 

 

 if (rb>=2) { 

 selectWindow("multiply"); 

 wr=getWidth; 

 newImage("correlatedtogether"+rb , "32-bit Black", wr , f, 1); 

 kf=1; 

 df=0; 

 Avf=0; 

 mb=rb+1; 

 kfa=0; 

 kfb=2; 

 ucb=0; 

 kfc=0; 

 

  for (kfa>=0; kfa<f; kfa++) {  

  selectWindow("pixeltracesovertime"); 

  wn=getWidth; 

  gn=getHeight; 

  wna=wn/2; 

  run("Specify...", "width=wn height=1 x=0 y=kfa slice=1"); 

  run("Copy"); 
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     newImage("pixeltracesovertimecut"+kfa , "32-bit Black",wn ,1, 1); 

  selectWindow("pixeltracesovertimecut"+kfa); 

  run("Select All"); 

  run("Paste"); 

  run("Set Measurements...", "  mean redirect=None decimal=9"); 

  run("Measure"); 

  Ave=getResult("Mean"); 

  run("Subtract...", "value="+Ave); 

  kf=1; 

 

   for (kfb>=2; kfb<=rb; kfb++) {  

    if (kfb==2) { 

    selectWindow("multiply"); 

    wn=getWidth; 

    gn=getHeight; 

    wna=wn/2; 

   run("Specify...", "width=wn height=1 x=0 y=kfa slice=1"); 

    run("Copy"); 

   newImage("correlatedimage1" , "32-bit Black",wn ,1, 1); 

    selectWindow("correlatedimage1"); 

    run("Select All"); 

    run("Paste"); 

    rename("correlatedimageforconvolve1"); 

    } 

   selectWindow("pixeltracesovertimecut"+kfa); 

   run("Duplicate...", "title=correlatedimage1"); 

   selectWindow("correlatedimageforconvolve1"); 

   rename("correlatedimageforconvolve3"); 

imageCalculator("Multiply create 32-bit", 

"correlatedimageforconvolve3","correlatedimage1"); 

   rename("correlatedimageforconvolve1"); 

   selectWindow("correlatedimageforconvolve3"); 

   close(); 

   selectWindow("correlatedimage1"); 

   close(); 

   } 

  selectWindow("pixeltracesovertimecut"+kfa); 

  close(); 

  kfb=2; 
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  selectWindow("correlatedimageforconvolve1"); 

  run("Copy"); 

  wndf=getWidth; 

  wvdf=floor(wndf/2); 

  wedf=wndf-1; 

  newImage("correlatedimageformeasure" , "32-bit Black",d ,2, 1); 

  run("Specify...", "width=d height=1 x=0 y=0 slice=1"); 

  run("Paste"); 

  run("Specify...", "width=d height=1 x=0 y=0 slice=1"); 

  run("Measure"); 

  moyennea=getResult("Mean"); 

  selectWindow("correlatedtogether"+rb); 

  setPixel(0,kfa,moyennea); 

  ucb=ucb+1; 

  selectWindow("correlatedimageforconvolve1"); 

  close(); 

  selectWindow("correlatedimageformeasure"); 

  close(); 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

function recreatefinal(){ 

 

 if(rb>1) { 

 v=0; 

 s=0; 

 u=0; 

 newImage("imageaftertreatmentfinale"+rb+1 ,"32-bit Black",w, g, 1); 

  while (u<g){ 

  o=u*g; 

  t=(u+1)*w; 

   for (v>=0; v<t; v++) {    

   b=v+o; 

   selectWindow("correlatedtogether"+rb); 

   r=getPixel(s,b); 

   selectWindow("imageaftertreatmentfinale"+rb+1); 

   setPixel(v,u,r); 

   } 
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  u=u+1; 

  v=0; 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

function closeundesiredwindows(){ 

  

r=2; 

selectWindow("temp stock of value"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("pixeltracesovertime"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("multiply"); 

close(); 

 for (r>=2; r<=mj; r++) {  

 selectWindow("correlatedtogether"+r); 

 close(); 

 } 

} 

 

function calculofcumulant(){ 

// approximate expression of cumulants using binomial coefficients.      //  

// coefficients are calculated using factorials calculated sequentially  // 

ord=1; 

facord=0; 

facnminus1=0; 

facnminus1minusi=0; 

fac=0; 

ideux=2; 

bincoef=0; 

ncoef=1; 

 

 for (ord>=2; ord<=mk; ord++) { 

  if(ord==2) { 

  selectWindow("imageaftertreatmentfinale2"); 

  run("Duplicate...", "title=cumulantorder2"); 

  } 

  if(ord==3) { 
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  selectWindow("imageaftertreatmentfinale3"); 

  run("Duplicate...", "title=cumulantorder3"); 

  } 

  if(ord==4) { 

imageCalculator("Multiply create", 

"imageaftertreatmentfinale2","imageaftertreatmentfinale2"); 

  rename("A"); 

  imageCalculator("Add create", "A","A"); 

  rename("AA"); 

  imageCalculator("Add create", "AA","A"); 

  rename("AAA"); 

 imageCalculator("Subtract  

create","imageaftertreatmentfinale4","AAA"); 

  rename("cumulantorder4"); 

  selectWindow("A"); 

  close(); 

  selectWindow("AA"); 

  close(); 

  selectWindow("AAA"); 

  close(); 

  } 

  if(ord>4) { 

  ordminustwo=ord-2; 

  ordminusone=ord-1; 

  selectWindow("imageaftertreatmentfinale"+ord); 

  run("Duplicate...", "title=cumulantorder"+ord); 

   for (ideux>1; ideux<=ordminustwo; ideux++) { 

   selectWindow("cumulantorder"+ord); 

   rename("H"); 

   ordminus1minusi=ordminusone-ideux; 

   fac = ideux; 

        facideux=(factorial(fac)); 

     fac = ordminusone; 

   facnminus1=(factorial(fac)); 

             // calculate factorial // 

   fac = ordminus1minusi; 

    facnminus1minusi=(factorial(fac)); 

   bincoef=(facnminus1/(facideux*facnminus1minusi)); 

   nminusideux=ord-ideux; 
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   selectWindow("cumulantorder"+nminusideux); 

   run("Duplicate...", "title=cumulorder"); 

   selectWindow("imageaftertreatmentfinale"+ideux); 

   run("Duplicate...", "title=G"); 

   imageCalculator("Multiply create", "cumulorder","G"); 

   rename("product"); 

   run("Duplicate...", "title=productoriginal"); 

    for (ncoef>=1; ncoef<bincoef; ncoef++) { 

    selectWindow("product"); 

    rename("product1"); 

   imageCalculator("Add create", 

"product1","productoriginal"); 

    rename("product"); 

    selectWindow("product1"); 

    close(); 

    } 

   selectWindow("cumulorder"); 

   close(); 

   selectWindow("G"); 

   close(); 

   selectWindow("productoriginal"); 

   close(); 

   imageCalculator("Subtract create", "H","product"); 

   rename("cumulantorder"+ord); 

   selectWindow("product"); 

   close(); 

   print(bincoef); 

   selectWindow("H"); 

   close(); 

   ncoef=1; 

   } 

  ideux=2; 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

function factorial(x) { 

 if (x <= 1) 

        return 1; 
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        else 

        return x * factorial(x-1); 

   } 

 

function collectpoints1() { 

 

x=0; 

y=0; 

q=0; 

j=0; 

n=1; 

 while(n<=d) { 

  while(y<g) { 

     for (x>=0; x<w; x++) {    

   selectWindow("originalSOFI"); 

   setSlice(n); 

   a=getPixel(x, y); 

   selectWindow("pixeltracesovertime"); 

   setPixel(c,q,a); 

   q=q+1; 

   } 

  y++; 

  x=0; 

  } 

 n=n+1; 

 c=c+1; 

 y=0; 

 x=0; 

 q=0; 

 } 

} 

 

function calccorr1(){ 

  

k=0; 

dc=0; 

Ave=0; 

 for (k>=0; k<f; k++) {  

 selectWindow("pixeltracesovertime"); 
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 run("Specify...", "width=d height=1 x=0 y=k slice=1"); 

 run("Copy"); 

 newImage("corrsource"+k , "32-bit Black",fp ,1, 1); 

 run("Specify...", "width=d height=1 x=d y=0 slice=1"); 

 run("Paste"); 

 run("Set Measurements...", "  mean redirect=None decimal=9"); 

 run("Measure"); 

 run("Select All"); 

 Ave=getResult("Mean"); 

   run("Subtract...", "value="+Ave); 

  run("Duplicate...", "title=pixeltracefluctuation"); 

 run("Convolve 3D", "image=pixeltracefluctuation psf=pixeltracefluctuation   

 extension=[Zero Pad (usually best)] correlate create output=Output"); 

   rename("Trace number"+k); 

   selectWindow("pixeltracefluctuation"); 

   close(); 

   run("Clear Results"); 

 selectWindow("Trace number"+k); 

 run("Select All"); 

 run("Copy"); 

 selectWindow("correlationsum"); 

 run("Specify...", "width=fp height=1 x=0 y=k slice=1"); 

 run("Paste");  

 selectWindow("Trace number"+k); 

 close(); 

 selectWindow("corrsource"+k); 

 close();  

   } 

} 

 

function getintegralofcorrelation1(){ 

 

j=0; 

  for (j>=0; j<f; j++) {   

 selectWindow("correlationsum"); 

 wf=fp/2+1; 

 wa=fp/2; 

 run("Specify...", "width=d height=1 x=wf y=j slice=1"); 

        // the following calculate mean value before reconstruction // 
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 run("Measure"); 

 moyenne=getResult("Mean"); 

 selectWindow("temp stock of value"); 

 setPixel(0,j,moyenne); 

 } 

} 

function recreate1(){ 

 

v=0; 

s=0; 

u=0; 

 while (u<g) { 

 o=u*g; 

 t=(u+1)*w; 

  for (v>=0; v<t; v++) {    

  selectWindow("temp stock of value"); 

  b=v+o; 

  r=getPixel(s,b); 

  selectWindow("imageaftertreatment"); 

  setPixel(v,u,r); 

  } 

 u=u+1; 

 v=0; 

 } 

selectWindow("imageaftertreatment"); 

rename("imageaftertreatmentfinale2"); 

} 
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Appendix VI   FCS Viscosity Titration Assay  

FCS Viscosity Titration Assay 

The experiments were conducted at 20.5   0.5°C using the protocol described in 

Chapter 2. The respective samples were imaged with exposure times ranging from 9.4 

to 11.3 ms for 20000 frames. Figure VI.1 displays autocorrelation curves for 40 wt% 

and 6 wt% glycerol-water mixture that were omitted in Figure 4.13 for clarity 

purposes. Table 5 displays fitting parameters obtained with Equation (3.6) that 

confirms a regular increase of diffusion time with the viscosity of the solution.  

 

 

Figure VI.1 Autocorrelation curve, fits and associated residuals of diffusing QDs in 40 wt% 
(blue) and 60 wt% (black) glycerol-water solutions that were omitted in Figure 4.13 for 
clarity. The characteristic diffusion time obtained from fits increases with the solution 
viscosity.  
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Glycerol 

(wt%) 

 

0 

 

30 

 

40 

 

50 

 

60 

 

67 

 

Viscosity 

(cP, 20°C) 

 

1.005 

 

2.50 

 

3.72 

 

6.00 

 

10.8 

 

17.7 

 

   (ms) 

 

71   2 

 

162   4 

 

224   11 

 

453   17 

 

870   63 

 

1057   51 

 

N 

 

4.3 

 

17.5 

 

6.4 

 

10.1 

 

5.8 

 

7.8 

 

R2 

 

0.98 

 

0.98 

 

0.94 

 

0.97 

 

0.92 

 

0.97 

 
Table 5. Viscosities and fit parameters of the viscosity titration assay for diffusing QDs using 
a 16 μm 2 detection volume and Equation (3.6). 
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Appendix VII  Random Walk Simulation  

Random Walk Simulation 

1. Simulation Assessment 

The random walk simulation was implemented by creating a stack of frames 

corresponding to successive images separated by the desired acquisition time. Five 

hundred molecules were randomly distributed on a 256 256 pixels array. The 

equiprobability of direction between each molecule step was introduced using the 

“Random” command in ImageJ. The step length was obtained by sampling randomly 

a distance from two different distributions, corresponding to Equation (4.23) with 

    0.45 μm2/s and     0.90 μm2/s. The process was repeated for every step of 

each molecule and the stack of frames convolved with a PSF obtained using an 

ImageJ plugin [266] with the following parameters:  

 

  = 1.45; refractive index= 1.51; wavelength= 530 nm; lateral resolution= 100 nm;  

 

The simulations were tested for different diffusion coefficients by measuring the 

average mean squared displacement (〈  〉) of the molecules over time, which is simply 

related to the time by the following relation, for a free diffusion in two 

dimensions  [267]: 

 

〈  〉      (VII.1) 

 

Figure VII.1 displays the mean squared displacement for different values of the 

diffusion coefficient. The results obtained are consistent with the theoretical value 

given by Equation (VII.1). 
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Figure VII.1. Mean squared displacement of 500 simulated emitters with different diffusion 

coefficients    and associated linear fits. The slopes of the linear regressions are in agreement 

with the expected value of 4  . 

2. Random Walk Algorithm 

// Random walk simulation with areas of different diffusion coefficients // 

// Input diffusion coefficients must be converted to match pixel size.   // 

// The resulting movie is convolved with a theoretical or experimental   //   

// PSF, whose resolution matches the desired pixel size of the movie.    // 

// Noise can be added to final movie using RandomJ Poisson ImageJ plugin.//  

 

setBatchMode(true); 

x=0; 

y=0; 

a=getNumber("number of frames ", 0); 

 

aa=getNumber("coordinate zone2 x min ", 0); 

ab=getNumber("coordinate zone2 x max ", 0); 

ba=getNumber("coordinate zone2 y min ", 0); 

bb=getNumber("coordinate zone2 y max ", 0); 

 

d1=getNumber("diffusion coefficient micrometers zone 1", 0.2); 

d2=getNumber("diffusion coefficient micrometers zone 2", 0.1); 

interval=getNumber("acquisition time seconds", 0.01); 
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z=getNumber("number of emitter ", 1); 

q=getNumber("image size ", 256); 

v=0; 

w=0; 

newImage("Movie", "32-bit Black",q,q,a); 

for(i=1; i<=z; i++) 

{ 

setSlice(1); 

e=round(random*256); 

f=round(random*256); 

setPixel(e, f , 50*random); 

for (h=2; h<=a; h++){ 

c=random; 

selectWindow("Movie"); 

setSlice(h); 

b=sqrt(-4*d1*interval*log(random)); 

if ((e>=aa) && (e<=ab )) { 

if ((f>=ba) && (f<=bb )) { 

b=sqrt(-4*d2*interval*log(random)); 

} 

} 

if (c<=0.25) 

{ 

selectWindow("Movie"); 

e=e+b; 

setPixel(e, f , 50); 

} 

if ((c>0.25) && (c<=0.5 )) 

{ 

selectWindow("Movie"); 

e=e-b; 

setPixel(e, f , 50); 

} 

if ((c>0.5) && (c<=0.75 )) 

{ 

selectWindow("Movie"); 

f=f+b; 

setPixel(e, f , 50); 

} 
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if (c>0.75) 

{ 

selectWindow("Movie"); 

f=f-b; 

setPixel(e, f , 50); 

} 

} 

} 

setBatchMode("exit and display"); 
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Appendix VIII DORIS Processing 

DORIS Processing 

1. Image Acquisition  

Movies were recorded as a 512 512 pixel stack of 2500 frames, with an exposure time 

of 100 ms, using Micromanager Software. All data were then processed using ImageJ 

custom built macros  

2. Image Processing 

Images were processed in ImageJ using macro displayed in Section 5 of 

Appendix VIII. In an initial step all frames within an image stack were realigned to 

correct of stage drift during acquisition. The set of difference-images was initially 

produced by subtracting the     frame,    from the     frame,    for all   and     i in 

the raw dataset  . Potential QD dimers were identified as dipole-like objects in the 

difference-image with discernible intensity gradients across the diffraction-limited 

profile. Optional additional thresholding was simply added to decrease processing 

time.  Each object was isolated in a ROI (typically 15 15 pixels area, but dependent 

on magnification). Background subtraction (intensity minimum) and intensity 

normalisation was performed frame-by-frame prior to repeating the subtraction 

process to obtain the difference amplitude. In general, intensity maxima and minima 

in the difference-image were obtained from the intensity mean in a 2 2 area 

containing the absolute maximum and separately the minimum intensity. In this 

case, the amplitude-to-separation curve was produced in an equivalent manner.  
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The set of difference-images,  , was further exploited to identify and hence separate 

frames in the raw image stack A into subsets in which one [10] or other [01] QD is 

switched on.  Each QD was then localised in each frame by fitting a 2D Gaussian 

profile to the PSF using Levenberg-Marquardt, non-linear curve fitting in OriginPro 

8.0 (OriginLab Coorp). 

   To test the effect of shot noise on measured amplitudes, photon statistics were 

applied to each PSF image, where the mean and variance μ of the Poisson 

distribution             is given by the intensity of each pixel. Amplitudes in the 

difference-image were calculated at increasing peak photon counts of     for   = 1 to 

6 with the standard deviation in amplitude determined from 100 simulations. 

Fluorophores undergoing stochastic intensity fluctuations beyond that arising from 

shot noise were simulated by sampling fluorescence intensities from a standard 

normal distribution about a mean photon count of 1000 photons. A polar method of 

sampling was used in which two random numbers   and   , uniform in the square 

(-1 <   < 1) and (-1 <   < 1) are selected under the condition (          1) [268]. 

The returning value     √          is then a random number distributed normally 

around 0 such that photon counts given by           will also be normal about 

the mean    with standard deviation  . The single molecule image is generated by 

scaling the normalised PSF (    1.45,    1.52,    530 nm and 47 nm/pixel 

resolution) by the randomly sampled counts. Separate image stacks for two molecules 

were produced for 100 intensities, one molecule being displaced from the other by 

translating the PSF source in the manner described above. The image stacks are 

combined frame by frame in sum, to produce the simulated image stack of a dimer to 

which shot noise is finally applied. 

3. QD Separation Calculation 

The distance between two PSFs located respectively at         and         is given by 

  √        , where          and         . The uncertainties    
    

 and 

   
    

 in the coordinates of the two PSF were calculated using the relation [162] : 

 

  
  

     

           
 (   

     
 )  

     

           
 (   

     
 )  
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4. Simulations of Closely Spaced Emitters 

PSFs were generated using an ImageJ plugin [266] using a scalar-based diffraction 

model with parameters defined by the numerical aperture, refractive index of the 

immersion medium, wavelength light and the system magnification that defines the 

lateral resolution   (nm/pixel) of the image. To generate amplitude-to-distance 

conversion curve, two PSFs separated by a distance   nm were simulated by 

translating one PSF by           pixels along   and           along  , where   is the 

direction of displacement. The two normalised PSFs were then subtracted to produce 

a 32-bit image. The amplitude for different displacements of the PSF was calculated 

as the difference between the maximum intensity and minimum intensity in the 

difference-image. To test the effect of shot noise on measured amplitudes, photon 

statistics where applied each PSF image, where the mean and variance of the Poisson 

distribution is given by the intensity of each pixel. 

5. DORIS Algorithm 

// Full dataset difference algorithm, to be applied on 32-Bit stack      // 

// of frames. Simple thresholding processes can be added to reduce       // 

// computation time.                                                     // 

 

setBatchMode(true); 

rename("LR_Molstack"); 

Dialog.create(""); 

Dialog.addCheckbox("Differentiate before Subtration", false); 

Dialog.show(); 

check=Dialog.getCheckbox(); 

if (check==true) run("Find Edges", "stack"); 

run("Set Measurements...", "  min redirect=None decimal=3"); 

selectWindow("LR_Molstack"); 

for (i=1; i<=nSlices; i++){ 

setSlice(i); 

run("Duplicate...", "title=LR_Molstack-1"); 

run("Measure"); 

max1=getResult("Max"); 

run("Multiply...", "value="+1/max1); 
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selectWindow("LR_Molstack"); 

for (j=i; j<=nSlices; j++){ 

setSlice(j); 

run("Duplicate...", "title=LR_Molstack-2"); 

run("Measure"); 

max2=getResult("Max"); 

run("Multiply...", "value="+1/max2); 

imageCalculator("Subtract create 32-bit", "LR_Molstack-1", 

"LR_Molstack-2"); 

run("Measure"); 

max=getResult("Max"); 

if (max==0) close(); 

resetMinAndMax(); 

selectWindow("LR_Molstack-2"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("LR_Molstack"); 

} 

selectWindow("LR_Molstack-1"); 

close(); 

selectWindow("LR_Molstack"); 

} 

run("Images to Stack", "name=SubN+1 title=[] use"); 

setBatchMode(false); 

resetMinAndMax(); 

run("Z Project...", "start=1 stop="+nSlices+" projection=[Max Intensity]"); 

resetMinAndMax(); 

selectWindow("Results"); 

run("Close"); 
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Appendix IX   Two-dimensional DORIS F itting Pr ocedure 

Two-dimensional DORIS Fitting 

Procedure 

// Direct fitting of difference-images in two dimensions. The (x;y)      // 

// array is transformed into a linear vector y=f(x), where (i;j) pixel   //   

// intensity is associated to pixel n with y[n] the pixel intensity.     // 

// One-dimensional ImageJ built in fitting process "y = f(x)" is         // 

// applied according to the previously described mapping:         //          

// x=n-round(n/w-0.5)*w          // 

// y=round(n/w-0.5)          // 

// where w is the width of the image.        //

  

h = getHeight(); 

w = getWidth(); 

x=newArray(h*w+1); 

y=newArray(h*w+1); 

n=0; 

print("2D image array to 1D linear array")  

print("i       j      x      y"); 

for (j=0; j<=h-1; j++){ 

for (i=0; i<=w-1; i++){ 

x[n] = n; 

y[n] = getPixel(i,j); 

print(i+"     "+j+"     "+x[n]+"     "+y[n]); 

n++; 

} 

} 

 

a = w/2; b= h/2; c = w/2; d = h/2; e=1; 
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initialGuesses = newArray(a, b, c, d, e); 

GaussHerm =  "y =  (exp(-pow(x-round(x/"+w+"-0.5)*"+w+"-a,2)/(2*e*e))*exp(-

pow(round(x/"+w+"-0.5)-b,2)/(2*e*e))-exp(-pow(x-round(x/"+w+"-0.5)*"+w+"-

c,2)/(2*e*e))*exp(-pow(round(x/"+w+"+-0.5)-d,2)/(2*e*e)))"; 

Fit.logResults; 

Fit.doFit(GaussHerm, x, y, initialGuesses); 

Fit.plot; 

 

x1 = Fit.p(0); 

y1 = Fit.p(1); 

x2 = Fit.p(2); 

y2 = Fit.p(3); 

s = Fit.p(4); 

r = sqrt(pow(x1-x2, 2)+pow(y1-y2, 2)) 

newImage("Untitled", "32-bit Black", w, h, 1); 

for (y=0; y<=h-1; y++){ 

for (x=0; x<=w-1; x++){ 

z = (exp(-pow(x-x1,2)/(2*s*s))*exp(-pow(y-y1,2)/(2*s*s))-exp(-

pow(x-x2,2)/(2*s*s))*exp(-pow(y-y2,2)/(2*s*s))); 

setPixel(x, y, z); 

} 

} 

updateDisplay(); 

run("Enhance Contrast...", "saturated=0.4"); 

print(""); 

print("** Fitted parameters **"); 

print("A: "+a); 

print("peak width and position in pixels"); 

print("sigma: "+s); 

print("x1: "+x1+"     y1: "+y1); 

print("x2: "+x2+"     y2: "+y2); 

print("peak separation in pixels"); 

print("r : "+r); 
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Direct object resolution by image subtraction: a new
molecular ruler for nanometric measurements on
complexed fluorophores†

Rémi L. Boulineau and Mark A. Osborne*

A technique for measuring distances between two or more fluoro-

phores spaced in the 10–100 nm range is described. We identify a

linear correlation between the intensity–amplitude in the difference-

image of single molecules undergoing fluorescence fluctuations and

their separation. The transform is used to map distances between

coupled fluorophores.

Super-resolution techniques are now providing information on
subcellular structures and biological mechanism at spatial scales,
previously inaccessible with conventional microscopy.1–5 While
resolutions of 20 nm or less (FIONA)6 can readily be achieved,
experiments can be complex, either in instrumentation or in
post-acquisition image analysis and point-spread-function (PSF)
fitting. On the other hand, super-resolution optical fluctuation
imaging (SOFI)7 is elegant in its simplicity, based only on the
high-order analysis of temporal fluctuations in single molecule
fluorescence. However, for emitters only a few tens of nanometers
apart, SOFI cannot readily separate the contributions from
individual fluorophores. Alternative techniques exploit photo-
bleaching,8,9 blinking,10–12 transient adsorption13 or spectral
differences14 of multiple fluorophores in close proximity to
retrieve individual localisations via conventional PSF-fitting.

Here we present a novel way to measure the distance between
molecular centres directly from information in the difference-image
of independently fluctuating single molecules. Specifically, we show
a simple linear transform exists between the central intensity
gradient in the difference-image of two closely spaced PSFs and
their separation. The intrinsic fluorescence intermittency of quan-
tum dots (QDs), coupled to the ends of a 100 bp double-stranded
dsDNA (34 nm) in a dimeric complex is used to demonstrate the
principle of direct object resolution by image subtraction (DORIS)
and application of the technique to a higher order QD multimer
highlights the generic nature of the approach. We demonstrate how

DORIS can readily distinguish multimeric structures from single
QDs and that measurement of the distance between fluorophores
separated on the 10–100 nm scale is quantitative.

To illustrate the concept, consider two point emitters separated
by a distance much less than the Rayleigh limit, 0.61l/NA, for the
resolution of their PSFs. Below this limit the PSFs strongly overlap
such that emission typically appears to arise from a single source.
However, subtraction of the individual PSFs from each other results
in a difference-image that contains intensity maxima and minima at
locations that are weakly related to, but well separated from, the
emitting centres. More significant is the intensity-gradient between
the extrema in the difference-image which is strongly correlated with
the separation of the PSF centres. The correlation is most clearly
highlighted in the difference between the 1D PSF cross-sections of
two molecules separated at increasing distances (Fig. 1a). On the
other hand, the position of the maxima and minima in the
difference curve, appear far less sensitive to PSF displacement. For
simulations of closely spaced PSFs in 2D (S1, ESI†), the sum image is

Fig. 1 Direct object resolution by image subtraction. (a) Normalised 1D PSF
cross-sections centred at the origin (black) and 20 nm along x (gray). The
difference between PSFs (light gray) at 20 nm separation is shown along with
difference curves for PSF-separations of 5 to 80 nm showing distance dependent
gradients. Here, the Gaussian function I(x) = exp(�(x � x0)2/2s2) with standard
deviation s ¼ l=4NA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 ln 2
p

, l = 530 nm and NA = 1.45, is used to represent the
PSF cross-section. (b) DORIS amplitude-to-separation conversion curves. Ampli-
tudes are derived from the difference between intensity maxima and minima in
the difference-images of two simulated PSFs displaced along a vector at 01, 451
and 901 to the x-ordinate. Difference-amplitudes from the 1D-Gaussians are also
shown along with a linear-fit for guidance.
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largely indistinguishable from the image of a single PSF (Fig. 1b,
inset), while image subtraction reveals the same differential structure
(in profile) as the 1D cross-section. Intensity variation in the differ-
ence-image contains information on the position of each molecule
with respect to each other. Here, we exploit the sensitivity of the
gradient in the difference-image with respect to PSF separation to
generate a linear amplitude-to-distance correlation curve from which
distances between molecules can be read directly (Fig. 1b). For
simplicity the difference-amplitude rather than gradient is used,
since the distance between intensity maxima and minima is insen-
sitive to PSF separation. We find the difference-amplitude for both
the 1D PSF cross-sections (Fig. 1a) and 2D PSF simulations show
near-identical linear dependences on PSF separation. A small devia-
tion in the correlation curve for 2D PSFs displaced along a vector
oriented 451 to the x or y axes, arises from finite pixel size effects, but
with an error of less than 10 nm at 80 nm displacement, the
amplitude-to-separation conversion curves appear universal and
largely independent of the direction of PSF displacement.

In a proof-of-application, we have used DORIS on closely coupled-
QDs, where blinking in the fluorescence of at least one QD will result
in a shift in centre-of-mass of the PSF and hence well-resolved
difference-images. Streptavidin functionalised QDs (M10111P, Life
Technologies) were coupled using 100 bp complementary sequences
of biotinylated DNA (S2, ESI†) deposited on glass coverslips and
imaged using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscopy with typical capture rates of 10 fps into stacks of

up to 2500 frames. The simplest approach to analyzing the image
set of n frames A = {1. . .n}, is to generate the set of difference-
images, B = {1. . .n(n � 1)/2}, where each frame Bij = Ai � Aj for all i
and j > i. In this case, two coupled-QDs independently switching
between on(1) and off(0)-states generate on/off [10] and off/on [01]
frame combinations that give rise to difference images [1�1] and
[�11] with amplitudes between intensity extrema that are depen-
dent on both QD separation and absolute intensities. Here, we
introduced a binary notation to represent the state of each QD in an
image frame [ ] and the result of image subtraction for simplicity.
Normalizing QD peaks in each image prior to subtraction removes
the intensity dependence, allowing QD distances to be read directly
using the linear amplitude-to-separation transform.

In general, from the fluorescence trajectory of two QDs in close
proximity (Fig. 2a), the [11] state (both QDs on) can be easily
identified from the two level intensity trajectory. However, differ-
entiating [10] from [01] states is only made clear through difference-
imaging. Difference-images corresponding to [10] � [01] = [1�1],
[11] � [11] = [00] and [01] � [10] = [�11] exemplify the DORIS
process. Note that image stacks were corrected for stage-drift prior
to image subtraction, a process essential to achieving image
alignment and reduced uncertainty in localisation and distance
measurements (S3, ESI†). Intensity–amplitudes in the difference-
images of type [1�1] and [�11], are mapped directly to QD
separation using the amplitude-to-separation curve (Fig. 2b green
points). The histogram of amplitudes derived from the DORIS
analysis across the image stack with mean amplitude 0.51 � 0.06
(Fig. 2b blue bars) converts to a distribution of distances with mean
QD separation of 53 � 6 nm (Fig. 2b red columns).

We compared QD separations derived from amplitude-to-
distance conversion with separations measured between single
molecule localisations. DORIS was first used to differentiate [10]
frames from [01] frames before locating each QD across all
frames in each image set by fitting the 2D Gaussian function
I(x,y) = exp[�(x � x1(2))

2/2s2 � (y � y1(2))
2/2s2] + I0 to the PSF of

QD 1 and (2) separately (Fig. 2c). QD separations were then
determined from the vectorial distance [(x1 � x2)2 + (y1 � y2)2]1/2.
Uncertainties of s � 7 nm in the localisation coordinates result

Fig. 2 Direct resolution of a dsDNA-QD dimer by image subtraction. (a) Integrated
fluorescence intensity trajectory of a typical diffraction-limited dimer with images of
QDs in on/off [10], on/on [11] and off/on [01] states and corresponding difference-
images [1�1], [00] and [�11]. Scale bar 200 nm. (b) DORIS amplitude-to-separation
conversion curve (green points) for the experimental resolution, 97 nm per pixel at
165� magnification and 2 � 2 pixel averaging of intensity maxima and minima in
the difference-image. Also shown are the histograms of difference-amplitudes (blue)
centred at 0.51 � 0.06 and corresponding QD distances (red) centred at 53 � 6 nm.
(c) Localisations of the two QD centres in the dimer from conventional Gaussian
fitting showing QD separation is in good agreement with the DORIS derived distance.

Fig. 3 Correlation plot between couple-QD separations derived from DORIS
and distances from single molecule localisations in 30 QD-dimers. Uncertainties in
both measurements are determined from the analysis of multiple frames from
the image stack of each QD-dimer. A straight line representing the one-to-one
correspondence is plotted for guidance. (b) TEM image of individual 585 nm
streptavidin functionalised QDs with average core–shell diameter 23 � 4 nm and
(inset) a non-specifically coupled cluster of three QDs showing centre-to-centre
distance of approx. 21 nm is not strongly influenced by surface functionality.
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primarily from stage-drift, but also photon counting (Fig. S4 in
ESI†) and ultimately propagate to an error of about�10 nm in the
distance between QDs. We find excellent one-to-one correspon-
dence between DORIS derived distances and those measured
by conventional localisation (Fig. 3a) across the population of
QD-dimers analyzed. The result supports DORIS as a quantitative
method of determining fluorophore separation in sub-diffraction
limited nanostructures and complexes. The analysis reveals two
populations of dimeric QD structures with different separations.
We attribute a population emergent with distances centred at
23� 6 nm to directly and non-specifically coupled QDs. The value
is consistent with the mean diameter, 23 � 4 nm for individual
streptavidin functionalised 585 nm QDs and centre-to-centre
distances in QD clusters measured under TEM (Fig. 3b). A larger
population of QDs found at 52� 11 nm separation is attributed to
dsDNA coupled dimers, a value consistent within error of the QD
diameter and an extended 100 bp DNA length of 34 nm.

In a further demonstration of DORIS, we extended difference-
imaging to a trimeric-QD complex. Given the functionality of the QD
extends over its entire surface and the tetravalent nature of the
streptavidin binding protein, multiple DNA binding and formation
of multimeric QD structures is expected. A DORIS analysis of the
trimeric QD cluster in this case reveals all difference-images derived
from combinations of the individual QD on-state frames [100], [010],
[001] (Fig. 4). Respective QD separations 65.4� 8.1 nm, 26.5 � 10.3
and 74.6 � 11.4 determined from intensity amplitude-to-distance

conversion in the difference-image combinations [1�10], [01�1]
and [10�1] again show excellent agreement with the corresponding
vectorial distances between Gaussian-localised QDs, 63.0 � 8.4 nm,
30.6 � 10.7 nm and 73.2 � 9.2 nm. In this case, the QD-trimer
appears to be constructed of two DNA-coupled QDs (50–60 nm) with
a third QD coupled either non-specifically (20–30 nm) or with
significantly compressed dsDNA.

We have developed DORIS as a novel method for resolving
closely spaced fluorophores, with separations well below the
diffraction-limit. Applied to multimeric-QD structures, we have
shown that distances derived using DORIS are quantitative
(within error) with respect to those calculated by conventional
localisation techniques and consistent with TEM measurements.
We note that in principle DORIS only requires modulation in the
fluorescence with sufficient depth to produce intensity variation
in the difference-image (S5, ESI†). For this purpose, fluorescence
flickering in organic dyes, switching in fluorescent proteins could
be utilized.15,16 We envisage the method as complimenting
established super-resolution techniques of PALM, STORM, SOFI
and their derivatives, where high labeling densities or non-specific
interactions can prohibit unambiguous resolution of fluorophores
by conventional PSF fitting. Alternatively, we expect DORIS will
find application in molecular counting in protein–protein(DNA)
interactions and higher-order assembly of biological structures
and offers the potential to provide structural information from the
direct measurement of molecular separations.

We acknowledge the EC (FP7 grant 215148) for supporting
R.B. and Prof. A. M. Carr and Dr A.-S. Schruers for their useful
comments. We also thank Ms H. Aitchison (Nuffield Founda-
tion undergraduate bursary) for help with aspects of image
processing.
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Fig. 4 Resolution of a sub-diffraction limited QD-multimer by DORIS. Single-QD
localisations via Gaussian-fitting to individual PSFs are shown (red, green, blue)
with distances determined from a DORIS analysis of intensity–amplitudes in the
set of difference-images (subset shown overlaid). DORIS derived distances in the
figure correspond closely to centre-of-mass separations from the individual QD
localisations 63.0 � 8.4 nm (blue-green), 30.6 � 10.7 (green-red) and 73.2 � 9.2
(red-blue). Difference-images are shown for the various combinations of pair-wise
subtractions of frames in which one QD is on(1) and the others are off(0): blue =
[100], green = [010] and red = [001]. Scale bar is 200 nm. (Inset) Amplitude-to-
distance conversion curves along the QD displacement vectors (blue triangle =
blue-to-green, green square = green-to-red, red circle = red-to-blue).
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